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INTRODUCTION 

World Health Organization (WHO) defines health as "a. state of QODlPkte physical, 

mental and social well being and not merely the absence of Disease or infirmity"':.. 

By this definition. infertility is. a major cause of diminished health in our country~ 

But it is conceded. that health is an outcome of interacting social, eeonomical,. 

political and ensuing cultnral forces~ It ~ therefore,. a dynamic conce.pt which 

changes with time and place. There are two dimensions of health, first is the 

operational side when interventions. are made and status are meas~ secondly. the 

social dimension which focuses more on environment that creates or destroys health . 

This study focuses on the latter and looks at- the health of childless, women as a. 

prod.uct of their living experience and pressure produced by husband who is equally 

responsible for it and other family members. It attempts to focus on these 

determinants of healtlL For example., during the treatment the key determinants that 

are studied are;. cost of treatment,. income,. .age,. husband~ s support. social pressure,. 

type of problem,. and mental tension due to if they don"t get success.. In the living 

conditions,. the study focuses on socioeconomic conditions,. and burden of blame. 

even though husband is fairly responsible for this. 

Infertility is an important topic to bring forth,. since it. elkits multiple 

themes and. cultural values having to do with the taken for granted life path, with 

gender roles and definitions of femininity and masculinity,. as well as moral and le_gal 

issues .. The focus of this study is women~ s experiences related to infertility in the 

Indian society who have been victims of humiliation. torture and exploitation for as 

long as we have written records of social organization and family life. Today,.. women 

are being gradually recognized as import.ant... powerlhl and meaningful contribuwrs to 

the life of men;. but still countless women are the victims of different types of 

violence. They are beaten. divorced. and burnt alive and murdered •. --"-" by their 

respective husbands... and in-laws in their own house due to infertility- Therefore,. 

social disadvantages of women have been recognized,. invested, and represented in 

social science literatures- These studies show that women are instrumental in their 

own as well as other women:-s exploitation (Som,aiJ.,. 1994)-
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The ~nt status_ of women in India: ~ be und~rstood only in a historical 

contea Though this_ can be a subject of research. in its~lf,. we would_ only briefly 

to~h upon the subject, literat:ures covering woman ordained with status of a 'Social 

omamenf bearing a glorified_ image that of a 'bearer and nurturer of c~n~ ~ This 

implied tllat two jobs are carried_ outahnost exclusively by women, are house keeping 

and child_ rearing.. This does_ not get counted_ as "work'" and remains invisible __ It is 

because,- "work is defined, as_ the production of goods and services_ for the market as 

well as for household -consumption~_ Or economically valued. work considered_ as 

work..c The.refore.,. the concept of 'economic worth' ignores the non wage 'invisible' 

contributions of women to household consumption and reproduction. ~-if she fails 

to reproduce, women suffer from all sorts of oppression and discrimination- like 

sociologicaL psychologicaL economical, and biological, all resulting in the 

domination and marginalization of a women in every sector; agriculture, industry or 

service organized or unorganized secmr and in the household. This has contributed_ to 

the subservient nature of the social status ill women_ 

Though this study is not regarding the status of women in. society.,. even then 

an attempt has been made to access the role and experience of women in society arul 

the various contributions she makes in the production and reproduction process. 

Women in traditional societies like India bave been always dominated by the 

patriarchal system which regards infertility status of women as curse. This curse_ of 

sterility is regarded as a social stigma for the infertile woman who is even barred 

from attending any social functions because she is considered as inauspicious_ 

Childlessness is invariably blamed on the women who passively accepts the verdicts 

and spends rest of her life seeking out one prospective trader after another- If she is 

fortunate not to be thrown out of the ho~ she will eventually have to share it with 

second or third woman_ Such .8trocities on women have far reaching st>cial 

implications which provide a glimpse of her social status in such a society like ours .. 

Barrenness is .aSsociated with sin and a punishment from God; while the birth of a 

c_hild,. especially the male child is considered being a good woman. Such 

discrimination against women and the girl child is present since time immemorial_ In 

·Indian patriarchal society~ bearing children.,. particularly sons, largely defines a 
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woman's identity- Motherhood is of great ~ial signitkance and infertility is 

perceived as a great threat to men,s procreativity and_ the continuity of the lineage 

{Iyenger & lyenger~ 1999; Jindal and D~ 1990; Tindal and Gupta,. 1989; 

Mulgaonkar.,. 2001; NelL 1994; Patel,.1994;..Prakasbamma.,. 1999; Singh Dhaliwal~ 

1993;. Unisa.,. 1999) 

Most cultures regard parenthood .as a -critical event in a person, s life cycle-Inability to 

reprod~e is perceived_ as. a_ failure to: keep the future lineage of the family going,. a 

cause for great embarrassment.. Many see childlessness a 'curse., resulting from past 

'sins,- And.- since it is the woman who gives birth, she has . to bear the entire: 

responsibility of infertility-

Since her childhood,- a woman learns from her family .and society that marriage 

and motherhood are the most important roles that she is destined to play in her life~ 

roles which become central to her identity_ 'The social construction of gender leads to 

the internalization of strong misconceptions .around male sexuality~ making it difficult 

for a_ man to accept that he also has a role to play in childlessness_ So~ he would go to 

any extent to blame the woman - beat her,. .abuse her.,. threaten her of desertion or 

remarriage ~ rarely would he undergo a medical examination to find out if he is 

capable of being a father_ After all,. he doesn.,t ·want to be called 'na-manr (not man 

enough) and. allow his society to challenge his 'mardangi' (masculinity~ since 

infertility is often equated with impotem;e_ 

The infertility status of a woman is in terms of the state or condition of being 

unable to reproduce_ The problem may be either in the man or in the w~ and. in 

~t it's quite common to find_ that both have problem_ ~ when a couple is infertile; 

some societies still tend to blame the woman. The woman in. fact, is the first to 

coll$ult the doctor for the solution to the problem.. Until not so long ago~ women had 

to go through the long diagnostic procedures before men were submitted_ to the 

sample obtaining a sper:miograi:rL Psycho-social is a state of adjustment that is near to 

the status of mental health It denotes a desirability state of individual that ensures 

proper developments of his potential so that he is able to meet .and satisfy his needs in 

a society (Sinha,. 1990)- Thus.,. a study of infertility covers a wide range of .areas~ 
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which involve. .relevant aspects of ditf'etent ecological,. biological,. econo.tnic, 

demographic .. epidemiological. sociaL political and cultw:al facts. 

Infertility is a. problem. tbal.atrec.ts men .and women of reproductive .ages in 

all the areas of the world. although estimates of its prevalence are not very accurate 

and vary from re.gion to region,. the available demographic and epidemiological 

evidence suggest that approximately 1()% and 15% ofcoupks around. the world have 

experienced so~ form of infertility d.unng their reproductive liv~ thus 50 ttl 80 

million people may be suffering from infertility, a co~tion that causes consi<krable. 

personal suffering and disruption to the family life_ Each year a further two million 

infertile couples are diagnosed. (WHO)-

In g-eneral, infertility affects about one in seven couples of childbearing age. In some 

areas.. particularly in Sub Saharan. Africa,. up to one third. of couple are infertile 

(RHO) .. Through the world, the core prevalence of infertility is about 5% attributable 

to anatolllica.l., genetic.. endocrinological or immunological problems (P ATR)

Be.tween countries .and regions.. infertility .rates vary dramatically,. corresponding to 

the incidents of preventable conditions that lead. to infertility. While wo~n.;s 

infertility is greater focus of research, health care attention,. and social blru:ru;. male 

infertility is the cause. or contributing factor to infertility in approximately half of 

infertile couples (RHO). A current statistical data on infertility problem shows that. 

about 35 % are fetnale related. 35 %.are male related, 200.4 are related to both, and the 

~majning 10% are unexplained. Consequently, it is crucial to treat both the women 

and men when assessmg the infertility work up phase of treatment,. 

Epidemiological studies provide evidence on the prevalence of infertility~ not on the 

incidence or causes of infertility_ Infertility is not a diagnosis per se and therefore a. 

country strategy in developing health care in this area should not be based upon broad 

general assumptions gained from prevalence .studies but on finn. evidence conceming 

the causes of infertility_ For a variety of reasons.,. it is not possible to investigate 

clinically all those subjects who are defined as infertile in the community survey~ 



Probably only 1 Q-20 % of those so tkfined will present themselves at the secondary 

or tertiary health center for investigation even if facilities are available. Therefore 

~only where prevalence rates of infertility exceed 15-20% · will there be sufficient 

numbers of infertile couples to provide meaningfhl infonnation as to the. prevalence 

of clinical causes of infertility in that particular community_ 

There is little evidence on the level and patterns in India According to one study 

conducted by WHO, the extent of primary and secondary infertility in India are 3% 

and 8% respectively. Recent,. NFHS-2 data. using childlessness as an. indicator~ 

estimates thai K8% of currently married women between the ages of 4049 are 

childless_ Based on 1981 census data, childlessness amongst eve.Nnanied women in 

lnd.ia is estimated to be about 6% .. Evidence from community based studies across 

from India suggest similar prevalence rates for childlessness (Bang et al, 1989;. 

.Kanami, Latha and S~ 1994; Mnlgaonkar,. 2001; Unisa., 1999) 

DEFINING AND MEASURING KEY WORDS: 

. Lack of uniform definition, reference period and measures of infertility severely 

affected the problem of infertility itself.. V arions terms like infertile.,. childlessness are 

used to refer the women who failed to oonceive or bear a child when desire<l 

Normally, fertility is presumed until proven otherwise~ by definition: 

F~rtility for 'women' is ability to conceive and. give birth to a viable infant and for 

'men, the ability to impregnate successfully (Woods etaL 1979). 

Sterility The etiology of infertility is established and there is no possibility for 

conception. 

InJertility The inability to conceive fOllowing 12 months of regular interc<lnrse 

without contJ;aceptioa 

Childlessness is defined as the proportion of couples who have not had a live birth by 

time pf interview~ despite at least 5 years of cohabitation and exposure to pregnancy. 
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1his pheno.llleDOn includes bo~ women, s who have suc~fully ro.occived but have 

failed_ to. deliver a live birth and women,. having diffic_ulty bearing a_ second_ or higher 

birth ord~ ... desp~ ... as above five yeaJ:S of e~sure (Jejeebhoy._ 1998).: 

Childkssness is fi.u:ther divided_ as volunt:ary.,. involuntary aw:l temporary (Poston.,. 

1977)~ 

Voluntary £hlldlessness is wrnmonly a recent pheoome.non,. with increasing 

proportion in. industrialization and_ urban societies. Tempomcy childlessness is a 

condition in which couples assume_ their selves as fertile but want to delay it 

intentionally for a time. Involuntary childlessness is a phenomenon synonymous to 

the infertility.,. in which couples are childless despite desire for child..- This 

classificati.on of childlessness has potential for further exploration in terms of 

similarities and differences in characteristics of these types of couples. 

Infertility is considered to exist (in couples of reproductive age) when after a year or 

more of regular sexual intercourse without using a contraceptive method, a 

conception does not occur or the pregnancy..- if it occurs.,- cannot be carried to term 

(Woods~ et al. 1979). Infertility may be primary or secondary. In case of pdmary 

infertility~ is referred to those who have never Conceive before or the inability to 

ever carry a pregnancy to them while~ secondary infertility is the inability to achieve a 

pregnancy again after one or more snccessful pregnancies. The definition has also 

come to include couples who are able to conceive bu~ due to repeated miscarriages~ 

are unable to carry a pregnancy to them (WHO.,. 1987.,. Sc~ 1994; Jejeebhoy, 1998; 

UNFPA. 1999). Even more.,. some researcher (Sciarra 1994) see this period of 1 year 

as 'psychologically unacceptable, specially for the women of 30..35 or above age 

group who have voluntarily delayed child bearing. 

Psydto-social, Pertaining to the psychological development of the individual in 

relation to his or her social environment 
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METHODOLOGY 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The problem of infertility is one of the major health problems existed_ in all types of 

society .. whether it. is developed or underdeveloped. This problem shows the ~mplet.e 

state of physical,- mental and social. mal-adjustment with male and_ female together or 

one of the~ SQ. far as psycho-social experience of women related_ to infertility 

problems is conce~ it is more an adjustment problems rather than an individual 

existence_ If's a type of social construction of gender that needs to develop pragmatic 

understanding of the phenomena in a larger scale by focusing on micro-level .analysis... 

Indian society is a conglomeration of different cultures.. castes-. classes~ religions., 

regions, ethnicities and so OIL--. However, India is a type of developing societies but 

in present time it has influenced and got contacted with different alien cultures_ Due 

to this .cultural contact or cultural diffusion or acculturation or assimilation, our 

society has got many problems in thai. infertility is one of thelll. Psycho--social 

problems of women are not only the creation gender roles., but also the construction 

of familial structure that depends on different parameters of their members~ attitudes 

and. perceptions and the configuration which it regulates_ 

Howeve~ living experience of women with infertility problem which leads 

to psychological problems, treatment seeking behavio~ coping strategies in relation to 

infertility., how she copes with ~· what she thinks about adoption., whether she is 

getting social support or not., whether she get support from her own natal family or 

not., is also studied. ThoUgh there is sufficient anthropological lite~ that. 

highlights the importance of culture in relation to infertility., our basic theoretical. 

understanding is that cultures are products of historical., social and economic forces 

which are responsible for women condition not only in Indian society but also in 

every type of society in the world. childless women are blamed. So far as the study of 

this problem is concerned.- it involves lots of historical and contextual situations that 

provoke to g.o on details its different dimensions to objectify_ 
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OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY 

L To identify kinds of social pressw:es faGed by women with infertility problem. 

2. To ~ tk implicatioos of these pressures on the socio- economic and 

psychological experie~ of women 

3. To see kinds oftreatmentseekedfor infertility 

4. To analyze copping strategies in relation to inf~rtility 

First.,. looks at social pressmes a woman face with infertility problem and its 

implications on socio-economic psychological.aspecL 

Secondly understands the kinds of treatment_ seeked for infertility and coping 

str:ate_gies. 

The study provid~ new insights into many of the components covering the entire 

range of the system- the various facets of women"' s ~ social pressm:e~ and 

treatment seeking behaviour. This study explores the social meaning of infertility in 

women who are residing in De~ capital of India It focuses on the ~t of social 

structure,. on the construction of childlessness rather than on the health related 

problems or personal experiences of infe.rtile women. 

AREA OF THE STUDY 

SELECTION OF THE CASE STUDIES 

1he study is conducted two clinical settings in Delhi... Delhi has good number of 

health care institutes in both public .and private sectors. In public hea.lth sector lots of 

~rtiacy ins~ including medical colleges are there. And most of the public 

department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology in hospital provide the_ facility of 

investigation and treatment on infertility. 

However., due to lack of proper and specialized infertility centres in the public 

hospital,- infertility clinics are simply growing fast in the field of private sector 

(UNFPA-1999). 
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Both public and private hospitals are providing infertility care in the city_ On the basis 

of profile of infertility care providers in the city,. tertiary level institutions like 

gynaecology dep.artment of medical co~ Saft:hnjung hospita4 All India Institute of 

Medical Science~ Kasturba Gandhi hospital, Lady Harding medical college,. Maulaoa 

Aazad_ Medical College~ Indian Council for Medical Research, etc and others dealing 

with both investigation and treatment on infenility in public sector~ Among the 

private ~ctor health care inst.itutio~ such as Hope infertility clinic~ Tata Institute of 

Fundamental Researc~ Deen Dayal Upadhaya HospitaL Angers Clinic,. Surya clinic, 

Sir Gangaram hospital, etc~ 

The study is mainly small and_ time bounding in nature. Purposively, two dio.iyU 

settings were selected where the permission to conduct research was. given. Though 

few public hospitals were explored but did not get the permission there for this. 

However~ Surya clinic and department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology of Safdarjung 

hospital in south Delhi gave permission for the study_ Women with infertility problem 

who ~ to these two areas were asked for their consent and were interviewed. 

Finally eighteen case studies. were conducted. and analyzed. 

METHODS~ TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES 

Case study method was adopted fur which in-depth_ interviews and_ nan:at.ive 

techniques (term is used to refer to 'storied ways of knowing"') on eighteen women 

were done_ Cases were selected. on the basis of willingness of the women seeking 

treatment to participate in the study~ These cases were either with infertility~ 

confirmed or they may be under treatment or may not be confirmed and they may be 

under investigation were interviewed. 

This study is basically a qualitative type~ based on eighteen case studies of infertile 

women from the two institutions. All the relevant dimensions of infertility were such 

as type of infertility., gender factor.. socio-economic condition (on the basis of 

inGOrne) • ,. type of treatment. and. duration of treatment seeking from the present. 

institution and outside of the present institution including traditional healers e.tc. 
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BACKGROUND OF THE TWO CLINICAL SETTINGS:~ 

L Safdarjung Hospital 

Safdarjung hospital is a one of the bestJ:erfuu:y hospitals in Delhi Safdarjung Hospital 

was foun<kd_ during the Second_ World War in. 1942 as a Base Hospital for t:1:te allied 

forces~ It was taken over by the Goa of India in 1954 under the Ministry ofHealth.c It 

has grown over the yeru;s into one of the largest tertiary leveLc multi dis~ipllnary 

healthcare institutions in this. part. of the Wodd'"' Based_ on the needs and_ developments 

.in Medical Care the hospital has. been .re_gularly upgrading its ~ili.ties fronl 

diagnostk and. therapeutic .angles in all the specialties_ The hospital provides medical 

care to millions of citizens not only of Delhi .and. the neighbouring states but also to. 

people of neighbouring Countries-

Today the hospital provides state of the art facili.ties in the 34 dinical and. Pam:

clinical divisions... Running. along side its regular clinics are 45 special clinics., which 

offer comprehensive care to all patients with specific needs_ These special clinics help 

in creating a high level of awareness amongst the patients and benefit the medical 

community as well and thus widen the health knowledge base in the society-

Even though, by nature a tertiary care setup~ the institution has evinced keen interest 

in community health development programmes_ It has been a nodal point_ in massy 

key health projects and_ missions like AIDS cQntrol, pulse polio programme, leprosy 

eradication., matri suraksha programme and National Caneer Control Programme_ 

* According to researcher's parameter class is divided into three categories, (on the basis. of 

respondent's income) 

Class Income 

I. Upper middle class- more than fifteen thousand 
2. Middle class ~ mocetbaa five-but less fifteen thousand 
J_ Lower middle class~ less than five thousand 
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'Ik ill$1itntion also• strives to do its bit mit in preyentive aud. promotive health 

through its many user-friendly information,. education and ~mro.•Jnication ~tivities. 

Exhibitio~ semiruu;s.,. healtll melas.,. radio television and print media are some of s~h 

best efforts have been doing all types of health problems and making cons~ious to the 

people. 

~ eighth five year plan Sa-w the im;e_ption of de_panments like Gastroenterology~ 

Endocrinology., C;;u;diology~ Respiratory Medicine., Urology~ Nephrology~ Canlio 

thoracic and. V ~ular sw;gery etc. 

2. SURYA CLINIC 

Surya clinic is mooing under Dr AmJsba Joshi from ten years. it is located. in Chirag 

Delhi, Sheikh Satai It is not a big dink.. However .. 5-10 infertility cases are visited. 

per day. Most of the patients belong to lower middle class.,. the upper middle class and 

sometimes higher class also visits for treatment they rarely do. The consultant charge 

of the clinic is rupees seventy,. which is comparatively less in Delhi. 

Asked how many ~es are male .and female related'? She said. 40 percent cases are: 

male and 60 percent cases are. female re:tat:e.<L The researcher used to sit there for three 

to four hours per day and try to talk with the patients as well as the Dr. Anusha Joshi.. 

DATA COLLECTION 

7 Pilot study 

An exploratory pilot study was conducted. by using few open. ended questions t.o find. 

out. the d.imensions I aspects of childless women... Ten participants sharing similar 

characteristics of the sample of the final study (women 25-49 years of age group., 

approaching infertility clinic and. taking treatment., from different clinic for more than. 

a year) were interviewed. In the inten'kw~ few broad questions were asked rela~. m 

• Present age., age at maniage (both male and. female)..- age at gamma (if early 

IIUJ.J:riage, age a puberty~ when a girl started living with husband},. education,. 

occupation., income~ class, family type., family size_ 
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• Treatment seeking behavior~ type of infertility (primary/ secondary)~ and infertility 

related to male/ female. 

• Qu~tions on the social pt;ess~. which produces psychological ~tors_ 

Due to the sensitivity of the topic~ the researcher had to build_ rapport 

and convinced that it is purely an academic study and would_ be kept confidentiaL 

7 In-de_ptll stu_dy 

Specific circumstances for which in--depth int~rviews are particularly appropriate 

inchJde 1) comple!( subject matter;, 2) detailed infunnation sought; and_ 3) highly 

sensitive subject matt~L To study the treatment seeking behaviour,- perception of self, 

to know factors. and the influence of the social, economic and cultural factors the in

depth interviews would be very suitable to probe the reason for such behaviour and to 

understand_ the complexity- For this research eighteen case studies of women. were 

taken in different circumstances. 

The tools and teclmiqu~ usetl for the data~llection are as follows: 

First of all,. a profik of i.Iltbrtility care providers was generated with one of the 

folio~ the head_ of centres, lady doctor/gynaecologist_ or infertility expert through 

a semi-structured_ interview. Qualitative .aspeGts of data collected through an interview 

guide~ by in-depth interview technique_ Observation and informal conversation were 

also done at all possible level of the study. This qualitative explorative process 

he~d.- the women to share about their experiences. 

Secondary so~es such as census~ othel:" surveys and. studies,_ published reports~ 

research articles were appropriately used. as review of relevant literatures. 

On the basis of case studies the issues were interpreted. carefully. Case study 

provides comparison of various key dimensions,_ ~ type of health centre 

(private/publich- infertility ~tor (male/femaleh- type of infertility 

(pr:imary/secondary) socio--economic status e~. were explored.. 

The study reqttired qualitative data collection on wide range of variables including the 

following: 
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a.c Soci<KktnOgcaphic protile. 

b~ Re_pmductive hisrory 

c~ Treatment seeking behaviour 

ti Kinds of social pressures 

·e~ Coping s:trate_gies 

Though t.he focus of this study is on women with infertility problem, o.ther 

membei:S who ~companied with the participant have also been. covered.. i.e., husband 

if visited with. wife,. sister,. mother -in,. law,. sisrer-in-law,. and_ neighbour. This helped_ 

ro u.odei:Stand the nature of relationship between them and their views, and the kinds 

of social pressures on. women... Self perception of wo.r:nen~ s experienc.e and_ what they 

feel were explored_ from their viewpoints so far as infertility is concerned. 

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY:~. 

The main. focus of the study on the social .and psychological correlates infertility that 

has appeared much variability in their experience on different situations which have 

been selected from infertility clinics. Therefore the study does not take the women. 

who drop out of treatment.. left unstudied or women who do not seek treatment,. this 

representation a serious omission. These people may well reported at different levels 

of experience than those remain in the treatment.. Due to paucity of time and limitcl. 

scope of study and. also sensitivity of the problem,. only eighteen case studies were 

carried out purposively. The issues have come out quite clearly related to the 

sufferings and the lived experience of women with infertility problem. However,. due. 

to small numbe~ the findings cannot be genernlized to larg-er population. 

This is a clinical base<l study which provides only information on the pattern of 

causes of infertility prevailing in particular clinical settings. Jkrefore.,. d~ to 

selective nature of samples of these studies are not really representative of the entire 

community. 
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While the study clearly brings out the: differences in social pressures and treatment 

seeking behaviours between men and_ women (husband_ and wife)"'" the exact extent of 

that difference oould not be interviewed. 

Problem of recall affected_ the data. with re.gard to. treatn:tent expenditure~ the minor 

aihnents for which medical help ·was sought,. other treatment like .ayurv~ 

homeopathic etc-

Despite the rapport developed. the element. of suspicion and difference could_ not be 

overcome completely for two reasons: ... 

Reseatelrer1 as she is~ couldn't understand the. 

pain of childlessness or the social pressure created by the family_ Re.spondent~s 

associated researcher (especially in the clinic/hospital) while asking q~stions .about 

demographic profile.,. tre.atment seeking behaviour.,. reproductive history etc; with that 

of doctor or health worker. 

People were well aware that re:search of this. kind is not 

beiDg canied out. with their interests in mind however_ Even studies of the present 

kind.,. despite their claim to the contn.u;y"'" ultimately may not yield any itntxlediate 

concrete results that benefit the individual respondents.. 

The interviews were firstly cond~ted in Hindi,. many of the respondents speaking 

their local state language (a language the res~her does not know) and only 

smattering of Hindi and the inrerview guide finally being written in English,. many of 

the nuances particular to a language were lost, during translations_ Thus, the data on. 

attitudes.,. experiences.,. and perceptions has suffered.. 

In view of the above considerations.,. the findings of this study are being presented in 

the different chapters_ This is devoted entirely to present the psycho-socio- cult:uJ:al 

aspects of infertility and_ their linkages with health. 
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CHAPTERIZA TION 

Chapter one deals with the conceptualization of the problem and metho®logy used 

to study the problem lived experiences of the women with infertility pmble~ 

Chapter two reviews the available. literature~ related to aspect like causes of 

infertility; factors relare<l to infertility~ treabnent available for infertile couple aml 

examine the issue of infertility~ in social psychological and_ political framework of 

this country in particular and other countries in general and look at the related_ 

aspects of infertility. It also tries to t:J;ace historically inclined phenomenon of 

infertility in lndja The ~es of the problems at the world level as well as in 

India,. various definitions and categorizations have been outlined. Chapter three 

looks on infertility as public health concern with subheadings from women~ s health 

perspective..- the policy limitations pertaining to infertility proble~ statUs of infertility 

in public and. private health care and. ART~ a hope or bllfrlen for infertile couple. 

Chapter fourth presents the case studies~ which speaks volumes about the treatment 

seeking behavio~ and coping strategies. And cltapter fifth is summarized and 

concluded the findings on women suffering from infertility problem based_ on 

eighteen case studies. Also some policy recommendations and the need to look at the 

infertility problems have also been highlighted as important ·consideration and 

discussed gender sensitive approach... 
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CB.APTER-2 

SOCIOLOGICAL AND BIOLOGICAL ASPECT OF INFERTILITY: 

(REVJEW QF ~11JRE)~-

• EPIDEMIOWGICAL ASPECT OF INFERTILITY 

• PSYCHO-SOCIO-CULTURAL ASPECT OF INFERTILITY 

• TREATMENT SEEKING BEHAVIOUR OF WOMEN WITH 

INFERTILITY PROBLEM 

• FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO INFERTILITY 

• MEDICAL TREATMENTS FOR INFERTILITY 

• PSYCHOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES OF INFERTILITY TREATMENT 



EPIDEMIOLOGICAL ASPECT OF INFERTILITY~ 

There is a great deal of confusion about what infertility is and. how ~ "mfertility" is 

to be defined., Infertility is usually detmed .3$ ha-ving no pre_gnam;y after year of 

unprotected regular inten;QUISe (GreenbaU E.,- Thonnca.uo P ~ Abbe_y A~ 1991-s Rowe 

PL 1993.,. Sundby L,- 1994.,. Schmidt L..,- 1995)~ This_ definitiOn is also used by the 

WHO (Rowe~ 1993~ The offi~_oftecbnology assessment(OTA).- in..areporttitkd 

infertility: medi~ and ~ia.l choices,- notes "infertility" has been characterized as a 

disease~ disorder..- disability... handicap, ~SS.. syndrome~ condition,- or ceondition 

caused by disease." It goe_s on to conclude that "it is useful to talk about infertility as 

a clinical problem for which the medical c-ommunity can sometimes offer a ~medy~" 

(US Congres~ 1988~36-37). 

The irnibility of a sexually active..- non contracepting couple to achieve a 

conception within one year constitutes infertility~ Detmitions of "infertility" are 

ceouched. either in terms of ceonception or in terms -of birth.. Sometimes de_1:mitions .are_ 

offered that attempt to encompass bo~ For exa.IIlple.,. Barbara Menning detmes 

infertility as '<the inability to conceive a pre_gnancy after a year -or more of regular 

sexual relations without epntrac;eption,- or .the inability to ~ pregnancies to a live 

birth" (Menning, 1988)~ Acc-ording to the WHO.,. a couple would be considered 

infertile if they were unable to achieve c-onc-eption within two years -of unprotected 

intercourse. 

The concept of infertility is both vague and ambiguous. It is vague in the sense 

that there is no non arbitrary cut-off in the period required for conception,- 1J11d it is a 

clear.,. stipulated definition of "infertility" that will help policymakers understanding 

the nature of the problem,- and permit researehers to measure its magnitude-: It is not 

enough to report on the various ways the concept of intertility can be understood. In 

exceptional circumstances,. where a ~pecif1C occupational or _environmt!ntal f~tor is 

suspected. to be the cause -of the infertility_,. much lower prevalence rates can be 

examined by targeting the clinical investigations towaros specific cause~ such as 

impa-ired spermatogenesis. 
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In many societi~~ the_ inability to ~on~ive_ and bear a live healthy t::hild is t::onsidered 

to be the women's fuult rather than a problem of the t::ouple wh~n,. in f~ ei~r or 

both may have an identif"Iabk factor associated with infertility. ~ stigma of 

infertility often leads to marital disharmony and divome as well as sodal ostracism~ 

Med.H;ally,. inf~ility is defined as a cCOndition in which a t::ouple falls to c~i~e in 

spite ad:ive sexual life without the use of any c,oninlceptive method,- for a ~riod :Of 

one Y~--c 1'he. 1;a.uses for this t::ondition are_ multiple and could be related to either or 

both partners_ The condition has also c_ome to include couples who ~ able to 

conceive but,. ~- to repeated miscarriages.. are unable to carry a pregnancy to thein.o 

Infertility is a leading cause of seeking help -of a gynec:Ologist; e_ven then,. little 

attention is given to the life of non-pregnant women. The singular focus on fertility 

control resulted in the total neglect of the issue -of infertility and. higher prevalence in 

higher fertility areas_ ~ting the social and psychological sufferings of couple~ 

particularly women as wellbeing issue; the problem of infertility/childlessness is a 

serious publit:: health issue in terms of policy and. provision for infertility care and 

management.. Consequently,. it is c~ial to tre_at both the women and men when 

assessing the infertility work up phase of treatment.-

In men,. the damage is usually caused by S~ but also by TB,. filarial,. leprosy and. 

mumps.. In women,. such infection is usually caused by damage to the fallopian tubes 

from pelvic inflammatory disease (PID1 a possible consequen(:e of untreated 

reproductive tract infections (RTis) and STDs.. RTis can he acquired through lack of 

access of clean water~ unsterile procedures during childbirth or abortion,. and they can 

be exacerbated by bad medical practices. Likewise,. only 10 percent of the estimated 

five to six million abortions performed. each year in India are done in registered 

clinics~ Most abortions are done with inadequate equipment and poorly trained 

personnel. Finally,. though intra uterine devices {IUDs) can aid the transfer of ~xisting 

infections fr:om the lower into the upper reproductive tract, it is an open secret that 

government services put in IUDs without c~king for in~tions.- ( Dr- Mira Sbiv.a 

, VHAI)~ "And how many primary health !:enters sterilize their equipment'? They don ':t 

even have a budget for gentian v1olet." 



Efforts to "~" women .about menstrual hy~ to p~vent RTis ..are_ meaningless 

when "they tkm~t have privacy and .access. to £lean water.," (Dr. Shiv11,c VHAl) .. Nor 

they do have the power to nego.~ "~fer" sex with a possibly infec~d spouse to 

protect ~lves fiom STDs .. lf they do £~1 an infection,. they may not !kvelop 

symptom~ but even if they suffey discomfort,. they ~ not likely to get ~enL 

This is because a women~s health :eomes down in the list nf priorities in any average 

Indian household_ 

Services fnr STDs and other RTis~_urrently the single additional "~tive 

health" ~omponent to the government.,s contraQeptivt?focused farmly '<welfare" 

programme_ -.a.J"e. available only at district .and sub-distric_t hospitals and some 

community health centers.- which are even less accessible than the primary health 

cemers and sub-cemers .. In rural India,. this effectively rules nut treatment for the most 

women who gmnot afford the t.ransport<Uion £OSts or loss of working time to ~k 

.treatment. Published reports have recorded the appalling quality of g-Overnment health 

services.c particularly in the rural .areas.- They are understaffed (or the staff .are absent).. 

drugs are unavailable., and equipment is_ broken down. Wo.men.,s access to~ is 

minimal even in better off states <Dr- Shy.ama1a nataraj., of the Chennai based. south 

India AIDS Action Programme)_ Instead., most women with inf~tions will tokrate 

distressing .symptoms_ Most women .at. SID £]inics have been referred only after they 

first treatment for infurtility. 

Tuberculosis is the third leading cause of the death from infectious diseases in lndia_ 

It is also the leading cause of death from infectious diseases in India _it is also the 

leading cause of death among women in the reproductive age group_ It is estimated to 

be responsible for 10 percent to 30 percent of female infertility_ Although up to .80 

percent of the lndian population is infec~ with the tuberculosis bacteri~ it is only 

in a small proportion that the infection develops in to full-blown disease_ It C<Ul travel 

to other parts of the body., including tbe genital tract., where a silent infection £auses 

irreversible damage. 

Limited funding has made ~search on pelvic TB a low priority (Dr. Prabhajagota., 

director of the once world famous National Tuberculosis Institute in Bangalo~)" In 

any :ease., she argue~ the incidence of ,pelvic_ TB depends on the inc_idence of 

pulmonary TB_ So ;fue TB c_nntrol ,programme must concentrate on 1:;utt;ing 



transmission of 1B by identifying lllld treating smear positive TB~ Low priority for 

public he.al~ the concentration on vertical pmgramnmes., the obsession with the 

family planning prograiDJDe and the consequent disarray in the public health sy~ 

irrational pradices. in the private sector and the financial bmrlen on the patient - all 

the~ ~bine to~ the TB contml pJ'Dgi3JIUJle ineffuctive. 

~.are. other~ less d~ ~s of infertility that 1;ll'e v~ common in India: 

in.~tions ~h .as mal~ malnutri~ .and exposure to toxic chemicals can reduce. 

the chances of conception or provoke spontaneous .abortion_ Dr. Kaikal points out. 

"Fertility is ~ted by so m.any depriv~ which should be .addressed in the larger 

public; interest." 

And this is :the po~ 'infertility is .a possible~~ of v.ari.ous illnesses 

with much more physical debilitating endpoints. These preventable ~SSf:s ~ 

.a.c.quired in the circ.umst:ances beyond the victims' contro4 from depriv.atio~ .aDd 

from infections c.ontracted in poverty~ within inequitable soci~onomic relations 

:that prev:ent even knowledge individuals from protecting themselv~ or from getting 

proper treatmenL The damage caused by such infections is ~ly rever:sibk-. ''The 

tragedy ofinfert•1ity is that so m~h ofit is preventable," (DL Shiv.a.c ~ 

INFERTILITY: INCIDENCES AND CAUSES 

Up to 15 pel"Ct:nt of couples suffer from infertility at some time in their lives/' says .a 

senior infertility specialist.. Actually,. infertility is probably not :that common in India.. 

In an article,. health researcher Shlreen Jejeebhoy quotes the 1981 National Census 

estimates that between four and six percent of currently married women over 40 are 

childless (Jeejeebhoy. Shireen,. 1998). Demogrnpher Malini Ka.ikal .argues tha,t 

infertility is relatively less common in Indi<l; the 1992-93 National Family Health 

Survey estimates (TIPS,. 1995~) tbat only 2..4% of currently married women .aged. 

between 45-49 (and 3.'JOAI of all women of the same age) have nevey given birth to a. 

child.c Y.et.- the prevalence of infertility is c.onstantly over-estimated since over

estimates of infertility help justify the industry's existenc_e. 

A couple's inability to bear a. child can be traced -to a physical problem with one or 

both partners (with responsibilities evenly divided between sexes~ if it can be traced 
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.at all -at kast one-third of (;ouples ~king ~tment have '"unexplained infertility"~ 

Among those for whom a problem can be identified, a "core group" has anatomical 

geneti<; or ~rioologica.l probl~ that may be treatable.,. but~ not ~vent.lble" 

However.,. a large proportion of infu.rtllity.,. part~ularly in !k.velop.ing C{}untries,. is 

caused by untreated infections affecting the reproductive system.. 

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO INFERTILITY: 

An infertility diagnosis ¥m be established in approximately 85-90% of the wuples 

undergoing infertility investigatiOILo Approximately HH5% of infertile !;:OUples are 

classified as having "infertility of unknown origin" since their infertility investigation 

reveals no abnormalities .and thus no cause. or diagnosis can exp1ain their failure to 

c~ive (Stillman,. 1987)~ Of~. couples in whom a diagnosis is established,- male 

factors account for approximately 35-40% of infertility and female :filctors a~ount for 

approximately 40% of infertility (Stillman,- 198~ Thus.,. men and women are equally 

likely to be infurtil~ The remaining 25% of couples in whom a diagnosis 1s 

established have a combination of factors causing their infertility~ 

The factors that contnnute to infertility~. multiple & thus classification of infertility 

due to any one condition is misleading. Therefore, the factors that most often 

contribute to infertility among women are divided among factors that may influenQe 

the ability to ovulate; fuctors affecting tubal function; cervical, uterine, or 

immunological fuctors; and a common disorder called endometriosis.,. characterized 

by the presence of endometrial tissues (lining of the uterus) outside the uterus. 

Among men,. most case of infertility is a consequence of factors that contribute to 

abnonna] or too few spenn~ 

A defect at any point in this series of interrelated events can result in infertility Qr ihe 

inability to carry a pregnancy to term. A number of psychological ,and behavioral 

factors are known to contribute to infertility~ Infections account for an est.imat~d 2Q% 

of infertility in the United States (Congressional Report, 198.8)~ ·Gonorrhe~ 

chlamydia} infection.,. and mycQPlasina'l infection are most responsible for infertility

Endometriosis impairs f~ity through a variety of possible mechanisms~ It appears 
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that displa~ en<lometrial tiss~ may interfere with ovula~ ovum .transport,. or 

implantation of the fert.Hized o.vum~ En<lometriosis may also induce_ ea,rly .sponmne.o:us 

abortion (Hahn, Carraher,.. Foldsey~ .and Mcguire,. 1986;. Holtz,. Williamson,, Mathur,.. 

Landgrebe~ m1d. M~ 19.85).. Houoonal distuibanQes of various types~ a]SP l~d 

to in&nility""' Such disorder includ~- polycystic ovarian disease (POD}, in which the 

ovaries are :Clogged with cysts; poor cervical mucus; and hyperprolactenemia., leading 

to estrogen deficiency .and an ovulation in women or testosterone deficiency and 

~spermatogenesis in men (K .. elley-101989). Stre..ss may be a~~d with 

hyperprolac.tin~ia. for . which other ~s c_annot be id_entified ~ss is also 

associated hypothalamic ~ the ab~e. of menstmation for .at bst three 

cycles in a- woman with previously established menses and- for which no physical 

pathology can be found {Ben~ 1978; ~ll~Y-10 1989)-

Can~r of the. c~ix..- uterus or ovaries causing dama~ to these organs necessary fur 

reprodliction QUI c0bviously impair fertility~ In add-itio~ however~ the tr:eatme.nt of 

cancer by surgery~ c~otherapy,. andlor radiation QUI lead to infmility if not 

sterility""' Finally,. the very pre.sence. of c.am;_~ in the. body is. known to affect ~men 

quality (Newto~ 19.87) and is likely to affect the. kmale reproductive proce_ss 

(Congressional Report,. 19.88)~ Genetic_ .and chromosomal abn~lities :Gan affect 

fertility in several ways. Abnormalities in human embryos can .affect the health of the 

embryo~ In additio~ chromosoma1 abnormalities can im~ir the. fertility of an adult. 

Nutriti~D aud eating diso.rders lil women,.. sexual maturation and 

continuation of cyclic ovulation depend on achieving .and maintaining .an adequate 

.amount of body fat as a proportion of total body mass (Frisch~ 1984~ Y an Der Spuy~ 

1985). It bas also been suggested that possession of adequate fat stores may serve as a 

physiologic ~ondition for conception and- pregnancy sinc1: c-ompletion of the . 

pregnancy .and lactation requinfs approximately 50.,()00 calories~ roughly ~- amount 

of en~ most women possess in body fat (Frisch, 1984)- When malnutrition exists 

and the. individuar s fatty tissues are depleted,. .the. probability that conqeption will 

occur is greatly d~re.aosed .sinqe_ estrogen deficiency..,. associated. with hypothalamic 

suppressio~ results in an ovulation as well as amenoiThe.a. 
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Exercise Regular"'" stretenuous exeJCise is ~tly .associated with altered 

menstrual function, temporanly impairing fertility in worn~~ Re.s~h indicates that 

if women with normal nnmstmal fu.nction be_gin .a program of s~uous ~xercise.,. that 

many will develop some form of ~trual abnormalit~s~ A prospective study in 
\ 

which untrained women ~gaged in strenuous exercise found that .8T'AI of women 

who engaged in the e~.ise ~n developed some menstrual abnormalities 

(Bullen ~taL,. 19.85).c 

Anecdotes are frequently dted indicating that infertile coupl~s will cotmeive 

after a ~tion in s~ for example when they discontinue infertility treatment or 

"stop trying. n It has similarly been reported that women may become pregnant after 

scheduling an initial infertility evaluatioa Baker.,. Mathur.,. Kiik.,. and Williamson 

(19.81) found that 39% of their samples of women with normal menses prior to 

running w~ amenorrheic~ The American College of Sports Medicine reports that 

one-third of competitive female long distance runners aged 12~5 experience 

menstrual dysfunctions (Baker.,. 1981 )~ Acute exercise has been found to produce_ an 

increas~ in testosterone in women immediately after running (Sbangnld.,. Gatz.- and 

Thysenl981-; Sutten,. Colem~ Casey.,. and Lazarusl973)~ Shangold et aL (19.81) 

observed a greater testosterone increase during the follicular than the luteal eye]~ 

phas~ Johansson, Laakso~ Peder and Karonen ( 1988) speculate that increased plasma 

testosterone during exercise may be caused by decreased hepatic blood flow.; resulting 

in decreased degradation, rather than increased secretion of the hormone.,. although it 

is not clear why would vary across cycle phase~ Lack of significant change in 

testosterone after running has also been reported (Loucks and Horva~ 1984).. 

although hormone means were in the right directioa Inconsistent results for basal 

testosterone in runners versus controls have been reported. Findings include higher 

testosterone in runners compared to controls (Dale.,. Gerlach.,. .and Wilhite., 1979).., 

lower basal testosterone in runners versus (Ronkain~ Pakarinen,. Kirldne~ and 

Kauppila.,. 1985). and no difference {Ch~ Rk:hard~ Kim,. .and Malarkey.,. 19.84)~ 

One ~on for variable results may be fuilure to control for cycle phase in 

amenorrhea runners m light of the cyclisty of testosterone levels. As previously 

indicate~ intensive exercise appears to increase the likelihood of menstrual 

dysfunction~ Predictors for women exercises who become amenorrhlc include prior 

menstrual dysfunction, older age at menarche_,. younger current age., nulliparity.., 
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mileage run ~ week,. .and alteratimi in pen.:ent Body fat (Baker.,. 1981; Baker ~t al.,-

19.81) 

Stress Eviden<;e_ s~sts that mild to serve emc>tioruU stress may lead tQ 

impaired fertility in both num and women.. For ~xampk:.,. 500AI of women in 

c.Q~ntrating G3IDPS w~~ reported to be .amenorihea(Mazer and Israel.,. I 959)- Stress 

can diredly .affect reproductiv~ hounones_ There is a substantial litera.tum in men 

demonstn¢ing that .stress results in reduced testosterone level with possible_ 

interference with spermatogenesis_ For exmnPJe.,. testosterone may remain suppressed 

up tQ sevtm days following surge_ry (Ghanadian.,-~ Wiliams.,. Shah,. and Me 

Whlnney,. 1981)- Psychological stress cau~ by Army basic_ training. anticipation of 

combat dllty..,. parachute jmnping, and flying :fighter planes results in lower: 

testosterone compared to controls or baseline (Rose et aL, 1969; Kre_uz,. Rose, and 

Jennings,. 1972; Davidson, Smith, and Levint; 1978; Leedy and Wilson.,- 1985)_ 

Intensive exercise regimens prodllce lower basal testosterone in men (Wheeler.,. Wall, 

B~lcastro.,. and Cumming.,. 1984)- At.;_ute_ prolonged exercise also leads to reduced 

testosterone in men ~ssypris, Ku()ppasp}mi, and Adlercreutz,. I 976). 

It is clear whether: stress suppresses testosterone in womea Testosterone 

values in a normal range are important in maintaining women's sexual desire 

(Sherwin.,- 1985)- There is a shortage of studies examining the effect of stress on 

testosterone in women; however, those results that have found are inclusive. Effects 

of surgical stress on testosterone have not been studied, presumably because 

testosterone is not considered to have reproductive or other significance. It would be 

of great interest to know whether the normal mid cycle peak in women's testosterone 

is suppressed during chronic stres~ especially as this elevation is correlated with 

sexual functioning (Morris and Unly~ 1987; Persky etal1978)_ 

Stress may affect other aspects or reproductive functioning in women- For 

~xample~ Sandler ( 1968) provides exampl~s of stress-~1ated tubal blockage, .and as 

previously noted, has been implicated in hypothalamic amenorrhea (Benson, 1978)~ 

It is probable that .stress may have othq more_ complex eff~ts on human reprodnctive 

functioning. It is important to recognize,. however..,. that while in the recent past 40-

50% of al infertility was at:tributed to stress (Siebel and T:aynor ... 19821 this figure has 

dropped to 5% or less (Congressional Re_port,. 1988)~ 



SIB{)king Ev~e from several studies. indicates that"~ smoking has. 

adverse effects on the reproductive system (congressional re.port.,l9.8.8)~ In women,. 

smoking has ~ ~~ with ~~ abnorma.litk:s and tubal disease (Bainl 

and Wikox, 985; Hartz ~al. .. 1987.;. Stillman,. Ro~ and ~hss 1986; Thomford 

and M<U:tison,. 19.86)..: Smoking bas .also been .associated with primary infertility 

resulting from cervkal factors .and impaired tubal func.tion (Phipp~ Cl'1.lmer .. .and 

Schift 1987)., In ~ smoking or nic_otine consumption has been .associated with 

decreased sperm moulity .and count, .al~ spenn morphology .. and altered honnone 

levels (Weisberg,- 1985; Wentz.- 1986). Experimenta.I evidence suggeSts that these 

alterations are caused by changes in hypothalamic/pituitary axis fimc.tion and possibly 

impaU'ed motility of cilia; in ~~tal tract mattison,. 1982). 

Sexual Dysfu~n Conception ~~s that sperm be trnnsmitted to the 

female reprodu.ctive ~L: If a couple is unab~ to have intercourse; sperm 

transmission may not nccm., Thus sexual dysfunctions another etiological fuctor in 

infertility. One study of etiological factors in male. infertility re_vealed that sexual 

problems between the couple were the primary cause of in:furtility f-or M (5%) of 

1294 consecutive cases of male infertility (Dubin and Amelar~ 1971)~ Erectile 

dysfunction is probably the single most pl:l!v.alent type of sexual dysfimction 

producing infertility..,. and was found to be responsible for 27(42%) of the cases 

descnOe.d above (Dubin and Amelar..,. 1972)- Difficulty attaining an e~tion may 

result from a variety of psychogenic as well as organic causes. In some men,. .conflict 

surrounding conception may result in lack of erection dming the period in which they 

perceive their wife to be fertile. It is also common for the pressures of "trying to 

conceive" to result in decreased arousal. 

Thus sexual issues are frequently experienced by both the partners,. regardless 

of which partner has been diagnosed as be one responsible for the couple ~s ~rtility 

{Bell,. 1981 ). Unf-ortunately.,. the sexual disturbances experienced by the individual or 

couple are often overlooked or avoid by both the couple and caregivers. M~.kal 

personnel may avoid sexual issues due to their own feelings of inadequacy in dealing 

with the subject. The couple~ .s .sexual relationship may thus come to be impa~d ~y a 
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belief that's .sexual probltmiS are an inevitable concomitant of infertility or that 

sacrifice of sexual satisfaction will eDSUI"e tbe desired cllild {Bl;lllls, 1987) 

To avoid or ~t these .sexual val~,te dilemmas oft~ f~ by in&rtile 

couples. it is essential for caregivexs to ~spect the couple's .sexual health and to be 

alert to potential problems.. When necessary.,. ~give,rs should provide early 

education. intervention and t:l'eatmcnt or appmpriate referral and ~so~s for the 

couple (Bmns. 19.87). 

It is important for the infertility caregivers ttJ be comfortable with se_xt,ia,} 

issues the couple experie_nc_es~ Couples would be most he1~ if caregivers w~ able 

to evaluate the sexual relationship ttJ determine presence tJf sexual dysfunctions well 

as sexual issues caused by infertHity or infertility treatments that my cause CODCe1'Jl., 

The infertility caregivers could th~ provide inftJrmation.,. treatment. or referrals to 

directly address sexual problems.. 

INFERTILITY IS A MAJOR PROBLEM IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES:-

Infertility in de_veloping countries distinct and complex problems beyond those well 

known to developed nations. Infertility in developing countries is pervasive and . .a 

serious concern_ Further, there is evidence that the infertility rates thatare quoted. are, 

in fact. underestimates. The consequences of infertility in developing countries range 

from severe economic deprivation. to social isolation.,. to murder and suicide. 

Even in these countries. the rates vary dramatically between and within most 

countries. In particular~ Africa records some of the highest infertility rates in the 

world, mainly secondary infertility. 

Secondly.,. infertility is especially problematic in Africa and-Latin America. 

More so than in Africa,. there_ is a lack of data on the problem of infertility in Asia. 

Analyzing infertility in Asia is further complicated by first. the diverse culturaL

ethical, and religious groups represented throughout the region; and second~ and the_ 

wide discrepancies in public policies. In Asia, as with Africa,. infertility is treated as 

an ancillary issue to overpopula:tioiL- India,. particular has paid little att-ention to 



infeyti1ity given that it is wrongly l:ISSUID~ to ~ a ~ndition that d~s not ~ 

life~ Rather; India., s policy has focu~ on managing population size~ 

Notwithstand.ing the high mtes of infertility in developing ~o~ there . .are 

substantial reasons to think that these_ .rate$ .are underestimates~ Many analysis 

prevaJence of infertility in developing wuntries .are based on fertility datf!__ 'The 

WHO 1991 study 1) on infertility underscores the inherent limitations in demographic 

studies that pi"Ovide only in indirect indicator of primary infertility .and. an imprecise 

indicator of secondary infertility- Moreover.,. divergent cultural understandings of 

motherhood or severe social stigmatization associated with infertility bias data.,

~reating .a sukme.gory ofhidden infertility_ 

INFERTILITY HAS SEVERE PSYCHO-SOCIAL CONSEQUENCES:-

Infertility in developing countries extends beyond the loss of human potential and 

unrealized. self. The_ experience of infertility causes harsh, poignant and unique 

difficulties: economic hardship.,. social :Stigma and blame.,. social isolation and 

alienation.,- guilt.- fear.,. loss of social status.,. be_lplessness and in some cases.,. violence 

(Frank 0 . .,. 19&3.,. Bergstrom S_,. 1992.,. Whiteford LM.,- et al. 1995.,. Grid AL.,. 1997,. 

Gerrits T.,. 1997.,- Kielmann K..,. 199&~ Unisa s_-. 1999~ Papreen N_ et at. 2000 ). Many 

fumi1ies in developing countries depend on children for economic survivaL Without 

children.,- men and women may starve to death, especially in the old age.. In some 

communities. infertile people are ostracized as they are perceived to be unlucky or the 

source of evil~ or they become the object of public humiliation and shame. Some, 

even, choose suicide over the tortuous life _and mental anguish caused by infertility_ ln 

other communities infertile men and women are often denied proper death rites. For 

women. infertility may occasion life-threatening physical as well as psychological 

violence (Whiteford LM. and et al--. 1995.- Unisa S_, 1999)-:childless women are 

generally blamed for their infertility., de$pite the fuct that male fuctor causes 

contribute to at least half of the cases of infertility around the world~ Even in 

countries like India motherhood is often the only way for the women to enhanc.e their 

status within way for women to enhan~ the_ir status within the fumily and 

community_ 
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In Asia, being childless has more negative social, cultural and emotional 

redecorations for woman than, perhap~ any other non-life threatening condition~ An 

infertility study in Andbra Pradesh,. India, reported that appropriately 70% of women 

who experienced infertility would be punished for their failure through physical 

violence., Nearly..,. 20% of the women reported that their husbands used .severe 

violence as a result of their childlessness 

Even in communal filnlili~ in Latin America child.ten .are integral to families' 

prestige.,. hooor and happiness- Children .are often cared for by multiple.,. extended 

family mem~ which makes having children central to family life thus couples 

suffer extreme emotional and psychological stress over infertility~ In Qertam parts of 

Latin America,. including Mexico..,. children .are an important part of families' 

economic prosperity and slff\fival. But soUTCes. indicate that violence lds not common 

in Latin America like developing countries-

SOCio-CULTURAL CONTEXT AND CONSEQUENCES:~ 

In patriarchal setting.,. such as in India.,. bearing children.,. particularly son~ largely 

defines a woman's identity_ Motherhood is of great social significance and infertility 

is perceived. as a great threat to men's procreativity and the continuity of the lineage 

(lyenger and Iyenger..,. 1999; Imdal and. Dhall, 1990; Jindal and. Gupta, 1989; 

Mulgaonkar..,. 2001; NefL 1994; PateL 1994; Prakashamma. 1999; Singh and 

Dhaliwal. 1993; Unisa. 1999; Widge .. 2001) 

Traditionally.,. in Indian society~ the mother has always been revered as the giver of 

life, the nature of children, and "matrishakti" or "maternal" feelings are considered 

essential for a woman's growth.,. development& status in the society that she should 

becc0me a mother- The worst sin in our society is to be born as woman who are 

incapable of give birth_ Therefore, a major fact in woman's life is their status as a 

child bearer_ Any further identity has been neglected by terms such as "Brumjh" .and 

"Soonlkokh" while there is no social term for childless men in the .s<X;iety_ 

Marria~ and having a. chi1d is a mandatory for everyone_ In many cultures~ inability 

to conceive bears a stigma_ In closed social groups.,. :a degree of rejection or .a sense of 

being rejected by the people~ husband,. and in-laws may cause considerable anxiety 
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and disappointment. It alsp afrects the social life ~lated to personally__. social and 

marital relationship_ It .also .affec_ts on social ~lation with fa.mUy friends .and if 

working w~s-

It (infertility) is a chronically stressful situation, a non-event transition for women 

chronic .stressors develop slowly as ~tinuous .and social roles_ It makes the_ women 

life hell_ For maximum women. infertility .and its treatments cause .se.rious :SUain or 

theii" interpersonal relationship with other people, perspnal disn:ess, reduced self

esteem and periods of existential. crises- Infertility is perceived as a stressful life 

situation that influences an individual~ s psychoJogical adjustments in accordance with 

the J"e:SOUI'Ces she has avrulable_ TherefOre., psychological distress among &ru1e 

women ~ence similar objective_ stress should differ according to .a variety of 

interacting psychological, behavioral situational mctors_ . 

From mental health perspective., infertility is considered 2.111ong the more serious life 

stressors_ Berg Wilson (1990., 91) found tension., depression, anger., decrease. in ~xual 

functioning. mood disturbance~ cognitive disturbances expressed in excessive 

worrying and a tendency of self blame., low energy level, .and over ~g to be 

frequent regponses in infertile c.ouples- Leiblum (1993) found. infertility to be_ a 

serious source of stress .and .anxiety that· causes the couple to fed offentkd.. lower 

body image,. .and decreases psychological .and fmancial resources_ 

It may have found psychological affects partners.. play becPIDt! more anxious to. 

conceive; paradoxically increasing .sexual dysfunction.. Marital discard often develops 

in infertile couples, especially when they .are under pressure to make medic;al 

decisions_ Women trying to conceive often have clinical depression rates similar to 

women who have cancer_ 

A lot of women find themselves to be in between wouki be abnormal and 

fertile woman are normaL It's about ''us" vs. "them", and infertile would often 

c_ompare themse]v~s to fertile women_ Sucll social comparisons permitted both self

e_v.al.uation and self-,enhancement; they allowed women to determine whether they "fit 

into scheme of things" and- to fmd the "slid(.! rude" that would t!nable them to measure 

whether they were better or worse off or ''at least equal to everybody :t!lse_ 
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Infertility. is a life crisis with invisible losses, and its consequences are manit-old, 

childless women experi~es stigma and isolatiOIL Infertility :ean .tbre.a.ten a woman's 

identity"" status and economic security and 160nsequently"'" be a major soun;e -ot anxiety 

leading to lowered self-esteem a sense of powerlessness. Although,. perceptions of 

women's roles and attitudes may he shifting. particularly in the upper and middle 

classes.,. karing a child still remains_ an important factor of in the srn;i~onomic 

well-being of most Indian women (Das Gupta.. Chen and Kris1man,. 1995). Infertility 

can also result in a strained ~lationship in marital home. Men tend to hold tbe.ir wives 

responsible for infertility. And many wives tend to blame themselves tor 

childlessness ~spective_ of who may be_ ~nsible (Desa~ Sriniv.aSlum and Ha.zra. 

1992)"' In some cases women are t:b.reatened with another marriage or divOJPC and 

many fear abandonment and loss -of socW .and economical security. They could also 

be victims of violence.,. abuse and social exclusion (Singh.. Dhaliwal and. Kaur-.- 1996). 

Some couples experience_ altered sexual responses {Desai,. Sriniva~ and. Hazra. 

1992, Mu1gaonkar-.- 2001). TOOugb childiessness usually has a negative impact on 

marriage; some husbands are supportive and. defend. their better halves against family 

press~ or criticism (W Klge,. 200 I)-

TREATMENT~EKIN-G BEHAVIOUR OF WOMEN TO PROVE HER 

FERTILITY:-

The problem may be either the man or the worn~ and. in fa~t ifs quit~ common to 

fmd that both have problem. There are numerous causes of infertility in man; these 

include environmental and. hormonal factors that atl:i.!ct the production of healthy 

mobile sperms normal semen, as well as blockages that affect the delivery of sperm. 

In wo~ the causes are more varied since she plays a greater role in reproduction. 

Therefore.,. when a couple is infertile; some societies still tend to blame the woman. 

The woman is the first to consult the doctor for the solution to the probl~ Until not 

so long ago .. women had to go through the long diagnostic procedure before men were 

submitted to the sample obtaining a spermiogram. Even in some_ srn;ie_tie_s.,. 

irrespective_ of the cause of infe_rtility"'" childle_ss women can be easily divome.d or 

abandoned.- misbehave_ and ignore in rimal ~tiQe_s. 

Ev~ worn~ go throiJgb various treatment-seeking modes to avoid the adverse 

conseque~es of childlessness. Adoption is not the_ adverse option for many as 
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women face psychological,. fiuniiia.I.c .and cormmmity pressure to ~ biological 

child (Iyengar and Iyengar, 1999; Singh and Dhaliwa~ 1993; Uni~ 1999)~ Couples 

seek varied traditi~l methods and relig)oU$ pra<;t;~s, including visiting a. place 

where a woman has delivered a chtl~ observing tantric rites,. wearing cbanns, 

particip<Uing in riw..ls and visiting astrologers (Desai,. Srinivasan and Hazra,. 1992;. 

Pate~ 1994; Unisa. 1999)~ 

A variety of~-~ sought through a pattern of treatment-,seeking does not 

clearly emerge~ Some studies suggest that women first seek treatment from traditional 

healers (Gupta.. Dball and Dhaliwal,. 1983; Kakar.,. 19.83~ More recent studie:s have 

identified allopath as the fJISt treatment sought. Couples also follow religious 

practices with such trea~t,. either simultaneously or subsequently (Mulgaounkai 

200 l, uniS<l,. 1999). As a last resort,. when allopathic treatment does not woik,. women 

seek otbf!T me~ suc.h as Ayurveda,. Homeopathy,. Unani and other traditional 

methods, or visit holy p]a(;es and spiritual healers (Unisa, 1999). 

Again,. anecdotally,. it is said that infertile men and. women. tend. to seek help from 

traditional healers and quacks (Kakar DN, 19.83) The most common methods used. by 

traditional healers are herbal treatments and appeals to supernatural powers, as well 

as prayers (puja means pmyer among Hindus) and. other rituals (munat is a certain 

promise made at D.argb (the grave of a holy man) or to a deity by someone wanting a 

particular wish to be fulfilled. This promise must then be carried -out upon the 

attainment of what is desired.). Little is known about the availability of allopathic 

fertility treatment in rural areas, the profile -of couples who seek these services from 

the private sector or the treatment costs incurred by them Qejeebhoy JS. 1994). 

In a population where being childless bas more negative.,. social cultural emotional 

repen;ussions for women than any other non-life-threatening conditions, it can 

probably be assumed that almost all cases of Ghildlessness .are due to physiological or 

biological faGtors. Estimations of the magnitude of primary and secondary infertJ1ity 

are often not very precise because of adequate demographic and: health serviGe 

statlstks (WHO 1975)_ 



Most couples ~k treatments afkr trying to conceive for one to toll{ yeai"S (Gupta. 

Dhall and Dhaliw.al. 1983"" Iyengar and Iyengar-y 1999; Mulgaonkar .. 2001; Unisa. 

1999)~ Couples may delay se:eking medical advice because of the fear of a fmal 

definite diagnosis,. emotional s~ss,. the physic.a.l discomfort of the tests ~Y would 

have to und.ergo and admitting failure in their e:trorts to conceive (~ Dhall.and 

Dhaliw.al. 1983) irrespective of who the inrertiie person is,. it is the woman who. 

initia~s the fnst conmct with tbe_ physician (Gupta. Dhall and Dhaliwa4 1983,. Singh,.. 

Dhaliwal and Kaur.. 1983)}~ Couples with priJnacy infertility ~ nsually more 

interested in ~t than tho~ with ~ infertility (Gupta.. Dhall and 

Dhaliw.al. 1983;. Singh,. Dhaliwal and .laurr..,. 1996)~ T~nt sometimes continues 

over a long period; for example,. in one study,. women sought treatment for 25 years 

and some continued to rely on rituals or religious pra<:~s for over 30 years {Unisa. 

. 1999)~ Altho~ most studies reveal thai male participation in infertility diagnosis 

and .treatment tends to be limited as infertility is pe~ived to be a woman ~s pmblem,. 

in some conte_xts,. husbands also participate and .accept treatment if required 

(Unisa,1999)~ 

Stigmatizing beliefs,. limited male participation,. cost,. indifferent quality of care and 

lack of services in the public sector are major barriers to pmmpt and _appropriate 

treatment-seeking.,- patterns of treatment-seeking depend on the woman/couples socio

economic status,. decision-making within the family,. the level of inf-ormation and 

acceptability of treatment (Iyengar and- Iyengar., 1999; Singh,- Dhaliwal and Kaur., 

1996; Unisa, 1999)- High costs sometimes results in discontinuation of the treatment 

or resort to unqualified practitioners (Singh. Dhaliwal and Kaur., 1996)~ Traditional 

beliefs about women being possessed by evil spirits als-o inhibit women :from set:king 

appropriate treatment. (Iyengar and Iyengar_.. 1999)~ 

The public health system does n-ot offer ac~ess to adequate preventive,. curative and 

counseling services~ Though infertility treatment is theoretically available at 

_g--Overnment facilities.- eff~tive treatment is often difl1cult to access as there is little 

coordination ~tween gynecol~ts, infertility specialists, Surgeons and laboratory 

technicians~ Services are available in the private sector but are varying qualities .and 

costs.- which is not aff-ordable by middle class and lower middle class. 
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The difficulties of meaning infertility are compounded by Its. multiple 

definitions. The world health organization (WHO) using a two-year referen~ period 

"defines primary infertility as the. lack of conception despite cohabitation .and. 

exposure to pregnancy (WHO.,. 1991 ). Some studies use childless as a defmition 

(women with no live birth) based on various referen~ ~ ranging from one to 

five years, making c_omp<Uison dit'fku~ ~:Ondary infertility is the. i.ru\bility to 

achieve pregnancy .again after one. or more successful pregnancies (m the absence of 

co~eption,. breast~ding or po~ aroe~) {WHO.,. 1991). 

Altb:OU.gb., the consequences for women~ s lives and the health seeking behavior of 

women with primary .and secondacy infertility could different, most population based 

studies in India have not. explored these issues separately. 

The causes of primary .and. secondary infertility relate to both males and females .and, 

the cond_itions that directly contribute to infertility vary widely by region and culture 

{F.arley .and Belsey.,. 1988)"' According to WHO multi~ntriG studies of in~rtility in 

India.c 40% of women and. 73% of men had no demonstrable cause of infertility 

among women (m~arly 30%)~ followed by .an ovulation {22%). Among men .. 

ac.cessory gland- infe_ction was the most common factor for infertility {8.8%) (Cates, 

Farely .and Rowe~ 1985) 

In case where infertility is caused by infections.. leading underlying factors_are STis 

{Farley .and Berley, 1988) .and iatrogenic factors, including unsafe abortions and 

unhygienic. delivery conditions (Kochar.,. 1980). The WHO study shows, for example, 

that the dominant. cause of inferti1ity in Asia among women with a demonstrable 

cause was on a~ount of either an STI or unsafe management of abortion or delivery. 

Among men with a. demonstrable cause.,. about one in three may have bec"ome infertile 

as a result of an STI experience (Cates.,. Farely .and Rowe, 1985-86). In India;. the 

prevalence of STis was found to be high among women reporting infertility and. 

pelvic inflammatory disease~ 
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MEDICAL TREATMENTS FOR INFERTLITY 

Fertility drugs 

The most commonly used thempe_utic agents for treating ovulatory dysfunction are 

compounds known .as fertility drugs_ These include clomiphene citrate (clomid)~ 

human gonrulotropins (human menopausal gonado_trop~ follicle-stimulating 

hormone.,. and human chorionic gonadotropin).,- bi'OIIlO:Criptine.,- glucocorticoid~ and 

progesterone-

Cfumid is the most commonly prescnl>ed fertility drug (Congressional Repo~ 

1988)_ Clomid is a nonst~iiW- synthetic.c weak estrogen antagonist that stimulates 

follicular maturation in the ovary_ In an ovulatory worn~ Clomid binds to estrogenic 

re.ceptors.. causing a false_ signal to be_ sent to the hypothalamus and pituitary gland., 

They respond by increasing secretion of luteinizing hormone(LH) and follicle

stimulating h.ormone(FSH).,- which in Wm.: cause increased-secretion of endogenenous 

estrogen and progesterone (Dwyer,-1986)_ In this environmen~ the ovarian follicle_ 

matures and ovulation -occurs:.. 

Clomid is usually given on the fifth day after the onset of menses and continued 

through day 9 to indue,e ovulation.,- which is expected to occur between days 14 to 18 

of the cycle_ Treatment may be ne<;essary for as long as 6 months- Therapy is not 

recommended- beyond one year_ An 8-12% increase in the occurrence of multiple 

births accompanies Clomid treatment (Dwyer~ 1986)_ 

Human. Gonadotropins Administration of human gonadotropins may be 

indicated when Clornid is inffective and pitituitary dysfunction is causing ovulatory 

dysfunction_ Either human menopausal gonadotropin (bMG) or human follicle

stimulating hormone (hFSH) may be administered. These gonadotropins are extracted 

and purified from the urine of postmenopausal women. They act directly on the ovary 

to promote growth and maturation of the ovarian follicle_ However_,. effects are not 

sufficient to stimulate ovulation. For ovulation to occur_, human chronic gonadotropin 

(hCG) must be given after gonadotropins have stimulated the follicle_ The high hCG 

levels resulting from administration mimic the action of the natural LH s~~ causing 

rupture of the follicle and release of the ovum_ 

These hormones are potent stimulators of ovarian function. C.aTefu] 

monit-oring ofhMG~s potent effects must accompany its administratio~ necessitating 

daily blood estrogen levels and ultrasound monitoring to determine growth of the 

ovanan follicle (O'herlihy.,. Evans.- Brown, de Crespigny_,. and Robinso~ 1982_)_ 



Human e,hroni~ gonadotropin may also k used in conjunction with clomid ~rapy_ 

Clomid is first .administe® to in~ ovulation.. Injections of hCG are then 

administered: fur 6 to B days after owlation to stimulate ~ cmpus luteum to pn:>duce 

estrogen and progesterone in order to f~ilitate_ implantation of the embryo (Dwye_r., 

1986)_ The use of bCG may lead to multiple birth,. with the incidence being reported 

as appro~ly 20% (Cahill., 198.8)-

P~terone Treat:ment with progesterone_ can be_ an effective treatment or luteal 

phase defect (Mason.. Wentz, and Herbert., 1984)- This defect. c~terized by a 

uteri~ lining that is poorly _ p~ for implantation of the embryo.,. is ~ to 

inadequate progesterone production in the postovulatOJy Phase -of the menstrual cycle 

(Dwyer., 198Q)_ 

BIV.m~riptine Bromocriptine is commonly used in cases of mkrtility assoc~d 

with overseqetion of prolactin,. which results in disruption -of regular ovulary 

function_ Bromocrlptine is a synthetic_ compound that interf~ with the pituitary 

gland~s ability to_ ~~e_ prol$tin _ Ovulation usually returns after 6 to 12 weeks of 

dally ~atme_nt(StiU~ 1987)_ 

Glu~OCQrticoids Glucocorticoids are one class of hormones naturally produced 

by the .adrenal glands- W-omen with .adrenal disorders o~n experienQe ovuhltory 

dy.sfun~tion. Treatment of the adrenal disorder with synthetic glucocortic-oids alone or 

in conjunction with other drugs (e_g, Clomid., human gonadotropins)~ result in 

resumption of ovulatory cycles (Daly~ Walters, and Soto Albers.- 1984)- This 

treatment can also be effective for ovulatory dysfun~tion associated with polycystic 

di~ (Evron, Navot. Leufer~ and Diamond., 1983)_ 

Glucocortic:Oids therapy is also effective in suppressing the produc:tion of 

.spe_rm antibodit:s in the female. These antibodies are most likely responsible for 

abnormal sperm and cervical muc-us interactions that inhibits or ,prevent fertilization_ 

Administration of gl~oc:Ortic:Oids can improve the quality of the cervical mucllS,

making it more receptive to sperm survival (Dwyer_, 1986)_ 

As previously mentioned,- some Iertll.ity drugs create a risk of multiple conceptions_ 

Multiple births increase the risk of miscarriage~ birth defects,. low birth weight. .and 
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complk;ations during delivery (Congressional Repo~ 1988)~ Side effects .assoCiated 

with some or all of these drugs include weight gain. nausea,. .acne~ hot flashe~ and 

mood swings., Furt.ber~ fertility dnlgs ~ not suitable for all women. They .a.I"e 

contraindicated in women who exhibit undiagnosed vaginal bleedin~ fibroid wmors. 

ovarla.n cysts fm some instances1 hepatic dysfu.nc_~ or thrombophlebitis (Cain~ 

1988)., And they should be used cautiously in women with asthma,. seizure disonlers. 

or heart~ (Dwyer~ 1986)~ 

In vib'() f~rtilk--3_tiQn (lVF) 

In vitro fertilization is a ~volutionary mremlity treatment that offers the possibllity of 

nearly complete control of reproduction~ This treatment is indicated in a number of 

disorders mcludmg ~versible tubal obst.ruction, azoospermia,. endometriosuiis,. .and 

c-ervical mucus abnormalities. 

In most instance~ IVF treatment begins with administration of fertility drugs 

such .as Clomi~ human menopausal hormone.. or g.onadropin releasing hormo~ 

though some women .a.I"e capable of producing oocytes (eggs) by naturnl ovulatory 

cycles~ Although protocols for ovulation induction vary .among IVF pmct-ltioners 

development of follicles under the influences of fertility drugs is usually monitored 

by ultrnsound imagery and. blood. estrogens levels (Congressional Report. 1988)., 

The procedures are costly.- time consum~ and laborious. Couples using IVF 

must accept its relatively low success rnte.- which is estimated at 25 %(Congressional 

Report)., Further~ IVF pregnancies are about two to four times .as likely .as unaided 

conception to result in an ectopic pregnancy due to preexisting risk factors in the 

infertile couple (Thorne and Langner.. 1987). Other risks include the side effects 

associated with dally intake of hormones and anesthesia during egg retrieval.- stress to 

the uterus.- spontaneous abortioii,- and multiple pregnancies (Congressional Repo~ 

1988). 

Total ~ost of IVF-.- assuming an .avera~ nf two NF treatment cycle~ is 

estimated at $9-.000 to .$10~000 (Congressional Repo~ 19.88)., Couples must .also be 

able to travel to the clinic.- bear the ~se nf lost time at work. trnvel and hotel 

stay~ and endure the anxiety of waiting to see whether fertilization -oc.cUI'S-. In 

addition.- the ml,ijority of IVF programmes in the United States have waiting lists of 

patients .as long as 1 to 2 years_ Aec<ording to :recent coogressional surveys (19881 
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some lVF centers have polit;ies ~ding their servi~s to only ~ ~s of 

patients-for example. refusing to treat. individuals without partners,. unmarried 

couples.. people under 17 or between the_ .age of 39 and 50 years.,. or homosexuals~ 

Artificial Insemination 

ArtifiCial ~illation is one of the. oldest forms of infertility treatments and 

continues to be one of the. simplest and most successful infemlity proc~~ Sperm 

donation has existed. as a therapeutic option in the Un~d States since about 195{) 

(Congressional Report.,. 19.88)~ Artificial insemination by donor (AID) refers to the 

pract~ of m~hanically introduc_ing into women's vagina live sperm obtained by 

menstruation from a man other her husband (W .altzer..,. 1982).. Artificial insemination 

homolog.ous (AIH) is a similar pn:x;edure.,. but using husband's sperm~ 

The most commonly used procedure is AID.,. particularly in the ~atment of 

infertility due to abnormal sperm cimditlons such as azoospermia.,. oligospermia.,. and 

necrospermia (Waltzer.,. 1982). When Ali proce~s are employed,- several sperm 

samples are collected from the husband since in these instances his .sperm is usually 

of poor .quality_ These samples are frozen and later pooled to increase the sperm count 

(Cahill.,-1988)~ 

The artificial insemination technique achieves conception in approximately 

70% of women when the husband's sperm is used and in approximately 90% of the_ 

women when donor sperm is used(Cahill.,. 1988). These figures reflect success rates 

after multiple treatmen~ usuaUy 6 months. since correctly timing insemination and 

ovulation may necessitate multiple trials. The AID or AIH techniques cause few 

complications.,. though multiple births are possible_ (Cahill.,- 1988). However-. the major 

risk of using donor spetm is transmission of the disease from the donor to the_ 

recipient.,. including chlamydia.,. gonorrhea.,. cytomegalovirus. hepatitis B virus,. and 

human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) (Holmes. 1987.; Sce;ialli.,. 1987) .. It should be 

noted.,- however that these risks ® not ex~eed those present in unaided conception~ 

The estimated cost of Alli services ranges from $30 to .$2.00 .. and the cost for AID 

·services ranges from .$35 to $350(Con~ssional Report.,. 1988~ 
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Gamde llltrafallQpian T.r3n~te.r (GIFI) 

Gamete intrafu.llopian transfer is an inli$ility tre~nt that involves the transfer of 

ova and sperm ~y into the fallopian tu~ where :fertilization can take place~ In 

this procedure,. QOCytes .are retrieved via laparoscopy after ovulation ~non is 

accompanied by administration of Clomid or hMG and hCG.,. and a semen sample is 

coll~ted, Both sperm .and QOCytes .are di~ly emptied into one or both faUopian 

t:ubes using a ~theter guided by laparosc_opy~ Following .spenn and ova tnmsfer.,. 

progestemne is .administered dally untll implantation of the embryo takes place~ 

Trea.tmfmt of infutility using the GIFT technique is indicated instances of 

endometriosis,. premature ovarian fiulure,. unexp~ infertility.,. tubal adhesions,. and 

oligospermia (Asch.,. Balm~ Ellswort:h.,. .and Wong. 1985; Guastella.,. Comparetto.,. 

Palermo,. Cefalu,. Ciriminna,. .and Cittadini.,. 1986).. Risks associated with this 

p~ure are similar to these associated with the IVF technique. The estimated .cost 

of treatment with GIFT ranges from $ 2.,.500 to $6.,000 (Congre.ssional Repo~ 198.8). 

An interesting aspect of~ GIFT techniq~ is that both donor spenn and donor eggs 

eanbeused. 

EmbryQ L3vage and Transfer (ET) 

Embryo Lavage and Transfer involves the retrieval of a fertilized ovum from a donor 

women followed by tnmsfer of the ovum to a waiting recipient (gestational mother) 

whose menstrual cycle has been synchronized in such a way that the uterine lining is 

preJJ.ared for implantation (Buster et aL. 1983~ Bustillo et aL,. 1984). Fertilization of 

the ovum is achieved by artificial insemination performed on a ferule woman. To 

date.,. embryo transfer and lavage is quite rare and may remain uncommon 

(Congressional Report.,. 1988). 

Snxgi~al treatments 

Several different surgical procedures are employed in treatment of various conditions 

leading to infertility in women- The availability of new and better microsurgical 

techniques has greatly improved the success rates of the tubal surgery {Dwyer., 198.6). 

Adhesions.,. occlusions,. :and scarring of nne or both fullopian tubes due to. infection,. 

pelvic inflammatory di~ endometriosis,. and previous surgery can impair fertility 
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by severely restricting IOOVement of~ fallopian tubes or occluding the tu~ thus 

hindering ovum transport and the passage of sperm~ The most common tubal 

microsurgical ~ures involve ~ision and repair of scarring or damage_ at various 

points along the fullopian tubes (Congressional Report,. 1988). Success mtes for these 

procedures vary~ and pregnancy is .achieved in approximately 60% of women (Dwy:er, 

1986). 

Su.rgi~ oompli¥ltions ~h .qs injury to the bowe4 exc_essive blood loss,. and 

infectio~ and the complications of general .anes~ia.,. which include drug ~ction~ 

cardiac depressi~ and the death,- do not appear tQ be different for in.fertility surgery 

.than with 1my intra-abdominal operation (Scialli7 I 987). Ironically.,. however, ~ 

surgery may cause scar tissue of its oWD,- adhesions and scarring remain potential 

consequences of reproductive tract surgery (Congressional Report., 1988). The mam 
complication of tubal surgery is ~top~ pregnancy~ with ectopic pregnancy rates .after 

tubal surgery reported as ranging from 4% tQ 38% (~ialli, 1987). 

PSYCHOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES OF1NFERTILITY 

TREATMENT 

The cause of an individual couple's infertility is important to undemand 

because it determines the type Qf treatment the CQuple might undergo and the 

prognosis for conceiving and delivering a healthy baby. Medical treatment may ~ 

from instructing the CQup]e in the relatively simple methods of pinpointing Qvulation 

to more complex treatments involving powerful fertility dru~ artifiCial insemination, 

Qf in vitro fcrtilizatiQn. Whatever the method, the medical investigation and treatment 

of infertility is often a protrru::ted and time-consummg process (Lalos. Lalos. 

Jack.obsson, and Von Schoultz. 1986). 

DespUf.! increasing attentiQn tQ ~ diagoosis and the treatment of the 

infertility., little attention is paid tQ be psycho]Qgical and social consequences of 

infertility~ The ability is closely ~latcdto self-esteemf.!d,. identity~ sexuality., and OOdy 

image. Cmtples involved in furtility investigations are often preoccupied with 

conceivin& and their daily activities are often focused on pregnancy. Their sexual 

lives are often planned around a temperature chart,. with hope rising each month. The 

onset ofm~lon may be seen as failure that may be accompanied by depression 

{Batterma.n.. I 985)~ Th~ it seems that the crisis reactions to infertility are often 
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prolonged and repeated. The very natu.re of the human reproductive cyde produces a 

sequence of ho~ expectation. and despair that is commonly referred to as the 

"emotional ro11ercoaster" of infertility (Batterman,. 1985)~ 

The added .apprehension. anticipation~ and anxiety associated either testing 

complicates this effecL Both men .and women fmd the testing ~ures to be 

intrusive and alienating {McEwan.,. Costello.,. and Taylor,. 198~ Men and women have 

also been found to have only a vague idea of the function and purpose of the 

laboratory tests.. and feel threatened by what these procedures might reveal~ although 

initially they may not be consciously aw~ of their fears (McEwan.,. Costtelo.,. and 

Taylor,. 198~ The uncertainty over the length of the time necessary to complete 

treatment further complicates the process_ As couples undergo infertility 

investigation. the social pressure on them intensifies .and they may have to make 

important decisions about the type of treatment they are willing to receive_ These 

decisions may include dealing with the ethical and legal implications nf treatment 

such as artif~ial insemirnUion by dooor (AID) and in vitro fertilization (IVF) and 

coming to terms with whether they can accept a child conceived in such a manner as 

"theirs~~ (Matthews and Matthews,. 1986).. Couples using the AID.,. IVF.,. GIFT, and ET 

techniques must .adjust to achieving pregnancy non coitally .and thus succeed in 

separating sexuality and procreation- These couples may be particularly vulnerable to 

emotional stress.,. since in such situations the semen or ovum of .an anonymous donor 

is introduced to a complex dyadic system (brand, 19.87)_ Indeed" many social 

scientists have suggested that a thorough psychological evaluation of the cotq)Ies 

deciding to make use of these procedures should be a necessary prerequisite. 

These emotional reactions have important implications for both physicians 

and clinicians in regard to their need for increased awareness Qf the psychological 

support needed by couples as they undergo fertillty investigation and treatment. 

PsychQtherapeutic · interventions in cases of infertility usually beg)n after the 

individual couple has terminated medical testing and treatment. l1 has been sugg-ested 

.that the psychotherapeutic inteiYention begin before or in conjunction with medical 

intervention {Batterman. 1985)-. Supportive counseling offered throughout the 

medical investigation may aid in reducing the couple~s anxiety and providing them 

with .an increased sense of controL Supportive counseling should be designed f-or the 
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couple sinCe Inclusion of both partnels. enhances treatment by keeping each well 

infurmed and actively mvolved in the process~ ln conclusion.- the major objective of 

psychological treatment of the lnfertile couple is to facilitate a positive resolution of 

this life crisis,. re~ss of whether the couple :Conceives~ 
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INFERTILITY A PUBLIC HEALTH CONCERN 

The biggest problem with infertility is that it has never been taken seriously as a 

public h~lth issl!e., Instead,- it is a ckar :Stigma.. left to distressed individuals to solve 

free ~t nf privat;e ~ine~ 

The impo¢U1Qe of mfernlity as a public health problem and-asocial problem can 

be judge finm the pen;pectives of the CDUple~ ofhealth care providers and nfsociety at 

large~ Infertile couples .are subjected to a variety nf family .and social ~ssures and 

conflicts~ In those col!ntries or segments of ~iety in which a wnman~s traditional 

role is <k<fin~ primarily in terms nfher fertility..,. infertility is often a social stigma that 

is usually bo~ by the woman~ In addition. the failure to bear children is .accep~d as 

grounds for div~e in many cultures. ~social implications .are often as profound as 

the personal tragedies. 

F~Q.nt women_~s health_ perspective 

The subjective defmition of reproductive health depends l!pon womtm~s life 

experien~s .a.n4 is re&cted in their ~ns .and: what they themselves say. Deeply 

rooted in the social matrix of each society..,. the actual expression of reproductive 

health needs depends upon the status and-social position of women in it. Thus .. it is not 

necessary that women would be in a position to articulate these needs in ~ir entirely .. 

especially in the third world. This does not mean that till women start articulating 

their needs~ no intervensions can be made. On the contrary, it calls for identifYing the 

possible levels of intervention as well as evolving strategies for intervention.. 

Were women's health needs taken seriously prior to the 1990s? Although women 

became ~ntral targets of the family planning programme from the late 1960s on. it is 

well known that their reproductive health needs were neither acknowledg~ as a 

policy concern nor set within an overall integratdl approach to their health. The field 

of women's health in India was full of resounding policy and research silences, 

misdirected .and partial approaches. and insufficient attention to critical issues such as 

'Co-morbidity or the reversal of the traditional ~der paradox in health. In many ways 

these problems in India mirrored a global lack ilf attention to gender equity in health. 
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In a wuntry tha.t luld the flfSt IIIDdtml pub~ family planning ~~ and ill 

which targeted programs fm ~ sterilization had grown rapidly~ ~ la,~k of 

aw~ss of the range .and. intensity of women's reproductive health problems was all 

the more ironic~ The preva~ of reproductive ~t lnteGtions,.llillllet-~on~tive 

n~ inftmility~ ut~ pro~ and fistulae were practically unacknowledged 

prior to the 1990s. Wnmen's own .stated discomfort with IUDs was ignored or 

dism~as psycho~~ 

Problems of irregular bleeding and-amenorihea were_ left unaddressed desp:ite growing 

evidence of the pre-valence of under- and mal-nutrition and iron-deficiency anemia 

among girls and womea Programme--: So also did the prevalence of vkllence agamst 

WOIIlell and its connections to sexual health and rights. In a country where abortion 

had been legal since the early 1970s.- it continued t.o be unsafe fm an overwhelming 

majority of those_ who needeJl the service. 

It :is :t.me that awareness nf the problem nf ~lining sex-ratios and gender bi~ within 

households in favour nf boys arul m~'s nutrition and- health care bad. grown. But 

many nther problems.,. such as those above~ were nn1y weakly recngnized.. And- if the. 

fie]d of reproductive health was weak during thls period,- th:is was even truer of areas 

such as occupational.,- environmennu or mental health. Nor it was given much 

attention to gender concerns in the handling of infectious diseases. 

Undoubtedly the weak policy and funding support that bed_eviled :public health 

infrastructure and services in this period was experienced- most seriously by the poor 

and by women especially among the poor. OffiCial statistics on illness in the latter 

half of the 1980s shows very similar rates for women and men (with the ~veat that 

women in India tend to underreport illness1 but higher untreated illness ~s for 

women .. PQOf house_bold. members were_ kss likdy to gd- their i~ss ~~ and 

these differences by household economic class status (as measured by bo~hold 

consumption expenditure) were_ more .acute among women than among men. That :is.,. 

the acc-ess gap for poor women was greate.r than fm poor men. 
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Overall, ~ of ~ contlnU:ing weaknesses of ~- public sector health st!TYices,. 

.and relatively low cost diitenmtials between public and private health provide~ over 

70 per ~t of outpatient care was provided by the. private sector. However,. partly 

because of greater cost differentials,. only 40 per cent of inpati~t ~ W.<lS handled. by 

the private. sector~ 

Major c~s in awareness regarding women~s hea1fu .among n:searc~rs,. policy

makers,. and funding agencies occurred during the 1990s. Although many women's. 

health groups had been critiquing the n<UJDW,. sterilization-focused and target-dr.iven 

approach of tbt: family pmooing ~and had challenged the_ conditions under 

which new reproductive technologies were being introduced in the country,. it wasn~t 

until ~ conferences of the. 1990s (V renna,. Cairo,. arul Beijing) that major changes in 

policy thinking occurred.. The recognition in Vienna of w~~s rights .as hmmm 

rights and: of viokn~ against women .as a violation of those rights. the paradigm shift 

of ICPD from top-down demographic c:Ontrol to population policies focused on 

meeting reproductive and .sexual health and. reproductive rights,. and the reinforcement 

of these forward shifts at the Beijing conference had a major impact on policy 

thinking.. 

The direct impact was the repudiation of targets in the family planning prognmune,. 

and the attempt to introduce an approach to service delivery based on community 

needs assessment. A new programme on Reproductive and Child Health (RCH I) was 

introduced with major donor funding and with significant new programme elements 

included. Although neither the target-free approach nor RCH 1 was as effective as the 

intention behind them, the policy direction appeared defmitely to be changing. 

However.., the RCH programme depends for its effectiveness on the public health 

infrastructure of subcentres.., PHCs and hospitals, as well as staffmg,. logistics and 

management inputs from the public health system- This system went through major 

negative changes during this period.. Thus the change in the policy paradigm was 

undermined by opposite changes in the public health system. 

During this entire .period,. the health sector was undergoing the direct and indirect 

effects of structural reforms in the overall economy. Real expenditures {)n public 

health stagnated.., accompanied by infrastructurnl decline and rising user charges. 

Pefhap.s the most significant inqeases in ~lth costs ceame from the rapid 
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l~ization of~ pharma~utiGal ind_ustry resulting in sharp ~reas~s in drug costs"' 

Spiraling costs have bad a significant impact on ~ss- Ac_cemrling to the NSS 

surveys.- the impo~ of 'flll8Jlcia:l reasons, for not ~ illne:ss bas go~ up 

sharply_ 

While the par1Jdigm shift towards the: ICPD approach~- to be gaining grourut 

during the 1990s.- this.- seems to have beRome_ more shaky ~ntly~ Th~ 

impleme:ntation of the paradigm change: was opposed by tntditional population 

ceontrollers even in the early phase_ However~ the opposition came laJ;g.e_Iy from 

sections of academics and freld staff; some .of whom at least have since modified their 

stance_ But politicians in some states and more worryingly.,. at the Centre,. hav~ be__gun 

jumping on the population control bandwagon. 

Thus.- focusing on incentives or disincentives on_ family size will have very little 

impact on the growth· of population. If we are indeed concerned- to bring down the 

growth rate of population,- we would do better by improving the quality :af family 

planning servi~s.- empowering women to make reproductive decisions.- and lowering 

the effect of population momentum by raising the effective age _at~~ (through 

keeping girls in schoollonge:r.,. providing them with income earning opportunities)-

The most alanning .aSpect nf the current situation is the combination of heterosexual 

transmission and the weakness of sexual rights fur women in the country. The iight to 

say 'no' to sex within marriage.,. and the ability to negotiate_ condom use with male 

partners are capacities that very rew women have. 

Family planning practices in even a more socially advanced state such as Kerala see 

couples typically using no family planning methods after marriage until the desired 

two children have been bad_ At this point the woman undergoes sterilization_ Spacing 

and condom use are still relatively mre__ 

All the dilemmas faced by women's health at this time point in the dkection of 

approaches that reinforoe women's rights. The responsibility to ensure these rights 

lies with fumilies.- communities and the government at both state and central levet 

Ensuring effective and equitable access to affordable health services is the job of the_ 

state_ An effective public health infrastructure can act as a floor for health ac~e_ss,. and 
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is a cru~iallngredient of poverty reducti~ Providing this on a priority basis will both 

improve health status .and also support the paradigm ~hanges of the 1990s.. 

But women's health as we know is not only a IJlattey of acc,ess to serv~; it also 

requires a c~ in mindsets and. power equations~ Without these chang~~ no ~al 

pamdigm change is possible~ 

Women met in self help groups to discuss issues o:fsexuality~ fertility and mfertility.,. 

~ont:nl~ ~cy and. childb~ breast f~ ~tting to know the body 

betu=r .and other matters related to the general well-being of women. (The new 

women's health movement as a phenomenon manifested itself as a partofthe :femillist 

movement ll;l the 1960s) Its aim was twofold: 

1- At a political - it aimed to ~nstruct and ~validate women's role in health 

care since early times and to demystifY and. challenge the existing professional 

health care system which controls women's physical and mental well-being 

sexuality .and biological reproduction. 

2- At a pmctical level- by providing health-related servi~es for women .and by 

women's health centres .and .~If-help clinics. Learning about one's own body 

was seen as a starting point to regaining control by women over their own 

bodies. 

Only later~ after the invention of technologies in the field- of assisted reproduction, has 

the right t-o have a child been seen as .an equally valid claim. The coocept .of 

reproductive rights .and sexual rights as human rights recently introduced by feminists 

includes assisted reproduction as measure to help the infertile as well. 

Women's health is compromised and reproductive rights are violated due to the fact 

that the primary goal is not to provide women with the means for birth control but 

population control The aim has been to decrease fertility by whatever means.- rather 

than to meet women's needs in order t-o give them .grea~r~ontrol ov:er fertility. 

Although fertility regulation has a potential to raise women, s status.- the very fact that 

this purpose remains subordinate to a more powerful one: reducing population growth 

in developing e_ountries, often prevents planners from relying on women as decision 

makers in their own right.. 
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INFERTILITY AS HEALTH CONCERN (THE POLICY CON1EX1);-

Within the framework of the WHO~.s delmition of: health,. mentaL social and physical 

well being and not ~ly the absence of Disease or infirmity .are crucial .aspecls.c 

Infertility often has psychosocial consequences .. even if underlying causes in specific 

cases do not explicitly aff~t the person~.s health adversely_ Infum1ity is thus a 

legitimate area for attention by .all concerned with the attainment ofkalth. 

As the main probkm facing ~ world is excessive population growth and not 

infertility and therefore attention should be given to curtailing fertility than to 

.assisting infertile couples.. Globally., 120 million coUples .are estimated. to have unmet 

need for family planning.. that is,. they want to limit or space childbearing but .are not 

using any cont:racq>tive method_ 1 while resources .should be mobilized to meet the 

contraceptive requin!ments of these ceoUpl~ one cannot overlook the plight of the 60 

to 80 million coUples worldwide who ilre infertile} A fair .and equitable share also 

needs to be directed to infertility i.r'eatmen1.o Thus.. both from the p.eyspective of health 

and due to the magnitude of the problem., infertility treat:ment claim a legitimate place 

in public.ly-financ~ed health s~ices.. 

The argument that there are more important things to do than to offer treatment for 

infertility in rapidly growing populations is unacceptable_ This would be like logic 

that it is better to kill poor people rather let them suffer in poverty and deprivation. 

Government policies in India have largely ignored the issue of infertility_ The 

national population policy., 2000 mentions it only bridly in the context of providing 

information.. counseling and regular supply of medication only for commodities like 

Tnoal ., and displaced and migrant population's who" may not need fertility 

regulation" MOHFW)_ There is also limited focus on services for the infertile in 

reproductive and child health programme_ Though the 10m five year plan (2002-2007) 

L In 1990, there were also about 500 million mntroceptive users globally. 

2. Infertility: tabulation of .available data on prevalence of primary and secondary infurtility. 

has discussed access to essential clinical examination., investigation, management <md ' 

counseling services for infurtility.,. such services are in practice_ rarely .available in the 

public sector_ 



Though the ICPD programme of action states. that reproductive health services should 

include the prevention and appropriate treatment of infertility (United Nations., 1994).. 

there is inadequate focus on infertility in India reprodud:ive health progrnmme_ Yet 

the number of infertile persons remains significant, particularly in the Indian social 

and culturnl context .and impact on women's lives is considerable_ C~seeking 

options continue to be. rew services available in the public sector are inadequate_ 

Even women's reproductive health bas long been ignored by resea.n:beJs and policy 

makers in developing countries particularly in India (Rangaiy.aJl,c 2000)_ Maternal and 

child health care is one of the eight basic component of primary health care in the 

declaration of Alma-Atta (1978).. but in practice selective primary health care or 

focused approach on reproductive matters become more prevalent in the health arena., 

But there is a little attention bas been given to the reproductive health of cln1dless 

women (Bang.,. 1989)_ 

However~ in India infertility is one of the_ 'Cmnmonest reasons why women seek a 

gyne.cologist help_ In an overpopulated country like lnd~ where infertility is treated 

as natural control of high fem1ity.,. it .seems worthless to discuss on the issue of 

infertility_ This singular focus on fertility c.ontro4 resulted. in the. total neg]ect of issue 

of infertility., .a serious implication in terms of determinants and consequences 

(Jejeebboy.,. 1996) 

STATUS OF PRIVATE AND PUBLIC HOSPITAL IN DELHI 

A survey done by WHO on the incidence of infertility in different countries in the 

world reports the incidence of inferttre women in India as 3 per etmt. About 10 per 

c.ent of couples in India suffer from problems of infertility_ 'Nearly 16 million couples 

- or 32 minion individuals-in the 18- to 35- year age group, a.re. affiicted by the 

:problem~ making infertility one of the most widespread conditions in the. country' 

(Katiyar 1993)_ 

According to infertility specialists, there is a tremendous demand, for AID in India.. 

About 500-600 cases of AID .are recorded in each month_ Government hospitals do 

not provide the. facility; private gynaec()}()gists have a booming practice_ Most men 
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~ ~llld:<mt to even go for semen tests"' Donor semen is becoming an in~ingly 

accepted option. In spite of a growing demand for medically .assisted TqJJ'Od~tio~ 

particularly artif~ial ~ination.- by lnJsban4 or donor sperm.- and in IVF.,. is 

including all its different forms.,. s~h as GIFT and ZIFL There. a~ only a handful of 

spenn banks in InAlll..: ~are 3-4 semen banks in DeihL There .are over 20 private 

IVF clinics across the cnun!ry.,. including~ in Bangalore .and Madms.,. two e~h in 

Delhi and Ko~ and one each in Jaipur.,. Manipal :arnl Coimbatore_ In Bombay 

alone_ ~ numbey we.nt up from two to twelve. within five_ yeArS {Katiy.ar 1993)_ 

Guv~ hospitals do not. provide the facility; private gynaecologists have a 

booming pmc.tice_ The costs are .about Rs l,OOO per Insemination. The IVF ~nts 

~ ex~ly e;xpensiv~ .anything from 50~000 - 100~000~ (currently .approximately 

US$1~00-3))00.,. although cheap by international standards) dependmg on number :0f 

1ltte.mpts ~ssary_ As there is no health ~.and government hospitals do flf5t 

baby was born to .a lower middle class wuple.- who did not have to pay for the_ 

treatment as the technique was still in .an experimental st:age.. IVF treatments in India. 

.are usually only for the wealthy- However.,. some people are disparate enough to raise 

the money required even if it means selling their v.alnable assets. These services are 

increasingly offered by private clinics as few government hospitals provide. them"' ln 

the late 1980s.- the All India Institute of Medical Sciences (AilMS) in New Delhi did, 

offer services for the infertile through its clinic led by Dr Kamal Baksbi, 

gynaecologist. but stopped .after about a year for reasons unknown. 

Government hospitals do not provide the fucility; private gynaecologists have_ a 

booming practice. Most men are reluctant to even go for semen tests. 

There were approximately 1200 to BOO nursing homes and about 7000 private 

medical doctors in Delhi. A very small percentage of the nursing homes had obtained. 

government support in terms of land, custom duty exemption, or tax exemption.. 

(Nanda, P _.and B.aru,. R). The promote_rs of slllall nursing homes are mainly from both 

business and professional backgrounds while a m.Yority of the promoters of middle 

and large enterprises hail from business fumilies. The social background of th~ users 

is related to the size .of nursing homes. The small nursing homes cater mainly to low

income families; the medium sized nursing homes are used mainly by middle-income 

families. For initial treatment the preference_ is for the. privat.e practitioner .and 60 

percent of the people interviewed in the resettlement colony opted for it Howeve.r~ 



when it came to major ~omplaints requiring hospitalization a high 80 pen;"ent opted 

for government hospitals.. This study .also highlights the utilization of Ayurveda and 

homeopathy along with allopathi~ servi~es... The interviews at the government hospital 

show that for minor treatment both the lower and middle income use these services. 

The_ lower ~orne group uses the private se~tor very little~ The usage_ of private 

nursing homes ~ases with ~me kvds. 

This study provides insights into the heterogeneity in provisionirig of services .and 

plurality in utilization patterns. The heterogeneity and haphazard growth of~ private 

s~tor dearly pPints to the need for some plannin~ which would include. registration 

.and regulation. The utilization of medkal cares shows that 11 high pen;_entage of 

people resort to the individual private practitioner for initial treatmenL However~ for 

minor .and major .ailments people use the government and municipal hospitals. 

Although more poor people use the g.ovemment hospital~ the middle_ and higher 

income groups also use them for major ailments. These trends have implkations for 

policy sin~e_ high utilization for out patient services in the private sector must not be_ 

equat:ed with high utilization for inpatient treatment as welL Secondly.,. a fairly high 

percentage does use the public sector. Therefore, this aspect needs to be considered 

while making a policy. A low rate of registration of private nursing homes in Delhi is 

of concern since registration is the f'rrst step towards any other effort at future 

regulations.. Here~ there is 11 need to document the experiences of registration .and the 

c_onstraints faced. There is also a need to create systems for monitoring quality of 

services and cost ofcare. 

MSISTEI> RJ£:fll0DUCTJVE TECIINOLOGIES;=A HOPE OR:QURDEN 

FOR INFERTILE COUPLE:-

A couple has beginning their infertility workup is generally optimistic and hopeful 

that their problem will be diagnosed .and solved quiddy~ .and that they will soon have 

a baby. Paradoxically, at the same time. they can also be frightened and anxious about 

that is wrong with them deeply concerned about whether or not they will be able to 

have a child. Each couple has a different style of managing fears and anxieties- Each 

bas .a personal history that predates their infertility problem and may directly affect 
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how ~Y ~Gt to all of~ medical ~sts and to the :fmal ~suits of their .tre.atment., 

ART treatment cycles are expensive .. are typ~lly not wvered traditional ~th 

ins~ and are. o~ uns~ssful.,. ~sult;ing in then~ for mw.tipk.attempts* The 

Cent:J'e for Disease Control (CDC) ~rts that in 1999 there we~ &.6.,.822"' ART 

~s perfouned in the US with non donor eggs or embryos_ Approximately 

30% of these ART cycles resulted in a live ~cy~ and 25% n:su~ in 11: live 

births~ 31% of the live births w~ twins.. and-4_9% were_ triplets or higllei_9 

Infertility had been of gre.at c~m e~ in the we~ The. «.ht,m;bes .along with ~ 

ruling «.lasses were .interested to preserve tbe 'purity~ of the white ~ and also 

inc~ their munbers"' This had become_ a golden opportunity for the me.diGal 

establishments along with the business collaborators to specialize in "treating 

infertility..,." performing an kinds of delicate interventions to correct an blQGkages and . 

abnormalities of the ute~ 

They claim tbis to be their triumph over infertility_ Gr.aQu.ally..,. m()~ and 

sophisticated t~bnologks are deve~ with the p1lMest of "helping~~ the clnldless 

couples to satisfY their needs of begetting children- Thus.. developed the test-tube. 

babies through the t~hniques of in-vitro fertilization embryo transfer_ The medical 

scientists also argue that ifbeart transplants,. coronary by-pass .surgery and the life .are 

becoming popular .. then what is the b<mn in making use of these new reproductive 

technologies'? 

Tests like artificial insemination, etc_ have also been developed which recordly 

have given rise to the controversy of surrogate motherhood._ This has been developed 

so as to belp the childless c:0uples to have babies. espeGially in the wealthy countries 

With the development of the birth control pill in the 1960s..,. the idea nf consciously 

planning the number and .spacing of clnldren through the use of contraceptive 

technologies bas been gaining wide ac-ceptance* However,. to .some the reverse 

situation.. in whiGh the desires to ba.v.e children but is unable to conceive. poses a 

problem- This chapter looks .at the :Categories .of te_cbnolo~s use4 for .assisting 

~production which was meant for to be a solution m.a,inly for women who could not 

conceived due to blocked tubes. now with the .aid of this technology women without 
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uteruses,. or no e_ggs with their own.- women past their l'q)rodu~tive years~ .and infertile 

or sub fertile men ~ have their own geneti~ children. Teclmologies in the field of 

assisted ~tion ~not only meant to give nature .a helping hand,. but .are hailed 

as being e_v~ 'better~ than~~ 

The u~ of te~hnologies fur assisting ~on ~ extJ"emely 

controversial; different ~t groups m society have contnDuted to the tkb~ with 

re_ganl to their own sets of values,. nonns and interests.. Childless individuals .and 

coopks ~ in these technologies a possibility to real~ their des~ for a cln~ whi~h 

they ~t to be supported by the prov]de_rs of the technology .and he<dth care 

facilities. 

How bas in~lity been dealt with ~itioruilly before the .arrival of technologies 

sucb .as .artifiCial insemination .and IVFl AccoJ'rling to Katiy.ar.,. .ancient H'mdu texts 

mention that in c~ of ma1e infertility.,. the women can have intercourse with .a 

suitable member of the husband~s fiunily ... .after eight years of infumlity .. or .after 11 

yeat:S of delivering only fe~ children. He however .. does not mention where exactly 

this is writte~ The problem of infertility has generally been solved .at the family leve.L 

often bdlind .a curtain of fiunily .secrecy_ Assuming that it is the women who is 

infertile ... one of the common solutions is to bring in the wife~s sister .as .a c-<rwife 

(bigamy being banned only rather recently. but since marriages.arte hardly registered,. 

there is no w.ay that the {)ffenders .are .actually punished) to ensure heirs for the family~ 

Many still seek other traditional solutions such as visits to local vaidy.as {those 

practicing indigenous medicine)... .astrologers .and sadhus (holy men)... pilgrimag~s to 

famous shrines to .ask for the boon of chil~ fasting. conducting havens (fire 

rituals) .and praying. besides using .an .assortlnent of hems,. charms,. etc_,. either home

made or given by sadhu. 

In many traditional societies infertility is often believed to be caused by .a curse. or evil 

spirits; tberefon;, magical rites .are often used to propitiat~ tb~ Gods .and spirits. Mal~. 

infertility is l~ss known due to private to the preva1ence of the custom ofle.virate in 

many societies. The theme of infertility plays .an important role in the Hindu ep~s 

Mahabharata .and the Ramay~ {Holy books of H'mdus)~ At the beginning of 

Ramayana,. king Dasratha is unable to impregnate .any three wives. Ultimately he 

seelcs the help of a sage .. who .according to the text,. gives Dasnttha some 'kheer~,. 
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whicll is giv~s to one of his wlv~s to distrlbu~ ~ly among ~~n.c All ~ wiv~s 

get pregnant and he becomes father of four sons., one wif~ having given birth to twins. 

Coukl this~ ~ as ~ of~ ~ :k.oown ~ks. of n()ll-~ .anif"ICial 

insemination by donor sperm? 

Until the 1950s many ~s of infertility w~ ~xpla.ined through an ~onal rather 

than a bkllogic_al ~ause" During the following 2.0 years of development nf diagnosti~ 

techniques and laparoscopy created new possibilities of exploiting women's internal 

1llliU9my and physiology_ With these new re~ it ~ possible. to kkntlty 

biological GaUSeS of infertnity that in~ past would have been considered to be of an 

emotional nature_ In addition, better undei.standing {)f f'eProd~tive_ endocrinology 

allowed interventioos in women's and men's bodies to "-correct "altematioos {)f the 

physinlogical process_ Thus.- many nf the unexpl;Uned ~auses that were c<lnsidered 

emotiooal became treatable. 

The :fli'St 'test tube"' baby in India was bnrn. on august 6th 1986 which we~ publli;_lzed 

in the ~s sin~ the first IVF baby ~ive_d extra ordinary pnbli~ity- Hoanfmgs 

advertising infertliity clinics have since proliferated in many public spa~s such as bus 

st{)pS and. railway stations. Thest;c and the ~wded. clinics themselves, testifY to the 

widespread availability_.,. and use.,. of infertility treatments in the cPllR1:Jy- They are 

provided by traditional healers.,- general practitioners and. specialists through 

freestanding clinics and infertility departments in hospitals an expi;llldmg and 

unregulated~ private sector fosters the proliferation of infertility-related techniques 

throughout the country.,. targeting urban slum dwellers.,. the middle class and the_ 

wealthiest of the wealthy~ in small towns and big cities. The question is; -have people 

really benefited? How many have'? And,.. at what ~ost? Does all .class .affonl this 

treatment? 

ART has greatly improved the chances <lf infertile_ cnuples having children..- but tbey 

have increased the imbalance in the share of the burden of treatment.,. relying more 

heavily nn women_ At the_ same time the_se ~hnologies may have even greater 

emotional CQ~u~es than infertility for the ®Uple.. 

As reproduction technologies are based .on interventions into women"'s bodies..- they 

reinfore.e mothefhood as a biological rather than a social relationship_ Acc{)rding to 

Lorber {1992)~ as referred by Lasker and Brn:g (1989) infertility treatment relies on 
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the imperative that women must ~ mothers and on social struc~ in w~h 

"motherhood" only applies to women who have a biological relationship with a ~hil~ 

However,. in her study of women participating in an in vitro fertilization (IVF) 

programme,. Crowe (1987) fQUDd that .aU the women ~onsidered soe.ial m~ibood 

m~ important than the tnmsference of genetic traits involved in biological 

moth.eihood.c Simultaneously..,. they ~ived motheihood .as well .as marriage .as 

~ssa.ry so~ial relations-: 

When childlessness is. the result of a women~s infertility,. she will need to persuade ber 

husband to collabmate with the treatment.- according tQ Lasker .and Borg (1989~ 

Lorber (1992) c.onsidered tlla4 a fert:Ile woman who undergoes assisted re~tion. 

to try and have. a cllild with an inf~le man.- may ~ ~ing love but is more 

likely to be making a patrian:hal bargain.. Consequently she feels obliged to have a 

baby within the constraints of monogamy..,. the structure of the fumily .and. the value of 

biologic.al parenthood. 

The social and psychological consequences nfinfurtility for the couple have increased 

with the advancement of ART. 

The increased- expectations (Collins A et a~ 19921 the higher economic and. 

emotional cost for the couple and greater physical demand on women~ ·the failure of 

ART leads to greater psychological and social consequences for the couple than the 

unavailability of these t~hnologies. 

The cost of establishing an ART clinic and .the known association of greater success 

rate with large number Qf cases treated per month or per year., stimulate the expansion 

of the indication for the use of these technologies. While in the early days of ART. the 

treatment w.as confmed to women without fallopian tubes or with tubal obstruction 

not eligible for surgical t:remment,. today ART is used for a number of conditions,. 

including male infenility probk~ but who wish to improve their chancf!s ofhaving a 

baby of a s~ific sex (Savulescu J., 2.000)~ In north India,. IVF is being offered at. the 

Jaipur Fertility Medical Research Centre (JFMRC), a private clinic in Rajasthan and 

Sir Gangaram Hospital in DeihL Interestingly most of the children born through IVF 

at these two centres are males. JFMRC prides itself in producing Qn]y llli;l~ babies in 

its ~linic,. while attnooting it to sheer chance and denying that they are using any 

special techniques such .as sperm rich in Y (male ~producing) :ehromosomt:s~ Seven 
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male babies m a row t;annot be. a .sheer c.o~idence"" contend most ~ility 

specialists,. who at least m principle reject the unethical use of te<;hnology .to pro.duGe 

only male babies~ Dr K~hchar of Sir Gangaram Hospital m New Delhi gives .a 

biological explanation for it based on the faster motility of Y -karing (male) 

chromo~~ ~ rights of the parents to wish fur a baby of a given ~x have been 

defen~ with several arguments .. Warren (1995) present~ ~ of the most 

arti~w~ t;la_ims for ~x t;boi!;C~ She gave~ re.asons .tojl,IStity the panmfs des~ 

for sex sekction.. First,. it would enharu:;e the quality of life of the t<iu1d. that would 

s~ly be~ if it. is of the w~~sex t:bM if were of the ~x unwanted by the 

parents. S~ond,. it would improve the family~s quality of life if it form~ with the 

desired balan~ of sex .among the children. ~it would also enhance the quality of 

life of the mother.,. as she would need to give birth to fewer children .to have those of 

the desired sex. 

Although these arguments appear :rather convincing .and come from feminist writer-. 

the three claims involve the concept that there is one sex that is m~ desirable than 

the other~ Sex sel~tion tends to perpetuate a sexist society because it implies that- one 

sex is better than the other and would contn'oute to gen<kr disgiminafion_ 

According to a top US doctor$ Jeffrey Steinberg (specialists in sex-selection 

treatment) With the help of a technology that can select the sex of a child- at the 

conceiving stage.,. desperate_ Indians are shelling out as much as Rs 1-0 1akh to order a 

male baby .. He ~id about two to fo.ur couples from India every month,-" he confirms~ 

And the request from Indians is "primarily for boys". 

Dr Anup Gupta,. who runs Delhi IVF and Research Centre, remembers meeting an 

industrialist who travelled to the V rrginia--based Genetics & IVF Centre, other popular 

destination for gender selectio~ to have a boy. The couple wanted a boy desperately 

(they already had a girl)~ Once they learnt of the gender-selection technology..,. they 

headed to Vrrginia-only to only to return empty-handed and poorer by RS 30 Lakhs. 

With the treatment c-osting$ 19.,-000 plus travel expenses.,. it~s mostly the rich and 

well- heeled who are traveling to the United States f-or the treatment. 

The sex-selection technology was primarily meant for i®nti:iying embryos that may 

be carrying fatal genetic diseases. But in the last few years, it has been used for 

choosing the sex of the baby. In fact.,- the first baby girl was created in 1995 by a 

technology called MkroSort~ 
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The te«hnology involves ~ating embryos outside the_ womb.., Once the embryos have 

grown,. a cell is taken from each of them to determine the .gende.r of each embryo~ An 

in vitro- fertilization,. a technique called Diagnosis helps in determining the .gender 

with .almost 100% certainty. Once the information is available.,. the embryos of the 

c~ sex are implanted-

Steinberg has performed nearly 2.,.000 C..ilSeS .so far. "Over half of the~ ~suhed in 

pregnancy.., Every pregnancy.,. thus far delivered,- has resulted in the .gender chosen,." 

says the dol;.;_toL 

B~k home.,. experts beg to differ.., Some .say its eye wash; others feel iC.s not 100% 

successful_ "The cllanQes of the implantation resulting in pregnancy ~ very low,." 

says Dr :Indira ffmd_uja, Indian doctor to prod~ a test-tu~ baby_ Adds Gupta~ 

"Chances of a male baby .are only 73%. Ifs not fool- proof technology..," 
- . . . 

ARTs are embedded in a global background of high fertility.,. over population,. and. 

population control. According to the theory nf economic modernivttion (Ronald L,. 

1997).. many low reso~e nations tail to achieve development based. on their 

population .size.., In a demographic discom-se.,. the overly populous chamcter of 

developing nations equate with poor performance and retarded- developmenL Hence.,. 

there is a fuil:ure to make infertility a research on treatment priority and acknowledge 

it as a pu_blic health issue. 

At the moment technologies in the field of assisted reproduction affect only a small 

number of people .. although they are proliferating at a very rapid phase. In India there 

is no body of experts to supervise the ethics of the business or to r:ertity the 

institutions. There are few public debates on the issue. Conceptive technologies have 

genera:Uy received little attention from policy makers. This is mainly due to achieving 

a reduction in numbers and most funds have been channeled into that aspect of family 

planning_ The responses of the women~ s health groups and frminists have been 

focused mainly on reacting to the effects of the .government's population 'Control 

policies on women~s bodies and lives~ lillld to sex {pre) selection ~· sex

determination followed by abortion of the female foetus. This 'leaves very little scnpe 

for discussion on other aspects nf fiunily ·planning which ideally .should include 

measures to deal with infertility too~ though not neqessan1y tbrough hi-tech methods 

such as IVF. 
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In contrast with t:he adv~s in ART., their psychologiGal implications have 

attracted little attentiOIL There is .an imbal~e between the level of sophistication and 

the care given to every small detail of the teclmologies used for .assisted IqJI'Oduction 

and the .attention given to the feelings.. kars. and anxieties of the inkrtik ~ouple~ the 

psychosocial cons~~s of infertility and of the treatment failu.re.,. as well as to the 

gender difference between thl!. e~ts that these ~hnolo~s ha~~ 

There is now .an incre.aslng trend towanls using ART.s,. such as .artificial insemination 

by husband/donor.,. in vitro fertilization (IVF),. gamete intra-fallopian trnns~r and intra 

cytoplasmic sperm injedio~ Such .advanced ~hnologies ~ generally p:t.m>ued only 

as a last resort .afler less intrusive .alternatives have exhausted (Widge~ 2DO 1 )~ 

However.,. there has reQently been an ~. the chances of having a male child 

through sex-~lection methods (Gupta,. 2:000)~ In some contexts there seems to be low 

.aQ.Ceptance of artificial insemination by a donor among couples (Imdal.and Gupta,. 

1989; Mugaonkar .. 200lt 

Although ARTs offe,r hope to the infertile to bear a biological chil~ a nwnber of 

issues remain to be .addressetL ART services m-e not usually available at public health 

facilities but are increasingly being offered in private clinics_ As services are 

expensive and highly comme:rcialized, the high cost of ART treatment tends to create 

a situation of exploitation of childless couples and exacerbates their vulnerability~ 

which has deterred many couples from seeking such services_ Couples often do not 

have easy access to information on ARTs and select doctors through trial and error_ 

Even when these services are accessed, they provide inadequate information and 

counseling. 

A major c:ancem in the present cootext of ART services in India is with regard to the 

quality of care_ Services ~ not regulated and the quality of treatment is variable~ 

rnnging from clinics that offer professional and high quality services to those tlult are. 

run by unqualified practitioners. Unscrupulous providers may encmrrage .the repeated 

use of these technologies, .and. women may have to endure many cy~les of testing,. 

experimentation and treatment, ARTs ~ IVF are experienced to be physiologically? 

emotionally and :fmancially stressful (Widge~ 200 1)-



The su~cess rate of su~h technologi~s nmunns UllClear~ The Indian CoUilCli of Medical 

Research reports .an average take home baby rate of 20-30 ~t per NF 1;ycle 

(ICMR 20001 but this estimate_ has not OOei1 substantiated by .any studies.. ~ing 

clinics in India dam a 30-40 per ~. success rate (which is usually the pre_grumcy 

I"B.W) but it may k 1;onsiderably lower (Gupta,. 2000; W ~ 2001). 

Inadequate m®itoring .and regulation of stnili ~i~s is leading to .the mi~ of 

~ technologies,. including IVF-related sex pre-sekction meth~ and the 

proliferation unethical practices~ Ethlca1 issues such as tbe. manipulation of sperms,. 

eggs and embryos,. the wmmen;ialization of technology,. .and the wider implications 

of surrogacy/cmnmercial surrogacy need to k .addressed through e:t'lective re.gulatory 

mechanisms.. The Indian Council. of Medical Resemcll has recently dJ:a.fkd national 

guidelines for the regulation of ART dinics,. but it remains to k seen how,these are_ 

implem~t;ed (ICMR- 2002). Even when these services are accessed,. they provide 

inatkquate information and !;~ling.. 

The impact of infem1ity .and assisted reproductiv~ technology (AR1) on the persons 

.affected has to be considered within the broader context that includes socia~ 

historlcal.,c economical. political .and cultm:al aspects.. At the same time. so as to 

understand the actual meaning that infertility has on the life of .an individual woman 

or man,. it has to be considered within the context of gender roles. 

While ac~m:ate flgures are difficult to obtai~ there is little doubt that .ru;cess to ART is 

extremely limited in India. Accurate information on the per capita availability .and 

regional accessibility of infertility treatments needs to be collected. Even access to 

infertility information is sev~ly limi~ in India. Wlule access to ART is extreme_ly 

rare,. the cost is even more prohibitive,.. However~ there are differences between 

regipns that s11ggest ,promising alternatives for improving the access .and affonlability 

of ART. 

Moreover~ the overpopuh¢ion disc,ourse and lack of social focus on infertility 

exaceibates women~s inequitable treatment in our country_ As Ginsburg and Rapp 

(1995) have observed. women~s bodies are frequently the locus through which social,. 

economic~ and political power is exercised. Fertility and reprod.uction re1J~sent 

mechanisms through which what Foucault (1978) calls bio-pow¢r is exercised.. ~. 
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lack of m~dical discomse on infertility and ART exacerbates the harms -of infemiity_ 

It contains the individuals. usually women,. .are blame_ It contributes to. the approach 

of family planning dinics that often falsely disconnect SID management,. maternal 

and child health facilities etc. 

ART ~ the hlst hope m the only means to ~hieve a child for .affluent infemi~ 

c0,uples .and burden for infertile effiuent, There is a heigh~ .need: for ART in 

countries like India. 

Theref0,re it can k said,. that IVF offers hope for the inf~rtne couples and that,. when 

unsuccessful, it can be emotkmally trnumatic (Milne B-.- 1988) .and not fm middle .and 

low~ class for no ~ope-
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CBAPTER-4 

LIVED EXPERIENCES OF WOMEN WITH INFERTILITY 
PROBLEM 

THE WOMEN'S VOICES 

1. SOCIAL BLAMING AND STIGMA 

2. EXCLUSION FROM CEtlEMONIES 

3. SADNESS AND .JEALOUSY 

4.. LACK OF SOCIAL SUPPORT 

5. FEAR OF DIVORCE~ THREAT OR REALITY? 



The ~~chap~ was an a~mpt to put together a composite picture of the childless 

wo~n~s experience on the basis of secondary data In this chapter we ha,ve dealt with 

reprod~tive history..- social pressure and treatment seeking behavior., copping strnte~s 

in relation to infertility .and doctor"s behavior..- C:Ost and .source of inc:<>~ on ~ basis of 

qualitati_ve ~This has given us overvkws of tb.e diff~es. between two categories of 

infertility problem i.e~ male and female related. And second_ categories ~ prinuu:y 

infertility an4 secondary infertility- And ~lped to identify the prevailing present 

CQnditi,ons Qf life in ttmnS Qf .social support (by husband,. family)~ 

This chapter .also concentrates on women"s e:xperiences related to their own body_ 

In order to achieve a degree of detail and tp discover the dynamics of socio-economic 

conditions of these women,. and their treatment seeking behaviQUL By mlalyzing the 

qualitative data relating to status and conditions in their own parent" s house..- husband"' s 

house..- out side the house..- earning and treatmentcosL 

The women's v-Oices 

From understanding the qualitative dimensions of socio-economic constraints of the lives 

of childless women in the previous chapter., we now move on to look at the e.xperie_nce of 

women which leads to mental tension.. Our purpose is to look at psycho-social sufferings 

of childless women and links it to their life and health., and relationship betw~n gender 

and infertility experiences_ These links operate through social pressure by family and. 

husband., and difficulty of women to reproduce and their treatment seeking behavior. 

copping strategies such as social support and adoption. 

Sometimes they are victims of violence of husband and other member in the family.,

insulted,- abandonment. Even some ifunes they face the threats of husband's remarriage 

and being discarded. They are forbidden to attend wedding and religious ce.remoni,es~ Not 

only that.- even people is dread seeing her fac-e early in the InOilling_ 

We approached the study of experiences of infertility in Delhi in a way that assllfed_ 

voluntacy participation,. and we are aware of the fact that it has attached a group of 

women who are relatively vocal about the topic_ Rather than recruiting through infertility 



clinics and other medical settings~ women w~ invited to the study through conversation 

and_ asked them to share their experiences of living infertility and infenility ~tmenL 

Though infertility is couple~ s problem.- but only women are participated~ Because,_ 

husband mrely visited ro the clinic with wife_ More than twenty women participat~- in 

the study.,. of who eighteen gave de:t.a.iled. narratives,. Therefo~ only eighteen .3If: 

considering being subjects/ panicipant,.s of the study-

The interviews used .an opetrended questionnaire_ Interviews were written on 

notebook. Only pseudo names are used to identify the participants~ The ei~n women 

were <llve.rse in terms of age.,. marital status.,. educati~ occupation (husband~ s), class.. The 

participants ranged from 22-40.,. they included,. fourteen women living with husband. Two 

was with own parents.,- one with in-laws.,- .and one was separated from husband but living 

with same house in different room (husband remarry and bas three chil~n),. Their 

(respondent's) husbands had variety of professions,. including, driver.,. electrician,. tailor~ 

g~vemment servant, teacher and. businessman. The above profession/occupation is 

classified into class on the basis of researcher~ s parameters.,- on the basis of 

soc~onomic condition (incpme)_ l:hus, while the majority of participants would. 

fonnally classify as representatives of middle class and lower middle class profession.,

this did not assure a comparable income. Two of them were upper middle class .. 

The study was addressed to infertility with involuntary childlessness, ie. those who 

desired ro have children.,- but have not conceived_ The meaning of "infertility., and. thus 

criteria for including women in the study were left open.,- with the purpose of eliciting 

what that term meant for the respondents. While our initial intension was to interview 

only women with primaty infertility.,. for whom the maternal role is not explicitly part of 

their identity.,. responses from the few women with secondary infertility expanded our 

understanding of the meaning of the term. 

;.. Of the eighteen in-depth interviews,.. thirteen had primary infertility and <>nly five hail. 

secoru}ary infertility. In which two women with sec<>ndary infertility had given birth 

ro one girl child, one had induced abortion;. two women had miscarriage and_ came t.o 

share their stories of difficulties with the conception of that child.. The length of time 



duration which they had been identified or self-identified as 'infertile, and had been 

seeking treatment to that situatio~ :rang-ed from 1-12 ye&"S-

}> Out of~ .eighteen cases~ eleven are male ~lated factor~ four are related_ female,. one 

had unexplained and. two of them had a daughter~ the~ researcher not mnside:r the~ 

};> SocitJJ press liN 

Out of eighteen -case studies.,. eight women said_ they are press~ by ~ir in la.ws.,. 

five women said it is the husbands~ and: two women said.,. they are pressured by the 

society more and rest of three of them said their self wish to have baby_ 

~ .Biillne 

Of the eighteen wome~ nine of them are selfblamingfo.t: the problem their inf~nility., 

five of them said it is God punishment. for previous mistake.,. three, of them blame on 

their husband and only one women b:lanle Qn local diayen (witch)_ 

}> Mt:dkol cbeclr.-ups of husband 

Out of eighteen women with infertility problem, only husbands of fom women had_ 

undergone medical test, ~elve was not willing to undergo for tesL And two had not 

needed (these two had a daughter) 

}> Attitude towards adopJion. 

Only two women had positive attitude .towards adoption, (exclusively from a male 

child of own blood relatives).. thirteen had negative attitude and three had not even 

considered yeL 

1. So~i3l blaming and .stigma;-

The medical and social disc-ourses of b~ are pivotal to the construction of the 

infertility experience Indian women.. Their .stories always included a position relative to 

discourses blaming women"' s bodies~ behaviour., and psyches_ For example~ almost every 
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woman that we talked to~ in presenting her explanations of the couple" s infertility~ stated 

that she had not abortions"' Their stories .always included. a position relative to the 

discourses blaming women" s bodies,. behaviour,. and, psyches~ For example~ almost .every 

woman that we talked to.,. in presenting her explanations of the couple"'s infertility.,. stated_ 

thai she had not abortio~ With this,- she first eliminated the dominant explanation of 

infertility.,. as if otherwise a conve~ on the topic would be fittile.,. and then w.ntinu~

with ~ sto.ry_ 

Self-blame was a key theme in the interview~ It included the s~ulation that infertility -

is a_ punishment from God for own errant behaviour~ or in some cases for the 

wrongdoings of previous generatio~ Another prominent~ of self~blame had to do 

with ~ women" s decisions .about tieatment. The emer~ of this theme is at kast 

partially due to the fact that women are always the ones who are. being ~at.ed. 

independent of the medical causes..c Many women saw themselves as being responsible 

for making the wrong medical choices,. for not correctly assessing their symptoms,. for not 

~king treatment eaJ:ly enough or for nnderg~ treatment,. which ultimately proved to 

· be hannfid~ and for not taking proper care nf themselves after the procetlwes. The 

experience of infertiliiy cause harsh,. poignant and unique difficulties; economic hardship.,. 

socials~ blame,. Alienatio~ guilt,. helpless, insecurity, 

This is clear from very common statement given by almost all the women with infertility 

proble~ though they belong to from different class and different type of medical 

proble,m. 

Case-1 

"-mys.elf 4nd my hJJSband both of JJS gone through all medical check ups pnscrib£d by 

the doctor~ I don~- know much 111HJlll oJU problem. Blll my doctor told me. tbtJJ YQJ#· 

husbllnd hilS .some probkm. Actually .she JJSeil.some medical term,. which is difficult 1o 

under.slllnd~ /lS I :lli1J not thJJJ much educllled. Even then my hJJSbJJnd is not talcing 

ueoJmen4 (JJnd llllviseil me to nOt go to thlll doctor). Accoriling lo him,. he ,is .fl compleJe 
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~ H~ 5:4.)!$ y~JJ ~eed trl!iJ.IJnenJ not 11141hi1J~ Why I IJIIJ. 1wving diffel"ee!J ~ 

Th~ugh he hilS pro/Jk~J4 bllt be l$ JIIJ.t nmly hJ llllu!_ 1.r1!tllnJm_t_ JUJd Jhey (.fJIY hll$bsnd 

and bi$ fanUJy) JJ/Wilys trle,s_ iP 1JJa.me. on ~ They think Jhm a WD»UU..t is Qlone 

rJ:Spon$ibkfor e,hilt/,ks$~ 

011Ct: I .S:IJ.id Jo .my hus.IHlJul why yo11 people are bltJ.ming me, llCC!Jnling Jo the docJor~ 

.there is a problem in yo11 not in 1114Iam Jl.bsollll£ly Jmt! in wnceiving, ihe~ he.~ 

11IJ: 11: }pJ_ :~~»d dropped me IlL my p11.T1!111~ h:OllSL This is not o.nly Jhe CllSJ! of Ne.e/mq.._ 

Case-2 

PJJ.$/Jpa~ 

At Jhe .time. of her (my yollng_er sister!t lleena) sect)nd_ delivery she collt:d me_ l!P 1p /JJJy: 

CfUJ!. of her rwo years old J/.oHgbler Bittoo~ IlDve and csre Bittoo more Jhan my lifi! llS 

she is fu.st baby in my life liS well llS my mtJternal fo.mily bollS~ So,. D1J of .us 1~~ her 

like anytbing,. even Bittoo also feels very comfortable witllllS espedolly with me.. 

Blll Reenll "$ moJher-in-law s.colded her, why yo11 calleil pusbp4 with_qJJJ. my 

permissitm.liDw PliShpa wiH lllke Clll'1!c of BiJJoo,. llS she is cbihlless. You iJon ~know~ 

BAANJH {childless) lmlies are APSHAKIJN {inallSpiciollS) fQr pregnant WDJ'JJ414 AtJJ1 

.s:he (nwther-in-law) .also sllfJilt!Skd her not to see my fsce early in the morning, Bat:he 

po bu.rollSar per!!fl!l (it will have iH effect on wollld on baby). 

UIJfortunately I heard. This was most em/HJITilSSing moment of my life being lll1_ 

infertile woman. It WJlS Jhe day when I felt so bad. The same day I returned to my hom!!. 

und while talking abolll Jhis inciilence,. she (Pushpa) staned crying. 

Case~J 

Boby das, wlo Ashil do.s, .west JJengsl, she is slaying in Ddhi with her husbtmd tmtl 

mother-in-law,. Boby is not llllowed Jo tom:lJ,. decorlltL puja ki Jhali (holy plt!l!! for 

'J"iJ.ual) in her family becsllSe it will become worthless if childless women Jom:h. 

According to Hindu mythology they :liTe not wmplete woman. My mothu-in-ltl.w 

olWilY$ humililltes me, especislly in front of visitors. Even she never call my real n~ 

s.he · alWilys JlSe Nipmi {cbildkss). Not only Jhat, 1 am not allowed Jo attend lli;IY 

'TdigioiiS or wetlJling ceremonies in family~ 

"Obviously Jhe cause is .in me'"; Blame and Self- Blo.me 



Thoogh we are focusin& on the stigmatization of women who ~a.nnot have ~hildren,. we 

should point out that male infertility is more intensely stismati7.edand sileru;ed by society 

and by men themselves (Van B~ Trimbos-Kemper, &. Ve:rd~ 1996), which 

contributes to the e~.rat,ion of woroen"'s wnb:ibutioa This was both internalized and_ 

at the same time protested by. the women we interviewed,. who called we are dependent 
'-

on him..c Or I p~ Thus MJ;-s~ Ri,m._ points nut: 

CI1Sl:4 

Dllring myfldd wOrk I aune to know from my neighbtJr, ~-~ wh0$t:. s_i$1Q,Rup« 

was IJls.q S.lofing in mumirk& When Rita :CtUnt! to know Jbat I am sttulfing problems. 

mated to inf.ertility she shared abolll her siskr Rups (JUJforJJUJBiely I coJJltln~tmknJ.CJ. 

wiJh. her, BS she bstl commilletl suicide jllSI.one month Mfore). 

RllpJ4 Bl J.be time of her J.bree months pregnancy, she W4S just 25 yeB.rs. old. She W4S. 

living with her busbsml (a husiness mBB) in a joint family. She wss trying ID conceive_ 

from the first tlsy of her :IIJIUriage. .She went to J.be tloctor lifter three ye_ars of her 

11J4rrillge her motber-in-Jsw wss forcing her to bsve a son. After, getting metlicBJ :Cbet:k 

ups of both pm1ners. The Dodor toltl them Rups Jloesn .,1 h11ve 11ny problem. Tbt:. 

pwbkm lies in Moltentlra (her husbaml) .liS be iloesn .,t b11ve enDUgb sperm ID 

iJJJpregnate to his wife. Therefore AID metboil will only help. 

As her mother-in-Jsw is iHiterote, what she JUJderstooil,. she .only knows. 

Then 11j1er few tlsys they tlecitleil AID metboil, but her husband took pmml$ed 

from Rllpa that she won .,t disclose abolll iL And my sister conceiveil by AID melbOIL: 

Her mother-in-Jaw thoughtthBI Rupa must have hail intercourse with .some other m4n. 

Because she was also there when Doctor told them, her son .is unable to impregnate 

any women in the world. Blll she tlidn "J :unilerstantl the t«hnology. .She stamd. 

blmning on my sister. Anti RHpa .,s moJ.ber-in-law pointed out her character. And due ID 

promise with husbanil she tliiln .,t ilisdose abolll AID technique. And due to :S~KiiiJ 

blAming and :.stigma., Rupa committed suicide, hanged her .self." 

Both men and wife are often engaged in ·~protecting" infertile men~ s masculinj.ty since its 

cultuml definitions inevitably include the ability to father dllldren (Stanton & Danoff

Bur~ 1995)- Even in the presence of medical diagnosis for reproductive difficulty.,. the 



women ignored the medicals~ Rupa"s for example committed. suicide nndmany 

respondents .said "My hllSbtuul is alright (so111elime$ wilhol!J Je5t) and I bll~ prl!bkm ht 

my pe~:kHls .. " 

At the .same time, further analy~ of the ~rview shows that. this naJ'l'ative 

locafu:ation of the causes of infertility is not univocaL The primary mncem is the 

question of production of a baby~ Either a male child or a female chilil :Oo only women 

are ~ponsible for it or she is only responsible for the difficulty in reprod~ing.. Why 

only women beaJ: the burnt of blame of others or why she blames herself] }knQe,. .at this 

point the question of blame is secondary for her_ For these women,. husband is ino~ 

valuable ~ than .anything else in her life_ ~.her survival depends on it.- unl~s she 

will not fulfills the desire of the society_ They have to suffer blame, separa.tion, divorce 

etc- What do we say about those who have suffering from secondary infertility, m~ 

who had conceived. but either ant:omatically miscarriage, or self abo~ or the 1st baby 

was female, social blaming is practically the same as in case of primary inf~ty~ 

11 is Vl!ry dear from the CJJSe of- SJJJlbll~ when I started IIJlking to S:U.tlha~ it 

WIJS dijfkull for me to understand her ltmguage. She was sharing with me in her local 

laniJllage of liP~ district of llawa. Actually she doesn ~t know bow Jo speak Hindi but 

she understands. Then~ 1 called her husband RamdultJ.re Singh 37yrs old~ to translDJe, 

wbenever/wbateVI!r I could nDJ 11nikrs1Jmd herA Before our interaction began, she 

ll.Sked~ me my caste and the state from which 1 CtJme and my marilal staJu.s. According 

to her wilholll getting marrieili cannot 11nderstand the pain of childlessnt!$s. 

Sudha, who bad one miscorriag~ is a35years old Hind11 woman from an llpJH!T coste 

(Rajput) familyA Her husband is D Joilor in export industryA Both Dre illerate. I 

conducJed the inteniew with my sister. On the day we met her~ she WDS making her 

second visit Jo the infertility dinic ofa privJJJe bospitDL She hDd previously gone for bio 

J»J:tlical treDiment for infertility in llJJOtber bospiJol in UP~ DS her narratiVI! describes. 

We leorn Sudha bJld come reluctontly Jo the clinic~ bllt she was not relllciDnt t(J be. 

intervie.wed we spent neorly one and a hDlf hour talking together in .D priVJJJe room 

while she wDS waiting to be seen by the doctOL. AlpnD~ (my sister) told Slltlh11 we wanted. 



/Q un.ikJ:SIIlnd "thf! ~rknct!. of .bdng chiliJL;s$ from women ~s PQ11JJ of view~ Thi! 

optm-4tdal in.tuYlew was in Hi.nd41JllhoMgh oJU que,stipns focused J»PSI/y I!Jt issm:s of 

lnfi!dility~ s.oclal pressures and sodetol nsponse, SllJlha tlirectetJ Jlte intervkw to o1b_q 

/Qpks of imporJBnCe to her. SJU/ba sll}d •••• _.-DJUmg llyelli'S of mtl.l"rioge~ after 5 

yt:~US.~ whl!n I did not concdvet4 Jlten I :approm:hed Jlte Doctor for Jlte lrelllmenL 

Etulier I WllS slllying in a jobllfamily witb nwJher-in-lllw~ sister--HHaw~ ber bl/.$bllml 

sml Jwl! s.pns. My hMSbmul was slllying in Delm lllone. Bet:Jmse Dellli is very~ 

city~ lllJd my hJJ.Sbllnd amnot affDrll to keep myself ben wi.tlJ him. B11t YQll knpw b_e_ 

sOJJ tdJ Jbe llJOJJey to me for Jlte lrelltmen4 wblllever be e/H'ns; bill from tbe lllsJ months 

I too Cllme bere wi.tb my hMSbllnd. BecllMSe~ I dUln 7t get cJJred (conceived) Jltere in. llP. 

I am having medicine for lllsJ 6 years from Dr. Mmnta GNp/11 (she is .a good 

doctor in UP). Bll1 in between 6 ye:IUS I stopped taking medicine for few months~ llS I 

gt!1 pregnlllJt "pair bllarhi bo gsya tba" bll1 I lion~ know wblll happened to me after 5-

6 months~ 'ye kbarab btl gaya" (meJmS mist:Brrisge)~ Jlten sbe Dr. Mmnta referred ng 

tp Dr. N.C Jain (be is also very good doctor in UP). Bll1 I din 7t get benefited. Then in_ 

2D02~ I got llltrasolllJd,. bll1 nothing bappeneil. And ytJll know I never bod 1/JJ)! 
\ 

c.o/IJrJJ.ceptive. 

Actu.ally I got marrieil Ill tbe age of 24 ye:IUS~ (which is wnsiikr 1!-S. JIJ.t!! 

mJll'Tiage in northern stllle), becaliSe my compk.xion .is dark. No bmly was ready to 

marry me. At last his (her hli.Sbllnd Rmntllllare~) family were ready to marry their sol;{ 

in turn of heavy dowry. Becali.Se of this my parents never come to .see ~ how am 1? 

They .say we have already given yoll whlllever we bad. Now yoJJare their responsibility. 

1 atJempls .strive to be good daughter-in-Jaw; therefore 1 Blways cook for a member 

of .six when my hJJSband comes .seven (as he .stays :0111 of the town), for follr times :illlily. 

Not only cooking food for them bll1 a/5o 1 liSe to do all the other boMSe chores like 

WBShing clothes and utensils. Even Ill the time of my 5 months pregnant:)' also. In the 

conl!!.xt of heavy physical demands maik by them .speciBHy my sistu-in-law~ (Sarita)~ 

miscarriage occurred,. which ShJJdhallltrib.utes to "overworldng~ 

Both~ of us have gone throllgh all the medical check-ups. Even here in Delhi 

again we wenttbrough medical check-JI]J.s. Doctor toliJ me thlll I have some proble~ 



ActJmUy from my puberty slllge 1 h11_ve_ probknl with my mensl.nultiP& Now aftu 6 

~IUS Doctqr tqJi]_ me_ this .. 

My huslHmd i$ veq carblg Jmd .sllppOI'tiye IP »Je,- bJJt bis fsmily i$ not._ In fDCt 

they Wllnt him lo rnnarry and leave me, because. my hJJSbtmd h/1$ fllnlldy mVJ:S.Y:d 

e.JJP.ugh J»JHJq, on my tretll.mnlL Thertifore my husbtmtl hilS brought me here in De1JJ.L 

Actually Sarita (hi$ .sister) i$ a very c,Jmning lB!lf· She -doesn. ~~ WlliJt that_ we .b:~~ve. IH!by, 

OeC/l.IJSI!. SBI!. hilS 3 c}JJJdrm, SO thlll. whll.levJ!r properly WI!. hlll'J! they wiJJ .Jake. T/Us .is Jhe. 

reason when 1 conceived she IJilve h~vy work 1o me. dJJ.ring S numtb.s of prqJD_tPJ.t:y 

kJI!li»g to mis~ Smilll lliWilys bliJmd me for my miscarriage. She IISks hq 

broJbu, thlll S yesrs JH1.S$ed since. misaur.isge, bhabhi (Sllllhll) hilt/ n/JJ concdVJ:IL S_q 

why wuldn "J she. conceive agsin11 don "J know, Why ytJilare WDSJiBg money on 1JSJ!less. 

woman 'ye klb itne s:lllJJ me mtlB nahi lJJUJi lo slJ k:oJm s11 chllmlllkor ho jllVet!Jil Ye 

kobhi mllll nllhi blln sllkti. (when she hlld not been able lo be .ll mtJthu sinee so m~~~~y 

J'l!lli'S then whll1 mirsde co.uld be hsppe.n now'?) look 111 me 1 got marry Dfier b_q 

marriage, W!'__IJ_]I(iskD:_SIIV}l reh_t~-~'!Y/! 1J~i (in spite ofher bad shadow), I have 3 sons." 

Bhai}'ll.leave her -11nd re.mtUTJ' yo11 wiD ge.t hllll1if.ul britk. 

Then we. IISked Sudha 11bout 4tlopdon.._.~. 

My God llt/optipn, not 111 :aN. WithoMt knowing 11boJ11 the CIJS/e how 

will yo11 bring -11nyone in the house'? It~ noJ Bllowed in our fmnily. You don~~, know 

Jher.t:. .is ll_ diff-erence between II real blood lind other's bJOOJL J think you don"J 

understand these things that's wh_v you are talking about adoption. nE t11mk_a sa_11Uiih 

me n11hi JliiVef!!lt Jabhi Ju i$:11n bill k11rot haw1111. J:11b god hi lena hota Jo kahe ke hum 

itna psisll bllr:bad karll1e. Are, 1111lreBI!£ to kaJm hlliJU! pani degal Alllma bhll1kes:i 

hJl111111'. Hum llllSbJJ n11hi chorenge. Bb-11gwJ1J1 sbbi mk k-oi bllchh11 nshi divs hai, plllil 

Mhi 1111ka khhs kva hBz7 Kab tak hlllntlTi p!l!iksha lent!£ va pa111 nahi lllJne kin jen.mo 

k11 PIIIJ k11 ssj11 bhui!JJI rsbi hllllll! lJ kllbe htuniU Slllllb ais11 ker rshe hai. " (you wiN 

~.tot undersmnd this,. tbaJ~ why you .are IJllking lik-e this, when I WOilld have been· 

adopted -11 bllby then whaJ was the need of WIISiin!J money 1 Who will look lifter 11JJ! in_ 

my J~t lime? 1 will not get moksha, 1 will not leave hope. God have n/JJ given me any 

baby, 1 don ~t know wbaJ His wish is'? How long He will test me Dr 1 am_filt:ing the_ 

pl(nishment of my lllsl birth's sins why God is doing this to me). Aunty (n-eighbour) tOld 
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l1l!!o obouJ this dink Dnd she said doctor is very nice mul she cllf'd msn? infutik 

women. Look whJJt wilJ hsppen with me? We have~ in~ted lob of DWJJ£)' oJJ_ 

JnaJ!m:_nL ~ob bhllllWfJlJ ka jo numn hogtJ wslti hogn, "(mJw evnyt/Jing will h11J1P1!11, 

tU:COnling to His wish) while Sllying she slarJell crying ll1JII then I don yt have CPl.(~ w 
ask l1JOTe lpleS~ I j».st Sllitl JlonYt-WIH'T)' 'b1!Jine on GDil.. He mustfMlfJ/1 ytHU Jksire., 

All U.e be$1. 

In .lllWlY of the women" s narratives,. the motherhood mandate, and their survival depends 

on it. At the same ~further analy~ of the interview shows that this narrative how it 

is mandatory for .a woman,. Some of~ w~ have to suffer husband rejection of 

medical help~ even difliculties of findings medical supports,. emotional etc~ 

Case-6 

Rtlshmi .unlike SJJtlJJJ4 3D yem:s oltl gnuluate belongs to upper middk t;lllss~stayinJ 

iJk • • mfirn-:J.. -r 5 members. W ____ JIJ.Il)Ol __ ...,_.._../( '"'J 

Some times it~ very lliff~elllt to sliu4. when we s/al'led talking wilb Jlpsb»:fk she 

was ignoring us. After establishing TllJ1PIH1 with her she said please don "t write/ show 

Jtnything abolll me on yolH' news PDJH!T or TV channeL Then 1 showed my stude»J. 1 

CJJTiJ. Afkr that she was very fri.entlly to me. Th£B she starleJJ saying about herself: ...... 

''At the time of marriage 1 was 26 years old. My husband Sudhir is a business manit so 

after marriage he said to me that right now I am spreading my business in other sillies, 

so I don "I want baby for 2 years. We decidi!Jlto use condom. 1 didn "I have any OTJJl 

pills~ But we didn "t JdJ anything to the family about our plan. My mother-in-law 

always pressurized me to have baby~ Even this is my personal choice also Jo have_ IHJ.by. 

From ve_ry beginning I like babies. B.ut due Jo my husband choke 1 remained silent:~!. 

I conceived after 2 years of marriage. While using condom 1 don~ know bow? 

Every one was very happy in my family -e.xcqt my husband Sudhir. He scoltleil me a lot 

lllJd said what yoM did! I have JJl.ready told yoM that I don~ want baby now~ q you will 

.deliver this baby-It I"H not Jllke lllJY responsiJHJ.ity. You deliver it on your own risk ok. 

l)therwise go and abort iL I said no* 1 WIJlJ "L And after Jhis he stops talking to I1J.I:.. 

StWJJ 1 benJ my knees in front of his wish and we went to the doctor withOMt informing 



/Jilyone in the fmnily and IJd it off the pregn~m.cy~ After rel.urning I cried alo4 Sudhir 

s.llid tlo.n ~t cry I /li1J wiJ.h you.. And ss.U4 1kt1 Jb/ll. I got nd$C1Uriage in_ the lJJlthJ"OPm..,_ 

Af«r Jhis inddenc~ I tlon ~t know wh/ll. ht1pJ11!11d to everyone. Every one blamed .on me 

for misCilrrioge. Once my moth:er-in-/sw scolded me~ you must be having orol pills 

afJn IIJJlrrisge; 1:he$e are the side_ effJ!ds of anl.i-pregnam:y pills. Even I Joltl her I 

didn ~~ have /lJJY lhinlb we just :USed com/m:n. B111 she ditln .,J trust on me. Even I s.aid 

Ibis is_ nm my plan this is Smlhir~ wish.. She said dtm ~ bl~~.me 011 him IJild keep yom: 

mouth shlll if yoM WJmt to stay hen. My life bec/lliU! helL More J:h1J11 one yetU hilS 

~wss.ed aftq th/lJ incidence,. still Jbey are blaming me. This wss my h:U.Sbtmd~ plll.l1~ 

J!YJ!lJ J:han he is not supportive. Right now Sudhir is lllso demsnding for :11 son,._ 

Therefore we are trying Jo have baby for lllSI year~ but we .s.re lliiSIICCI!:Ssf.ul. Now~ 

SJUlhir also started bltuning me. 

1 remember the day~ when we got mtliTY~ he wss very loving, auing IJild supportive to 

me. Bm this incidence chllJJged Sudhir j:U.St npposite~ I d011 ~ know whJJI the hdl 

hqppened to hin4 as he knows everythinJb still he bltutJeS me. Now s day he lllWllys 

remsin.s irritllted wiJb me~ whatever I dil4 :WBS his choice. I needed his support bll1 1 am 

helpless. 

I WJlS plllJJning to meet a doctor since one yi!IH' but when ever 1 ttilked abo.ut Jbe doctor~ 

everyone starts scolding me and they say now its too laJe. Nothing will help you, even 

Sudhir says you are tilready 3D years; Jhese are the outcome of late marrisge. I said no 

its noJ J}lat much late, my periods sre reguklr. Bll1 nobody think about the JreatmenJ 

for Lhe problem we are fscing. We have eno.ugb money but for me it~ useless beca_use 

they 4re not ready to WilSie money on me. AH are educated fools ''pllllhe likbe gtJWilT 

haivesare." 

That_ is why I dtm ~t get cbllJJce Jo seek treatmenL And this is the reason I approached 

to the govermnent hospital olone~ without informing /lJJyone in J:he family with .my 

friend Richa. She is my best friend 1J11d she knows everything about me. So we made 

plan for shopping and came here /lS Jhis place is very far from our home. Achl4llf 1 

wam to know what the actlllll prliblem is. Really~ it~s my age or~ something else? 
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Then she .entend to the Jlodor's room JlS her tum htul co~ in lJdw«D we. talked to 

RicAo ............ _ Then afier ll while she ca~ ouL We llSked her what h~nel/1 ()b_ 

she is gobJg for blood kS4 ~also went with her. ReporJ will come after lwD da~ B.ut 

Rashmi reqlii!Siell to Jhe Lab Jedlnidsn Jo give her re.su/1/(H/ay~ llS she_ dQn ~ knt.Jw~ 

when the nex1 time she will visit here? Even she dbesii't kiiiJw lww she will cblkt:t her 

reporl day afkr JomorJ'Ow_. TlrJ!IJ I (resi!II.Tdter) saitldtber Rkho or if yo.u. hllve_ no· 

problel» Jhe.n myself /1lsp t:tm coi.lt!d Lhe reporL I Lhin.k ~ lul_ve no probkm whik 

collecting yoJU blOtJd reporL .Ridla saUl lion 'J worry I will coJ/ect it ok. B.JIL. agaiiJ 

Rtl$h.mi W1IS in tellS~ she sllill. blllhow I'H come here with my hii.Sbtm.JJ. as dot:.tor hilS. 

WJ'Uten some test for him also_. Doctor cslled both of liS. How I'H lt!llhim a/H)llt this .. I 

ll1_1l in_ 1/!IISion wb.e.ther he wil.J ready Jo come or noL Wll/IJ :CIJll I do? Rasllmi retlUIIed 

to her home, before going I izsked her :CDJJJt.u:l nJUJJber, she said I have no probk~ bliJ. 

he will llSk, how I know yoH. and so /fflu~ He is very SIJ.Spidoii.S person. So I am sorry 

yoH better keep Bicha '5 nH.mberA She will inform yoH every thing aboHt me. And they 

d.J"'p me Ill Mlmirka while retHTJ1ing. 

Now after Jwo days, the .Rashmi'5 test report hilS come oH.t; she lllso came with. Ridtll. 

tq collect her report, and approm:hetllhe doctor. And sfler ten m.inH.tes while coming 

:olllfrom the doctor's room, .sbe starte.d cryingu. 1 offered her wlller, /J.S I alWilys keep 

WJJ.ter with. me. Then she saUl "mujhe koi problem nabi hai." Every Lhing is lJOTliJIIl, it 

might be possiMe th/IJ my hllSband hilS problem ihle to 111111 1 am not conceiving. So 

doctor colled him, even she scohled me for not coming with husbmuL And again she 

(doctor) said th/IJ ple/J.Se come with yoH.r hii.SbJlntl. She called me next Wednesday with. 

Sudhir (husband), and lllso adtletl, th/IJ come with this (bus1Hmd'5) test ve test ki!TWIJ ke 

/lii.IJa hal. 111J1J confHSed bow will1 Jell llll aboH.t the Jest /o Su.d.hir 1~ He will kick me 

oJJJ- Lets« wh/IJ will happen Jo her? And Lhen Rasbm4 Richa returned /o Jheir home. 

1 desp.eratlily WIJited for her next visit with husband, 1 W/J.S cJUioii.S, /o know, wh~hu 

her hHSbJlnd Mr. SH.dhir will be remly for test sndseek Lhe help of doctor. 

On Wednesday 1 called .Rkha in the morning and IJ.Sked her whether they are comil;lff 

tq SafilllrJH.ng hospittd or noL She said yes, we~n and c11.t Lhe plume~ 1 rellchetllhe 

hospital before them. I was waiting and :they ilidn ~t come for a long time. 1 thoH.gbt 

they will not come todlly. Oh she came,. .but not with Sllllbir, agsin Rkha is with her. 
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She WtU: vezy 1JP$eL We .si!U'ktl kilUng wltb ilt~ llS ~ ~ very fritmdly with them., 

Aftu bi-hdW~ ~came JQ the main_ point. Then Rashmi _stdd_._.._ 

Wlren I retu:hed ho~~ the Jay 1 visited to the ho.spiJal, 1 didJJ ~gather the 

guts to say anyJ.hing to SllllJJir~ as thiJI day he was very upsn ilu.e. to Jo.ss.Jn lh.e b.usines.s.._ 

I WIIS always trying to make situation_ bi!lkJ' .SI) Jllat I am li!ll thi!m sboNJ 1relltmenL 

After two days I s:tdtlto my hJJ.Sbtln~ tbfl4 that_ day I went to the SafdorJung HospiltJJ~ 

IUI!l ggt my· lest flon4 J1CCIITiling ID the reslllt of Jes4 Jloclor IDltl me tbat 111.11J normJil. 1 

.stUd slowly~ m:tJHJlly Jloclor WJUJiellto meet yt)llii.IJtl pTI!.$cribed this testfor ytJJ4/U11l if · 

ygU abo do the Jes4 thm it might be oJU prolJlem will solVI!IL 1 don~ know what the big 

lllistake I did. He sltuteil scolding ine. How tlare Yl'l4 bitcb. And asked what ygu WfUl1 

IP show wbib! saying that ygu are norma4 ygu /U/! making me a cJJlprit for 

childlessness. .And said rllllely 1 Jli1J :alright and normal~ and listen one more thing~ 1 

· will show ygu my 'Mankmgr (masculinity) whib! mBrry a girl and impl'1!fPJilJe her.. I 

will never go to the doctor. Tell me~ s11ppose I have snme reprodllCliYe p~ tht:_n 

how you conceived that lime (3 years back). Answer me Rasbm4 it means that .baby 

was not mine? Who was the bastered father~ of that baby? 'aacbba hllll ki /J.S ptJp ke 

aulo.tl ko girwa dim" ( il"s good that yo11abortetl tbat son of the sin). 

After this I tlitln 'I bad words to say anything to him, beCiluse be pointed oll/ my 

cho,racter. And at last he also adtletl no need to say anything to anyone. 

Rllsbmi starlellasking me. I did whateVI!r be said,. just like a good wife~ e?en 1 

did abort the fust baby~ and look at this selfish man, be is blaming me and pointing ouJ 

my character. while I have my medical report also. Bm look 1 am belplt:S.s, 
' 

ba.ndil;apped. Tell me Sonali,. you are a researcher, wboJ do I do! And if he really 

remarries again~ where willlgo! We have enough money bMt everything is useless for 

~Now 1 don't have a bouse,. were I can Jigh4 neither at husband's bouse nor~ 

p/U/!nt"s family because after marriage you are a guesL" And she started cryin~ rt:_ti/ly 

l had no answers for her,. and to convince edJICilted illiterate person like Sutlhir~ BuJ I 

thought not a single persDll will be availllble in his life,. wbo can convince him fqr 

~dkal check-ups. 

Nevertheless. even well-intentioned comments and offers of support were experienced 

as meddling :and as reinforcing women~ s identity .as differenL For example... their 



relative~ mother-in-law and_ neighbour would wnstantly pressure them with advice~ with 

refenals ro specialists,. and_ alternative providers_ Bindu... who already had_ one girl ~hild 

and was experiencing secondary infertility~ felt insulte4 by others.. advice ro have a 

second male child_ Because~ being a mother of gi:r~ child_ for so long.. In aJat family with 

lmge landholdings, it became major issue and they were told that they will not get a share 

of family property as they had a daughter_ As Bindu,.. expressed it, this is "silellt tp~ 

the little c~ the smirks~ all those things_" Even her own fanlily ~ but 

inadequate efforts ro protect them were experienced as isolating _ 

Case-7 

Unlike JlBshmj mul Sllllb14 Bind14 30~ had been marridforll) YJ:Il.l'S~ livii;Jg with 

her hllSband Vlluls Tokas~ 33 year old in ll jojnJ fmnily of membos of 10. Bimluhlld 

conceived two times after her daug.bter Pllkbi was born~ bll1 she JJbmted lbem bet:lluseft 

btd_h times she hsd femsle foetus. Her hMS/NJnd Vlkas is eldest among his three 

brotbos~ in which two of lbem lll'e l111Uriell. He hJJS a JrJmsport biiSiness and /bey IJ.r£ 

lmJtlJpnls slso.. Bssicolly lbq belong 1o llJ1Pi!T middle closs. 

She came to /be hospital wiJh her molber-in-law her fDCe was Jotally covered by Jbe 

'Dupllltllft (Scsrj) mul Wlliling to be s£en by /be doctor oll1 side rtHJl1f, in SllfdarJung 

hospitaL We introduced Dllrselves lliJd told her Jltlll we wJ1.ll1ed to u.ntlerstand "the 

experience of being childless from women~ point of view".. Fustly we took permission 

from her mother-in-law. She allowed :US~ mul JJSked "do you take medicine for 

conceiving a son?" Then we conducted an interview witlt her. On the day we met her~ 

she hllll previo:US/y gone for biomedical treatment for infertility in /ll1other priVIIJe 

hospitaL 

Bindu had been distressed by her failure to c-onceive a male chilli Seeking help for her 

infertility~ she wanted a male child_ 

Actually this is not the case of infertility at .alL by the definition given by WHO~ but 

ac~ording to her and family members she is c-onsidered to be infertile_ That's why we 

kept her in ou:r sample~ 

"Bindu. then slll11etl saying my IJ:USband is ebles1 among his broflters. ActJJally 

Jhe brother j:USI after him 'hJJS 3 sons llJ1d we have a daughter 8 year old OJttl the 
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yoJUJge,St o~ 1.s not ma.J"ried. Though 1 am e.ldesJ b»4 S11.1J~ my jyJUJsni (simtr- in_ 

la.w)~ younger 10 me. She is~ 10 the fDmily~ as 1 don~J ha.ve son.._ An.d .if I dtm_ )t 

give birtlt 10 a son JhtuJ Bll the properties will distribllk to her sons JHUl we don 'J get_ 

q.nylhing. Adually power omi prestige is llSSI!Ciated wiJh having son llllil :tlmJgh._lg 

wh,kh p/Bys_ JJO role in the inler-genersJional Jmnsfer of properties. 

Do you have any iJJJ!14 where will I get metlidne to ha_ve milk chiltll B«ll4f.t: I 

olrlt!lily b~ lots of metlkine1 We asketl her who provUleJl yo11 these metlkini!.S~ doctor 

couldyo11 please li!lJ me the nllllJJ!.IllJd lllltlress of that Jb:H;to/'. 

Bb1du std!l sctlllllly my ll.lDIIJu-in-lsw brollght that m.etlicine for me~ that was not 

-o.llDpathk.. It was 1 think syJH'VJ!tlic Bill i.t d.itl not help me.. 

1 ~ kept fast for SJUJ got4 on every SJmtlay. BJIJ every time I C0111:J!iveJ/ if WJlS a_ 

female chiltU 

Then I saUl do yo11 know yo11. are not responsible for fems.le chi/JL HMSIHnuls ~ 

responsible for iL She saUl why are yo11 blllming my hJISbantl,. be is very gotH/ ~~oJJ," 

llJJi/ stoppetlllllking to us. 

"Better R.s 5000 now than 5 lakhs.later., ie..,. better spend Rs 5000 for sex. de~rmination 

than Rs 5 1akhs as a dowry for grown up daughter_ By this logic it is better to kill poor 

people rather let them suffer in poverty .and deprivation... Can the presumption that so~ial 

evils like dowry cannot be done away with is the logic enough to reject the girl child.. 

Women"s choices are made within the patriarchal and mental setup; torture fo~es them 

to go for Medical termination of pregnancy or abortion.. 1be desire to control the .sex of 

children., with preference for males, has been observed throughout history, with 

preferent:e for male offspring among mollal'£hs and infanticide of newborn girls being. 

described in various cultures (Priotrow PT_,. 1975.., Shettles LV_,. 1978, Zamtskie PW et 

aL,. 1989., Reubinoii BE, Schenker JG..,. 1996).. However~ until recetitly,. most of the 

literature referred to selective abortion -of female fetuses and not 10 sele-ction -of sex 

through ART (Werz DC~ and et al..,. 1992). 

In Indian patriarchal society the female has been rendered powerless,. by all the 

religious and t:ultural beliefs she has .always been the unwanted sex among the children in 

our society_ The hatred towards the unwanted girl has been so intense that the pracnce of 
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female: infanticide was prevale:nt for centuries in several parts of l.ndia.c The cultural 

legacy of strong SON PREFERENCE and neglect of daughters has been . inherited_ by 

most_ of the wmmunities.- religious groups and those from .socio-e:conomic backgro~ 

The bias is rooted_ in a complex set of religious~ economic,. political and socio-cultural 

factors. 

A IlUIIlber of cultural; social and economical factors in.fluence the relative benefits and 

cost of sons and_ daughters_ Daughters .m:e considered to be an economic liability becall$e 

of the heavy dowry payments and the high cost of weddings __ Comparatively sons are 

considered to have the economic as well as socio-cultural utility4 They .are considered 

more cost effective in the sense that can provide economic support to the family and_ 

unlike daughters their marriage is not an economic burden_ Arranged marriage a son 

brings an economic reward in the form of dowry paymenL Even in the patrilineal Lmilly 

sys~m,- the sons supported to be irnpeyative for the continuation nf the parents to help 

them in the salvation ef their ooul. 

Cultural worth also derives from religious worth. Especially in Hindus~ they prefer 

eldest so~ not the daughter~ who must light the FUNERAL PYRE of the parents so as to 

secure the latter~ s lift;- and sons who make offerings to give strength to the souls of 

ancestors4 In this conte~ a daughter appears to be valued by parents only because the 

given daughter in marriage earns 'PUNY A~ (religious merit).,-(Sriniv~ 1989)-

2. Ex~hlsiml fr-om ~-eremonies 

Besides practical worries and cone~ the consequences of infertility include exclusion 

from important activity and ceremonies generally women who have never been pre_gnant 

suffer the most problems_ They are not allowed to attained godbharai (a custom to 

welcome the child bef-ore birth) or chatti (a custom which is c-elebrated after the 6 days of 

birth of the child)-

Exclusions are less severe for two other categories of infertile wo~R 

Women excluded in these ways say they feel enormously isolated. and miss the gatherings 

and the conviviality with other women alJ:hougb the fertile women {mot.her-in-law,. friend,. 
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sistey..,. who approaches with their relatives with infertility problem) interview realize that 

infertile women feel this way; they say these. cultural taboos have 1o be respected. If 

infenile women do not follow these c_ultural rules, they relatives will lkvek>p serious 

health problems oJ;" even die-

1k women thai we talked to rarely experienc.ed direc.t exclusion .and exclusion and 

stigmati:zation in their family and c_omnnmity contexts- The extent of sti~on, it 

howev~ ... was different ac.cording 1o their location- women who ·c.ame from small« tows 

and villages expressed ninch more intensely negative experiences as .a ~sult of the 

attitudes of family and social contacts_ For most women,. when they did feel 

marginalized, it was in less explicit ways_ 

Case~ll 

Anmll in her WQn/s ....... 'Wo lwdy w/UlJS to milk!: ftkJJct/$hip with ~. ~"' my 

JJdghlwurs never CB/Jsl inviks me_ in Godbluuai or birJll ceremony. Even if I W1U1.t_ 11! 

give Prosatl Jo anylwily~ Jhey Jhrow infWnl of me. Somellme$ I feel inslllkdfrom my 

rdnliv~ ll.bo. Noboily m my fllmily .supporl$ me. They ni!VI!T come_ 1o .se,e_ hl)w I s,m 

living." 

3. Sadness and Jealousy 

Most families around them are "oormal families with children" and thus the women felt 

"separated" from them. They felt that sisters,. mothers~ and friends~ who have not 

undergone the same experience. could not understand them. In many cases~ it was the 

women who initiated the alienation from their social groups; they felt the need to distance 

or isolate themselves from the social life around the~ feeling .as not belonging in an 

environnlf:nt that revolves around children.. They started to avoid friends with dlildren or 

family gatherings_ They felt they could not participate in conversations.,. even if they 

could not participate in conversations, even if they were.not about children, because their 

perspectives are different, and. perceived .as not valid. 
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Childlessness and infertility .affect a woman~ s life in various ways .and .at various lev~ls 

from personal to psychological levels~ All women interviewed expressed strong f~lings 

of sadn~. and j~ousy_ Sadness derives from living without pleasure~ the joyful 

colllp3lly of children: "A compound without children. is a_ plac~ without pl~ure~'" Some 

women referred to.the use~ss of a_lik without the capacity to bear arul rear children.. 

One infertile woman said that she sometimes felt so useless and llnfulfilled that she had 

considered. committing suicide-

On the other hand.- a few women were extre.lllely positive abm.It being abk to take care of 

the cbildre_n of relativ~ and others expressed the strong wish to do so~ 

Case-8 

"Aitito~ 14 ye.IJI"S~ staying in a joint fomily of 9 mt!ln.be.rs. Her sister- in-law /til$ folll' 

.sons. Anita saiJJ I love them like my own cbiJiJ. I do sllth.eirs btl$k thhtgs like. btl,thing 

th.e~n,o WJ.I$bing doth, making lum:.h for ib~ I fi!J!l very good while doing job for Jhnn 

but among four children I like more /be yolUJgesl,. 'Gubhl :J, 3 yesr old ev.e_n_ he JJJs.o. 

Even 1k sleeps with me, and ellis from my hanll, blll my sister in JJJw slWilys scold him.. 

But his mother always tells him don 'J go to cbacbi (aunty)." 

~~pu,shpa _said .... my younger sister~ Reen11 bas two daughters 'Bittoo and Cuiry'. J 

love and care Bittoo more than my life, as .she is first baby in my life as well II$ my 

nw.ternol family bouse.. So, all of us love her like Jmytbing, even Bittoo tilso very 

comfortable wiJb us especially with me. I was planning to adopt Bittoo. But Reena 's 

husband was not getting ready for thaL According Jo Bittoo 's father .chiltlless woman 

bas no emoJion about the child because they don 'J know the pain of giving birth of a 

baby. He asked her~ how Pushpa wiD tllke .care of Bittoo,. as she is infertile. 

Feelings of jealousy and .shame were expressed :strongly, especially by young women 

when they compared themselves with their sisters and friends from the same age group.,. 

with whom they had passed the initiation rites_ Seeing them caring for their children was 

painfuL It is very dear from the following cases 



Case~9 

"1\'ladh~ 38 years e~ said I t~l.asha.med ud. jealousy when l see lllY sisters .and 

brothers ~hildre~Lo I have four brother .and two sisters, lam eldest .among four., awl 

we are .all married. My sister mul bhabhi (brether-in..Jaw) .also get p.regwurt very 

soon jqst after three m&Dths ef their marriage. And beth have twe £~ my 

bhabhi has twe sens -&Illy .and my sister has daughters enly. ]Jhabhi is reaDy alu~ky 

WOll\311. Even my ymmgest sister married last III:OBth,. she is also expecting. Bat she 

infermed every ene in the &umy e~pt :llle., 

Wo.rne;n whose husbands had one or .lllOI'e children with other women also expressed their 

jealousy strongly_ Generally~ infertile women who had at least one child :eo~. 

themselves favorably to those who had no :Children at all.- describing themselves as less 

jealous and better off.. They argued that at least they had someone· ro c<.:are for~ and, th~ir 

family would, not die ont~onc~ often mentioned by chililless women,. especially in 

cases in which siblings also su!Iered from infertility-

4. L3_ckof social Support 

Childless women.,. as well as women with only girl chil<L most often emphasized the 

problem of lack of support from their own family~ husband, and his family now and in the 

future_ Women without children have to perform all household tasks by them selves su~h 

as cleaning.. and preparing the food. They are scared .and feel uncertain about their 

futures: who will provide house or improve the existing one when they are too old? Who 

will feed them? Who will care fo.r them when they are sick? Who will light th~ 

FUNERAL PYRE of the parents so as to secure the latter"' s life, and who will mak,e 

offerings to give strength to the souls of ~estors.,. in a society where funerals and other 

ceremonies for the dead are very ilnportant. 

Some of these women said--
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Cilse-10-

"My husband fanmy"s ~ CQJJJJ!$ /Q ~ ClliY!_ of IIU!._ AciualJy my si,stu-.Ul-law~ 

omibc--in-low and eve11 my hU$btuultbgdher MSd Jo belli me •~ JltBJ~ why I CIU1le. tp 

stsy bi!.TI! witb my own~ DIU! lo tbi$ bllt my o..,_ pm-e_nts_ als_o re»11liJu. IYtltiiPPY 

whh lllJ!,._ They slwsys make pla.n lo drop me in hliSbsnd~ hiJRJL Wbne llS my DIQJ.ber

ht law tbreiJJI!ns me Jbf!-4 we will_ nmarry OJU Sf!» and bringf~nile_ bride/or him. 

1kre is some suggestion that social support is important for both men and women,. but it 

may play d.ifferent roles :for the two- There .aJ:e two important dimensions Qf SPkial 

sup~ S~tw:al social support is the existence and pattern of relationships wi1h others,. 

for example- relatiPnships provide em{)tional,. intellectual, or marital reso~s (Cohen 

and, Wills, 1986)_ 

j.._ Fear :0f divm-ce: threat :Or «allty? 

Fear of divorce over infertility was often mentioned by infertile worn~ many of whom 

had been roatried and divorced before. 

Some women explained the reasons for divorce with expressions such as: "no man. likes 

not. having c~ And ·~a man does not like to work for nothing'"_ This id~ t.hat 

infertility leads to divorce was confirmed by vari-ous fertile and infertile informants who 

said they knew couples who were divorced because of~rtility_ 

Examples were also provided of couples who divorced/separated over infertility and 

subsequently one of them managed to have children with another partner_ 

On the contrary~ some infertile wmnen who knew that their husbands were trying to 

procreate with other women said this did not necessarily signal end of their man:iage~ 

even if the husband succeeded in impregnating someone else_ Two women said that their 

husbands woUld never leave them because of their childlessness; one of these women 

was,- in fact. extremely positive about her relationship with her husband. 

Indeed, -despite the perc~ived threat of divorce~ the actual reasons for -earlier divorc~s 

among wome_n in this stnQy do no appear to be related largely to infertility_ Two out of 

eighteen infertile women interviewed had divorced at least once~ but,. acc:Ording w th_e 
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infertile women themsdves" thdr husbands had generally not left them b~ of 

infertility~ Many other motives for divoroe we~ mentioned their childkssness as th.e 

reason for a. fo:nner divon:e~ Moreover.,. it was not only men who wanted_ to ka:ve their 

wives~ Under ~ertain conditions-mainly pen;eiv~ incompatibility or blood_ and. an 

unac~ept.abk !kgree or promiscuity on the part of the husband-- women or their 

~la:tives were the ones to seek a. di.vo.me~ To slU11l1UUize" although the t.hreat of di.vo.me as 

experieru;ed_ by infertile women is real,. not having children does not automatically mean 

that a. man will ~pudiate his wik~ 

MoleOver.,. although some women wished that they received more financial and moral 
• 

support from their husbands in their se.a~h of infertility treatments.,. on the other hand. 

most of t.hem complained about domes~ vio~e be~use of their in£~- The most 

of the woman had suffered. physical and mental maltreatment at the ~- or her 

husband."s family~ In that part of country.,. .a bride price (Dowry) is paid to the parents of 

the bride" to compensate for the lost labor potential and the children the woman shall hear 
for the husband" s lineage (Sachs & Honwana: Welch,. 1990)~ 

esse 12 

Mon)u is a. 40 yrs o#4 be,r husbmul works 1n railways. She nturoJ.etl J.hfl4l am ltlki.ng 

tri!Jllment for ltJSt 2/Jyrs of my marriage~ d~ Jo wh1ch 1 have become plump. Th~$~ 

days niy p~r1mls are not r£gllltu~ may be ilue Jo sitle :effecJs of~ I always feel 

tired or and have fatigM£~ headache~ and lack .sleep (insomnia). Right now my body is 

toJaily dependent on medicines~ withollt having medicine I can not even sleq properly 

that~s why my husband 1hinks 'I am mad'~ my mental .status is not in balance.. Once he 

took me tp the mental hospi.tolllancbi also~ there I htul gone through ll1l the metlicoJ 

treatment /IS well /IS electric shock. After 1hat be always used Jo .send me Jo Ranchi llniJ 

tmce I cQJIU! back from th~ I got to know that be is married Jo 1he other women Wlto 

is very younger (16 yrs only) to him and she is from poor family- now 1hey b.a.ve. (my 

hlJ$~nd and his wife) 1hree cbihlren. Still I am staying with my hNSbanJ.. And W/Uit Jo 

have my own baby. 
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Three out of eighteen the women we interviewed,. did not experience pn:ss~ or blame 

from their husbands_ Rather., they usually feli suppo~d by theta By this., the women 

meant_ that the husbands did. not blame them,. did not impose a solution on them or in rare 

cases.,. acco.mpanied_ them to the tests and procedufes_ Thus., "support"" was ~fined_ both in 

terms of their efforts to embark on infertility tJ;eatme~ as well as alternatively., to stay 

childless_ The husbands were actually more willing to discontinue _infertility treatment,. 

while the women were the ones who were de~. to persist indefinitely., to ''endu.re 

any pain'"- There was one exception in which an e~ment_ bad existed. fur five years, 

with the condition for IIUUJiage being that she conceives_ In several cases.,. the relationship 

between the partners had deteriorated because of the stress of the inability tp co~eive 

and the pressure of the demanding medical ~mechanical sexual relatio~ etc_ 

some marriages were dissolved as a direct consequence of infenility_ These.,. however.., 

were the ~eptions,. in most cases the women felt .strongly supported by their partners. 

The broader family context., however., was more frequently a source of stigmatizing 

attiuroes and reactions. Since many newly married couples lived in the same household as 

the husband~ s parents, the presence or absence of a pregnancy were .lllUch more do.sely 

monitpred. As in other studies of involuntary childlessness (RiessmaJ\y 1995b.,.2000).,. the 

role of the mother-in-law turns out. to be pivotal in this dynamic_ The women were highly 

sensitive to their mother-in-law~s remarks.,. which usually revolved. around the 

consequences that infertility had for the family~s standing in the social groups_ The 

mother-in-law~ s comments were seen by the women as containing a taken for granted 

assumption that the medical causes of infertility are located in an assumption explicitly 

stated or implied. 

Many women were "silent and cried"~ others resisted the in-laws" attempts to blame 

them for the infertility~ Most acts of protest and resistance in the family situation (as well 

as in the medical context) were carried out in collaboration with others~ especially their 

partners- Rados~ for example,. described reelings "unwanted~' in the home and the family 

conflicts, which ''became more and more serious each month that I didn.,t announce that I 

am pregnant~'_ Later.,~ in an act which can be identified as "strategic avoidancen with the 

support of others (Riessman. 2000)~ she left the home in which she felt insulted, She 



illustrated her resistance to internalizing the stigma through not carrying it w1th her when 

leaving the immediate stigmatizing environment.. 

The inability to have children had a strong effect on the women"' s social identities and 

led some to also question their professional identilies. They question the meanlngndness 

of their work ~eived as several quotes_ Madhu,. for example, state¢ "it is true that one 

~ self actualize in many ways,. but l believe that my .main purpose is to give birth to 

children"~ Sudha voiced~ the way in which the emptiness created. by the childlessness 

diflUsed. toa other as~ts oiher lite. 
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CHAPTER-S 

SUMMARY ANDCONCLUSION 



FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION 

The study has focused. -on the psyclur:~ial :experi~s of women with infertility 

problem., The ~uses for tbis ®ndition ~multiple .and could be. related to either 

or both partners_ Infertility is a leading cause of seeking help of a gynaeco]()gist; 

the ~~s of infertility were fuund from various :Study~ s whkh range. from: 

severe economic deprivation. to social isolation to murder and suit;ide_ And the 

expe~ of infertility ~uses harsh,. poignant and unique difficulties: ~om~ 

hardShip"'" socials~ and blame.,. social isolation a.ndalienatio~ gu~ fear.,. loss 

of ~ial status... helplessness and in some cases violence_ Even. :t:hen., ~ 

.attention has been given to the reprod~tivf! li~ of non-pregnant women_ 

However.,. in India. inftmility is one of the commonest reasons why women seek a 

gynaecologist help_ In a country like India.- where infertility is tn:ated as IYUura1 

control :Of high fertility.,. it seems worthless to discuss on the issue of inf~lity.., 

This singular focus on fertility control resulted in the total neglect .of the. issue .of 

infertility..,. .a serious reproductive health .concern with .serious implication in terms 

of determinants and consequences (Jejeebhoy.,. 1996). 1n a review of ~tive. 

failure .as a health priority in thirrl world (Bergstro~ 1992) has been illustrated. 

that the problem of childlessness is more pronounced than .any other problem of 

overpopulation. Accounting the social .and psychological sufferings .of couples,. 

particularly for women's well being; the problem of infertilitylchildless is a 

serious p11blic health issue in terms of policy .and provision for infertility care .and 

managemenL 

The maiked. social inequalities and ·discrimination that persist against women~ 

.almost universal and {#Ut across all :Class d~tions. But the po'Iarization that 

exists between the privileged sections .of the. society .and the masses :greatly 

influences the problem of women_ It is.,. theref~ women.,. esp~ial]y from the 

economically weaker sections.,. that are .adversely affected-



The ovemll p.urpo,se of the .study was to understand the issue of infertility 

experienced by the women. the social psycholo~al aspect of inf~ity by 

reviewing the relevant literature.- and by interviewing women with infemlity 

problem from an infertility cl~ and department of Ob.ste1.rks .and Gynaec_ology 

of public. hospital in Delhi: 

Though there is sufficitmt.anthropologicalli~ that highlights~- impo~ 

of c~ in the relation to infertility~ ~ basic theoretical understanding is that 

cultures are products of historkal,. social and economkal fo~ whic.h are 

responsible for women condition not only in Indian society but also in every 

society in the worhl Ch~ss wonum are bhuned.. 

The study attempts to understand the issue ofinfertllity problem (which is :epuples 

pmblem) but only women are blamed,. not only by ~-husbands and his family 

but also by the ~iety. It also ~ines the .ignoranQe of policy makers .and. the 

lack of public hea11h servic.es towards this issue. The objective of the study wen~ 

1. To identifY kinds of social ~ssure.s fa~ by women with infertility problem. 

2. To understand the implications of these pressures on the soci~nomic and 

psychologk;a] experiences of women. 

3. To see kinds oftreatmentseeke{J. for infertility. 

4. To .analyze copping strategies in relation to infertility. 

The study was carried at two places., one in the clinic and another in hospital of 

DelhL The Surya clinic and Safda.Jjung hospital were chosen for the study which 

are clinic is a private clinic and a big tertiary public hospital respectively. 

Case study method was .adopted. Eighteen -case studies were done with women 

experiencing infertility problem of .age group between 22-40 years with their 

consenLc Tools like in-depth interview observations and group d~ussion w~ 

used. Interview with women c-ontinued for more than an hour. The some of the 

respondents were interviewed twice .also.,. when they came for treatment· again. 

Permission for interview with the respornknts was taken from the Doct·or-in

·Chargt; when they were waiting for c~k-ups. The study duration for .about fom 



months wen; engaged in tbe fiehL Apart from these data,. !;Olledion., the .secondazy 

data was collected from journals.,. books.,- maga.zine~ newspapers etc-

Lot of infertile women ~ing medi® ~ for iniimility w~ 

.approached and se1ec.ted for the study"" in the above mentioned clink a.rul hospiWJ_ 

But :Only e~ w~ .agreed to participate in the study_ 

Review ofliterature 

Historically.. till date.c every cui~ has itkal~ woman to ~me a mother-11te 

expectation that a woman's most important and ~fining role is that nf mother has 

be~ .ca]kd. the myth of motherhood (Hare-Mustin and Broderick,.l9791 the cult 

of true motherhood (Cnllins... 19.&7; Rhode~ 19.&.&,. Sande.lowsld,. 1990) and the. 

motherhood mandate (Russ()... 1976).. In Indian society traditinnal fertility is 

considered to be a norm and continues to be widely .ac.~ by the. people; .and 

thai two norms .are expected: 

L all women and men should. marry and 

2~ all marriedcnuple_s should reproduce.. 

Therefore marriage and having a child is a mandatory for everyone-

Traditionally"' in Indian society~ the mother has always been revered as the giver 

of life.,. the nurturer of children.,. and ''matrishakti'' and maternal feelings are 

considered essential for a woman's growth.,. development and status in the society_ 

The worst sin it is considered in our society,. is to be born as woman who are 

incapable to give b~ Therefore.,. a major fact of women's life is their .status .as a 

child bearer- Any further identity has been neglected by terms such as "'Baanjb'' 

and "Soonikokh" while there is no social term for childless men in the society_ 

In many 'CUltures,. inability to ;CODCeive bears a stigma In closec:l social groups~ a 

degree of rejection or a sense of being rejected by the people.,. husband.,. and in

laws may cause c-onsiderable anxiety and disappointment., lt also ~ts the social 

life related to ~social and marital relationship_ It affects at so~ :extent on 

social relations with fumily friends and woikmates fnr working wom~n.. 



Infertility is .a, ~hmni~ly stl"essfuls~ a non-event transition (Kompatnkk 

. et .aL,. 1993)~ Chronic stre.ssors develop slowly as continuous .and pmblemati<; 

conditions in tmT ~ial conditions .and ~ial mles (Wheaton,. 1999)_ It makes the. 

women~s lire belL For many wo~ infertility and its tre.at:me.nts C<;tuse .a ~rious 

strain on ~ir interpersonal ~Wionship... dis~ ~lationshlps with o~ 

people.,. personal distress,. reduced self-esteem and periods of existential cri~s 

(Abbey e.t .al. ... 1992; w~ 1992; Schmidt,- 1996; Gre.il,- 1997.; TjOlllhol

Thompsen... 1999)_ Infertility is perceived as .a stressful Ii&. sJtwition that 

infl~ .an individual~ s psychological .atljUStments in .acconlanG.e. with the. 

resources she bas available with. 

From mental health perspective~ infertility is consid~ among the. more. ~us 

life stressors.. Various studies have shown its detrimental eftect on the well-being 

of the. individual. as well as on marital satisfaction (e~ Mikulincer~ Ho.resh, 

Levy-shlfi: Manovic~ and Shalev ... 1998)., Berg Wilson (1990~ 91) found tensi~ 

dep~ssion... .anger.,. decrease_ in sexual functioning... mood distmbanc.es.,. cognitive_ 

disturbances.,. expre~ e~ssive worrying .and . .a terulency of self blam~ low 

~rgy level,. .and over eating are to be frequent responses in infertile coupk:s_ 

Leiblum (1993) found infertility to be a serious cause of stress and anxiety that 

results couple to feel offend~ lower body image.,. and decreases psychological 

and fmancial resources. It may have also found that women trying to conceive 

often have clinical depression rates similar to women who have cancer_ 

Infertility is .a life crisis with invisible losses, .and its consequences are manifold, 

childless women experiences stigma .and isolatioiL Infertility CM threaten .a 

woman~s identity ... status and economic security and consequently.,. be a major 

source of .anxiety leading to lowered se]f.esteem. .a sense of powerlessness_ 

Although. pemeptions of women ~s roles and .attitudes may be shifting, particularly 

in the upper and middle :Classes.,. bearing .a child still remains an important fuctor 

of the socio-economic well-being in the most Indian women (Das Gupta,. Chtm 

and. Krishnan,. 1995).. Infertility :ean .also result into a s~ relationship in 

marital home_ Men tend to hold. their wives responsible for infertility_ And many 

wives tend to blame themselves for childlessness irrespective of without knowing 

the reason who responsible is_ {Desai.,. Srinivashan and I-Iazra. 1992). In some. 



Gases worn~ ~ ~ with another marriage or divo~e 1llld many fear 

abantkmment .and loss of sodal .and eoonomi® security_ They W.Uld also be 

victims ofvio~.,.a~ ~~ial e~lusion (Singh,- Dhaliwal .and~ ... 1996),. 

Some couples experience altered .seXIJal responses (Desai.,. Srinivas~ and~ 

1992.., Mulgaonkar.,. 2001)- Though childlessness usually has a negative_ impaaon 

marriage; some husbands .me. supportive 1llld defend their be.tter halves against 

family p~ssure or ~isln.c 

Most couples seek treatments after trying to c'OHCeive for ~ to four years 

(Gupta.- DhaU and Dhaliwal.,. 1983.,.1~ and Iyengar .. 1999; Mulgaonkar.,. 2001; 

Unisa.,- 1999)- Couples may delay se¢king meifical advice~ of the ~of a 

final tkflnite diagnosis, emotional stress.. the_ physical discornfurt of the_ tests they 

would have_ to undergo and admitting failure in ~ir eff-orts to ~ive (Gupta,. 

Dhall and Dhaliwal,- 1983) irrespe_ctive of who the infurtile_ person is,- it is the 

woman who initiates the frrst contact with the physician (Gupta,, Dhall and 

Dhaliw~ 19.83.,. Singh, Dhaliwal and Kaur.,. 1983)-" Coupks with priinaQr 

infertility are usually more interested in treatment than those with secondary 

infertility (Gupta.. Dhall and- Dhaliwal.- 19.83; Singh. Dhaliwal and Kaur-..- 1996)_ 

Treatrneni 59metirnes c-ontinues over a long period; for example.. in one study"" 

women sought ~ent for 25 years and some c:nntinued, to rely on rituals or 

religious practices for over 30 years (Unisa.,- 1999)- Although,. most studies re_veal 

that male participation in infertility diagnosis and treatment tends to be limited as 

infertility is perceived to be a woman's problem, in some contexts, husbands also 

participate and accept treatment if required (Unisa,l999). 

Stigmatizing beliefS.- limited male participation. cost,. indifferent quality of~ .. 

and lack of servi~s in the public sec_tor are In<Yor barriers to prompt and

appropriate treatment-seeking. Patterns of treatment-seeking depend on the 

woman/coupks soc~mic status.. decision-making within the fllmily, the 

level of inf-ormation and accep:tlbility of tre<Ument (Iyengar -';Uld ly~ngar~ 1999; 

Singh. Dhaliwal and Kaur_, 1996; Unisa.,- 1999). Irtgh costs sometimes result in 

disco:nfinuation of the treatment or resort to unqualifl~ practitioners (Singh, 

Dhaliwal .and Kaur_, 1996). Traditional beliefs about women being possessed by 



evil spirits also inhibit wom~ from ~king .appropruue ~cmt (Iyengar and 

Iyengar~ 1999)~ 

The public health system ~s not offer .aqcess to .adequate preventiv~ curative 

.and counselling ~ices.. Though infertility treatment is theoretically available at 

govennnent facilities.c effedive treatment is often difficult to .access .as ~ is 

lit:tle_ coordination between gynaecologists.. infertility specialis1:s.. S~ns and 

1aOOmtory ~ians~ ~~~ av~bk in the private ~or but~ varying 

qualities and costs.. which are. notafford<ible by ~kJw middk class. 

A variety of treatnreirts ~ sought though .a pattern of treatment~secldng does not 

emeJge- Some .studies suggest that women fU"St seek treatment from ~itional 

healers (Gupta. Dhall anti Dhaliwal;- 1983; .Kakar~ 1983).. More ~studies 

have identified Allopathy .as the fU'St treatment sought. Couples also follow 

religious practkes with tre~ either simultaneously or subsequently 

(Mulgaonkar~ 200 l,. Unisa, 1999)- As last resolt,c when Allop<¢hiG ~ent ~s 

not work,. women seek other methods, such .as Ayurv~ Homeopathy .. Unani and 

other traditional methods.- or visit holy p~ and spiritwd healers. (Uni~ I 999). 

~anecdotally~ it is said that infertile men and women tend- to seek help fium 

traditional healers and ~ks (Kakar DN.,. 19.83)_ The most C:Ommon methods 

used by traditional h~ers ~ hemal treatments and appeals to supernatural 

powers,. as well as prayers {puja means prayer among Hindus) and other rituals 

(munat is a certain promise made at~ {the grave of a holy man) :OTto a deity 

by someone wanting a particular wish to be (hlfilled. This :promise must then be 

cam¢ out upon the att.ainment of what is desired.) Little is known .about the 

availability of Allopathic fertility treatment in nmll .areas,- the_ profile of couples 

who seek these services from the :private sector or the treatment costs incurred by 

them (Jejeebhoy JS,- 1994)_ 
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FINDINGS 

Results: 

);> The data :fium in-depth interviews by interview guide and narrative techniques 

provided. demographic infffimation .and their lived: experiences also_ 

);> FirSt of .all the proposition of primary infertility is higher than the secoruhny 

inrertility,. i_e~ out of cighteen ~ ~ cases are found to be primary 

infertili.ties and, only fi\'e ~s ~Wed to secondmy in which two of them had 

.a.~ viewed as. trnrlrs.husban<fs in~mle-

);. The study also shows that majority of women with. reproductive difikulty/ 

infertility..,. are_ excluding male related ~tor- Out of eighteen~ only four 

women had difficulty, rest of the eleven women~s husband. had problem... one 

of them had unexplained: infertility_ And two of them had a remale~hild. 

)- For secondary infertility.,. if the ~vious! tirSt offspring/baby was girl.. social 

pressure created. by the family and societies as same as in case of primary 

infertility .. 

);. Social pressure is more viewed in joint family system 

);. Social pressure inc~ased with duration of marriage and duration of infertility 

Social pnssnr£S:-

• When asked who pressurize them most to bear a son, they said in-laws.,. eight 

felt the pressure_ from their own husband.,. five said it is society.,. two and three 

said that they ~lves feels that they shoUld bear a son. 

• When asked they you blame or who is ~sponsible for infertnity..,. who is 

medically {.ac®rding to your doctor) responsible for her infertility_ Beside_s 

the fact that though the respondents knew the fact that they are not .alone 

responsible for it.." Of the total eighteen .almost half of women blamed. her self 

i..e_ nine~ believed that it is woman who is responsible for childlessness, and 
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five were of the opinion that it is a Gxl~s punishmtmt .and~ were_ blam~ 

their husband, and one had blame witches. 

On the b<lsis of the findings fium the study~ ~ ~ so~ ~nu~ial 

debates on culture,. society~ gender and inf~ity whi~h we. ~ ~ontr11H.tte4 

However"' before doing thai we would first like. to highlight the main 

difference that emerges between the genikr .arul infertility~ and social p~ss~ 

of men and womea Psy~ial sufferings nf childless women and link it to 

their life .and behavior,. relationship between gender infertility e~~ 

The~ links nperate_ through ~ial presslll'e by in-l;,lws.,. husband.- own farm1y 

and sometimes soc.iety f neighbour4 

};> The case studies too reveal that they .are under extreme soc.ial press1.1m by 

husband and his fiunily_ They are_ not even supported by their p,arents .and. 

society_ They .3I"e. helpless. Even in :ease_ -of male infertility -cases,. husbands .are 

not ready to g-o to the ~tor.,. or for the~ ~y only b~ wo~~ 

);> The prevalenGe nf infertility and the skewed nature of society.,. culture blame. 

only to women fur :this problem and have negative thought .about childless 

women and- women .are f"mally stigmatizec:l Therefore,. these women struggle 

for their survival in their own family and in the in-laws fami1y4 

};> Part- of their experiences such .as infertility experience_s.,. social pressures,. 

economic constraints .and desire for child/baby,. going to the hospital every 3-4 

months,- change ofhospital are repeated .again .and again due to desire for baby 

by .almost all the women involved, in the study4 

~ The demand for children is found in every class~ especially for .a son. Though 

in our study both the cases of secondary infmility..,. in which one of them has 

daughter.,. another had induced .abortion .are desperate to have .a son,. -comes 

.from upper chlss. 
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Kinds of treatment seeked 

);> Women usually do not go to the practitioner or seek .assis~e_ from public 

health serv~es .. FITStly; they do puja.. munnat. They keep fast twice .a week. 

When they are unable to conceive_ then they are forced to seek ~tment or 

~ ~ ~lp fimn practitiooe_rs..In 1imns of tre_atment, in most of the case~ all 

types of therapi~ both traditional and~ bio-me.dica4 are_ re_sorted to~ in 

a roughly hi~hal ol'der starting from ~ traditional heale_r to the big 

fert.mt;y ciinic~ 

)> Re_asons for not ~king .assistance from public hospital tend to vary. The most 

common reason is that.-. doctors in public hospital .are_ always in a burry; more_ 

than tbree or four patients are_ ca11ed by the doctor~ at a time. Even they speak 

rudely. In terms of treatment in most of the cases.- not all type of therapies are_ 

avail<:~,ble....: They said they do not believe in government hospital at alL They 

thought doctors. are very careless in government hospitals. Mostly prefer 

private clinic. unless and until private_ clinic refer the patient to the public 

hospital or resort in ti.me of financW crises. 

)> Several home ~edies continue to be resorted at the initial stage starting 

from juice of leaves .. ~ dried flower~ barks of various kinds of plants and 

trees to the application of oiL ashes. sindoor {red colour powder which is 

applied on the forehead and hair for decoration.. is a symbol of marriage), and 

even waste bloodofa women who delivered baby. 

)> For them.,- Homeopathy and traditional systems prove to be very effi~dous in 

particular illness. For example-Aymveda is believed to be e:J'Wctive for long 

term results {not for symptomatic re_lief) and Homeopathy is mainly believed. 

to ~ efficacious in secondary infertility and in case of white discharges. 

miscarriages and has no side effects. Besides. they resort. to these treatments 

as the Allopathic is mainly believed to be very expensive for middle and the 

lower middle class. 



);> We found that the woiii£1l ceontinue their treatment till their menopause_~ They 

~ even f{)Ulld to be seeking each and e_v:e_ry type of ~atment. whatever 

su~stion given to thQ;n. Even they walk~ foot 50-55 kms without Jmving 

food to the temple to worsbip the GX!.andappeal fur hearing ~h~n... 

);> Most wmmw reason ror ~~ of ~linic was ~tor~s ill ~haviour; other 

:reasons like paying c:ODSult.ant charges in every visit,. ~e_ssary ~sts 

pre:SGTJDed by the doctor -or~- follow ups etc-

);> It is ironi~ to. point -out ~ fur tho~ who ~ not -economically weD off .and 

husband is not supportive,. are unable to take .advantage of infertility treatment 

facilitie_s4 As a result. roany ~ fo~ to go to their own pi.irent' s house. to 

seek treatmentoc Some women are_ taking treat:ment from. their own parent's 

house4. Because ~ in-laws 1\lild ianilly don~t w.I;Ul1; to waste. mone__y on the.~ 

and feels she is useleSS; non rertile .. 

)'> On the other ~- the woman who is taldng treatment since 2-0- 30. years 

continue treatment till their menopause.,. further~ they don~t have .optio~ which 

is the last stage of reproductive life_ Even though. these women .are taking 

treatment. Unlike some women who have taken treatment and medicines 

irregularly_ Sometimes these women .are required to go through painful 
• 

process4 They remain under threat Df losing their temper~ if the treatment is 

unsuccessfuL Further these women pay heavily for the. treatment. 

Hence.,. it is one of the major f'mdings that despite variations,. in the conditions 

of treatment from different dimensions Df infertile women.,. they cDJltinMe to 

get ~ent fDr a long time and pay heavily 4 

Coping strategies {social support, ~ption) 

}> Marriage is a social support for a woman who is fmancially dependent (not 

doing job),. befnre marriage they de~ on ~ir own family and a.fte.r 

mani~ they are rlepe_ndt!nt on husband~ 
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)- The _iru;ome of women from middle and lower middle ~lass. being so meagre~ 

it is the ~ssity to subsist that guides their expenditure,. .and there is hardly 

any probkm of preference with regan:ls to goods and services on which 

money should be spent., From the~ income it becomes very hard to bear 

~ treatment- The mc:Yor portion of their income is spent on ~. 

But: their problem of childk~ss hardly gets c.~ (t;Onqeption).. For the~ 

women ~ure means pregnancy., If Jl()t.c they are mo~ press~ by their 

family eyen tbq are ~ 4bused, sqohkd, .and, ~eied of rema.rrlage 

.arui~tion or to go b~k to ~nts, hou~ 

~ Most of tbtml . .are. reported, that they are. unable. to procure. ART •. IVF ~They dp 

not purchase .all the technique in medigd m.arket., ~~ they pun;~ .as 

prescnDed by the Doctor fur required. ~od,. drug therapy.,. AID •. AIH,. but 

very few of them and most of the. t.Une either on defe:~ pa~nt {by 

husband. and, his :family) or they don,t know .abput these ~hniqnes_ The. link 

between health .and economic status is obvious., Sometimes they get 

dep~sed,c tensed .and childlessness lingers .and. become a part of their life.,. 

because of lack ofknowledge .and f"mancial support from husband .and parents~ 

~ lt is undeniable that new reproductive technologies (NRl) in India. have 

increased. But it is expensive .andnot.available in public hospital. 

~ Once a heavy investment is made .and :tailed they undergo more pressure 

which leads to psycholo~ problem. 

Adoption 

);> This is not always an easy .and simple option. 

);> Adoption within the fiunily is encilimlgeO more than adoption with 1lllY ~hild. 

of unknown origin. 



from their blood relatives. 

PERCEPTION OF CAUSATION: 

)> P~eptions of casual factors regarding childlessness .<U"e severaL However .an 

important finding was that the women they link it up with their ~ their past 

1i&; menstruation ~riods., 

)> They fmnly believe that ~gt,~lar period~ s leads to mferulity and heavy 

periods lead to fertility~ This gets refl~ted in .a very ~ommon statement-:

"actually periods are not regular" sometimes it comes two days late. e_tc_ The 

measurement for pregnancy is their periods because. for theill,c .absence of 

periods means pregnancy_ Therefore.,. they relate it to the cause of fertility .and 

infurtHity_ 

)> Most of the women ascribe_ their di~ulty in ~e_ption,. to diaye.n (vamps .. 

witch) particularly those who experiencedmiscaniages_ 

)> As reported,. in case of male infertility (husband having problem).,. if he would 

have taken treatment_ Whether modem or indigenous method.. They felt that if 

husband would have_ supported in having indigenous treatment,. they would 

have conceived. 

To summarize.,. our data shows that the popular understanding that the_ 

'helpless women~ do not underst:aml the causes -of infurtility is highly 

questionable_ We found- from our study that these women are very consci-ous 

-of the impactl side effects -of medicine and s~ial conditions on health. On the 

other hand,- despite facing perpetual childlessness.,. they conceptualize 

childlessness as God~ s punishment f-or past · misdeeds and that he is 

withholding the one thing that they v.alue most-a child- Thus.,. for them the 
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implication of ~ous and prolonged ~atrntmt is mm;h ~ crucial than 

implication accepting the status of childlessness.. The central fQCus being .a 
rno~r"'" or deliver .a baby .as it gives them .a sense of completeness .and social 

status in the family- And do not have side_ etkct -of -one_s physical we_ll being. 

CONCLUSION 

Two dominant conclusions emerge_ ftom. this. study_ First,. :Gouple_s nn~rg.oing 

infe_rt.ility ~-~ire_ informa,ti~ support,. and counselling to enable them 

to make informed choices., to participate_ fully in decision making about .t;beiT 

treatrne_nt...and to deal with the_ ~vitab1e psychosocial effects of the treatments. 

The sewnd conclusion is ~ 1¢ present, fertility programs in India do not 

pro vi~ the_ information and support patients would have.. Each sUTVey~ whether of 

clinics or patients,. found that ~ information .available_ is ~ cmnpkx ~. ~s 

not .a~ly cover the areas of patients: that women want more_ dialogue with 

their doctoiS than they .are c:UITently experiencing; and tbat pat-ients want a. :equal 

support from tbe_iT partners in their treatment.. It se_ems to be clear that many 

fertility programs need to be_ more patient-centred in their approru;b t.o treatment. 

The light that these_ studies shed on the_ experience of infertility treatment is . 

important for the doctoiS .and the other professionals who are involved .in 

providing infertility treatments_. The fmdings of the_se_ studies will enable clinics to 

undeiStand how they could better serve their patients, meeting the_ir needs not 

only for information and counselling.. but for support in making decisions and. 

dealing with the psychosocial .impact of treatment. Taking this .approach would. 

help clinics to become truly patient-centred.. 

Finally"'" more efforts need to be made to better integrate the empirical .study of the_ 

experience of infe.rtllity with important policy questions, .sm;h as question of 

national care policy and the debate_ over NRT_ 

Lastly .. we have_ .argued that the most :erucial constraining factor for infertility is 

not a failure nf medical treatments .and lack of knowle_dge but the constraints 



imposed on the cbildl~ss women by the cult:ural,. social and economical factors in 

whlch they have to live ~ fun<;tion~ 

The growing int~st in- women,.s health is a so~ of great excitement .and hope~ 

Women have carried J:he bmden of the nurturanc~ .and support of men .and 

children with little affirmati~ emotional .support or societal interest in tbek 

issues .and the_ e~tsoftbe~ b~s on ~Jmd well being. 

In .a populatipn. w~ th~ ~ IllO:I'e negativ~ .socia"4 cultural and :emotional 

repercussions for cehiklless women than for any other non- lif~~tening 

condition, it can be .assumed that almost .aU cases of childlessness round .are .due to 

physiological or biologiqtj factors.._ The majority of cehildless women have_ primm:y 

infertility_ There was a genernllack of modem medical facilities .and a lack of 

trained medical provllkrs in the publ~ be<llth .se.Gtor t-o deal with the various 

fertility- related problems of the_~ wuples,. .at su~,. primary health :ee_ntre 

and community health -centre kvel alike- It is ~ Allopmh~ medlkine was 

clearly the_ preferred type of treatment for a large proportion of women; they 

gen~Uy went t.o priv-<U;,e_ ~tors 1m-d h-ospitals_ 

1n .a nutsllell.- social pressure is not the only reason why pe.ople want children and 

we should recognize and re~t tbaL There are no e_asy answers t.o dil~mas 

infertility rnises. but such is the nature of public policy_ Answers only come_ when 

concerted efforts of research and thinking are invested and different solut-ions are 

tried. 



L From how many days you~ practicing here?-----------

2~ Ex~ept :this ~1ini~ are you visiting any other ~1ini~'l 

Yes 

If yes (Name &.address):~-----------------

3~ Nmnberof~~sperday:--------------------

4- How many new cases (1 or 2 months) and old cases ( 1 year) are there? 

Old Cases: - New Cases:-----~ 

5~ How many infCrtility cases you have male ~elated and female related? 

Male related: Female related:------

6~ WOO approaches first(HIW): ------------------

7. Generally which age group comes for tieatrnent'l 

8_ Which social class genef&]ly visits here?( means what are their SEC): -----

9. What are the different treatments given by you & what are their charges? 

1 0~ What is the ~onsultant charge of your dinic? 

11 .. Do yo11c have .any te.ferral center? 

IfYes (name&. .ad~ss): ------------------

IfNo,. bow you handle difficult~s? ----------------
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12. What is the rate of success of treatment?~-------~----

13- Pfese.ntly bOW many (;Oup}eS have SU~ed in CO~iving by your ~t? 

14- What is yom- duration of talking to a patient?{Tnne spent):-------
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ANNEXURE-D 

a. SOCI-0-.DEMOGRAPWC PROFILE 

• Name 
• Age 
• Age at marriage 
• Qualification 
• Age when started living with husband 
• Caste 
• Class 
• Occupation 
• Income 
• Family type (nud~Jjo.int) 
• Family size 

b. REPRODUCTIVE WSTORY 

• Contraceptive use 
• Type of infertility (primary/secondary) 
• Type of fac_tor (male/femiitle) 

c. TREATMENT SEEKING BEHAVIOR 

• After marriage when start taking treatment 
• How many clinic/ hospital visite~ & why changed the clinic 
• Doctor's behavior 
• Different type of treatment tried 
• Side effect (health related & behavioral) 
• Hope for success from the treatment 
• Cost of treatment 

D. KlNDS OF SOCIAL PRESSURES 
• Who give pressure? 
·• Bl~ (others & .self) 
• Perception (before & after marriage) 
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E. COPJNG STRATEGRS (SOCIAL SUPPORT.~ & A.I>OniON) 

• Social support:-
}> Financial support 
}> Emotional support 

• Adoption:-
» What she thinks 
}> What oth~r says about it? 
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